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Agricultural
Cooperative Development

Ray Fitzgerald, President Bartlett Harvey, Vice President International

February 25, 1976

Mr. Robert McNamara
President
International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development

1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Mr. McNamara:

The Small Farmer Credit Committee is an ad hoc group
of interested professionals from, but not representing,
U.S. and international agencies, which for some years has
been investigating various aspects of the problem of channeling
institutional credit to small farmers in developing countries.
For a while the focus in this area was on the AID Spring
Review of the same question, but recently with the help of
Development Program Grant funds provided by AID to Agricultural
Cooperative Development International, the Committee has
resumed active work on the problem.

In an attempt to build on the work of the Spring Review,
the Committee agreed that ACDI should engage a consultant to
review the relevant literature and interview Committee members
and other appropriate staff of represented agencies, with a
view to culling consensus guidelines for the effective provision
of credit on a viable basis to small farmers in developing
countries. Dr. Samuel Daines, formerly a program economist
with the Ford Foundation and US/AID, was commissioned to do
this. Copy of this report in two volumes is attached, together
with a brief compilation of his conclusions.

Dr. Daines produced both an excellent analysis of the
economic problems involved in raising the incomes of small
farmers and an extensive bibliography of the relevant liter-
ature. However, he concludes that "Despite a substantial
literature on small farmer credit, the amount known (about
the relative merits of alternative delivery systems) is dis-
appointingly inadequate to draw consistent directions for
program design." And "The conclusion of this report is that

Melvin E. Sims Mark L. Keith A. M. Feland, III Craig Beane
Chairman of the Board Vice Chairman Secretary Treasurer
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February 25, 1976

field measurement must be undertaken for many alternative
credit channels before 'guidelines' that really guide can
be written."

While the members of the Committee do not associate
themselves with all aspects of Dr. Daines' report, we do
commend those conclusions to your attention. We believe
that extensive field measurement of the impact of alternative
institutional approaches to increasing small farmer incomes,
including credit delivery systems, is needed for assessing
their cost/benefit effectiveness for rural development. We
welcome the research efforts already undertaken to this end,
such as the AID-financed comparative analysis of 36 rural
development projects by Development Alternatives Inc., and
the increasing provision for evaluation studies by AID and
the IBRD.

We suggest that in addition your agency give serious
consideration to the frequent inclusion in rural development
projects of provision for a proper study, based on interviews
of a random sample of client farmers and a comparable non-
client control group, of production, yields, use of inputs,
prices obtained, stocks, equipment, income and other relevant
factors, at the beginning of the project, periodically during
its course and some time after its conclusion. Such studies,
which would cost only a very small percentage of typical
project totals, would be invaluable aids to project execution
and would, in the course of relatively few years, build a
base for really solid comparative cost/benefit analyses of
alternative approaches to small farmer development. In our
view the cost of such studies is an appropriate charge to
development administration and research, if project grant
funds are not available.

In order that this study be reviewed we have included a
summary reference document.

In closing, I want to thank you for the participation on
this Committee of Mr. Pierre Courbois. While it has not
taken much of his time, his contributions have been useful
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to the Committee effort and hopefully he has found the exchange
of ideas with other members useful in his work.

Sincerely yours,

Chairman
Small Farmers Credit Committee

Enclosures:

Small Farmer Credit Study - Daines No. I
II i II i" I" No. II

Conclusions of Daines Study

JME:egw



CONCLUSIONS OF DAINES' REPORT ON SMALL CREDIT AND RURAL POVERTY

IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

I. Extensive field measurement of the impact of alternative
institutional approaches on small farmer incomes is needed
before "guidelines" for institutional approaches to small
farmer credit can be written.

pp 5,6 There are three sets of objectives relevant to the
problem:

1. Final small farmer impact objectives; net income
improvement, employment, nutrition, increase in
farm production.

2. intermediate process or constraint-removing
objectives: transportation and marketing
infrastructure, product or input prices, more
credit, technological information, etc.

3. institution building objectives: rural capital
market structures, technical assistance systems,
cooperative and farmer group organizations,
research entities, supply and marketing organiza-
tions, etc.

p. 6 There is decreasing consensus in literature and
practice about these: little disagreement about the first
set; increasing confusion about what are the critical
constraints to achieving them; and almost complete
disagreement about the efficiency of alternative institutional
forms for making intermediate process changes.

p 18 In essence both IBRD and AID have said that though
they are not insensitive to institutional form, yet given
the current lack of a reasonable basis for selection no
preference can be indicated.

p 44 There is no consensus on the question of which
delivery system is best.

p 2 Despite a substantial literature on small farmer
credit, the amount known is disappointingly inadequate to
draw consistent directions for program design, both in
quantity and quality of analytical approaches.

- - Agricultural Cooperative
- 2.* Development International
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p 3 The conclusion of this report is that field
measurement of farm level impacts and institutional
costs must be undertaken for many alternative credit
channels before "guidelines" that really guide can be
written.

p 45 Institutional evaluation would focus, not on
the organization itself, but on the performance changes
in the farmers it serves: the farm level impacts of
programs on income, output, and employment; measurement
of total overhead costs, and number of farmers reached.
Such a measurement would provide the best possible
evaluation measure; dollars of income improvement per
dollar of institutional cost.

p 10 In evaluating results, what should be measured
is the increase in farm incomes, not program-related
proxies for it. Only when such measurements have been
made in a variety of countries and for programs using
different procedural and institutional mechanisms will
rational selection of credit channels and procedures
be possible.

p 11 The same farm survey used to measure impact on
income will serve well in tracking the production impact.

p 45 No apparent studies are underway to provide
quantified,institutional cost/effectiveness analysis of
alternative channels for small farmer credit.

II. Alternative small farmer credit delivery systems have
shown mixed results or worse, or have been little tried.

p 46 - 7 Commercial banking structures have almost
universally been inadequate and inefficient in their
provision of credit to the small holder.

p 48 (except in the Philippines and South Vietnam
where public incentives overcame the cited difficulties).

p 48 Not only has the commercial banking structure been
unable to serve a useful function in this regard, but
the available evidence is'that they are the worst institu-
tional location to focus future efforts as well. Market,
institutional and cultural factors all argue against
them.

p 50 The (AID Spring Review of Small Farmer Credit)
country papers and an abundance of other literature show
that little more than a handful of the several hundred

0 Agricultural Cooperative
- Development International
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co-operatives that have been attempted in developing
countries have been successful. (1) (M. Miracle).

p 50 Logic seems to favor this alternative, but
what little is known of performance is less than
encouraging. This would argue for analysis of the
farmer impact of co-operatives programs, and the
comparative costs of the provision of credit through
co-operatives vs. other alternative channels.

p 51 Rural institutions which function as groups
take a tremendous amount of energy to originate and
keep functioning. Unless the evidence is strongly
in favor of their success potential, the added effort
may not justify the costs.

p 52 In most cases the public agricultural bank
has ignored the really small farmer for the same reasons
as commercial banks.

p 54 One of the largest problems associated with
the provision of small farmer credit is the immense
number of clients who must be reached. To reach them
involves the establishment of correspondingly immense
institutional structures with wide geographic dispersion.
The establishment and maintenance costs of these systems
is the origin of a large portion of the costs and
failure rates of small farmer credit.

p 54 Input sellers and product purchasers with whom
the small farmer already has ties are a logical alternative
- provided credit can be made available through them on
terms, including risk sharing, that will be attractive to
them; and with sufficiently careful administrative controls
to guard against exploitation of the farmer.

p 56 ditto money lenders.

(1) I take substantial exception to this reference from
Miracle for two reasons (a) no definition of cooperatives
(level of organization, cooperative type, etc.) was
referred to, or any identification of "success" and (b)
the facts are that, depending on definition, there has
been a far greater number of successful cooperatives
in developing countries.

[Eklund]

o Agricultural Cooperative
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III. In the interests of expanding credit availability and
improving investment quality, small farmer credit
programs should charge interest rates which cover full
cost.

p 57 The literature on interest rates is by now at
the stage of majority consensus that subsidized rates
are no bargain for the small farmer.

IV. The problem is not small farmer irrationality or inefficiency
but the smallness of his enterprise and his lack of
access to information, supplies, markets, credit.

p 7 There is now general agreement on Schulz' hypothesis
that small farmers are economic men whose decisions are
guided by common economic principles.

p 8 Small farm agriculture is generally more efficient.
The small farmer is more productive than the large, i.e.
has higher output (value added) divided by land or capital
or socially costed labor.

p 9 His problem is that he is small, not that he is
inefficient. The apparent conflict between equity and
efficiency can be set aside as an important issue.

p 22 If the small farmer and the economic processes
he is using in miniature are the most efficient, then the
principal explanation of his poverty lies in the scale
of his operation, and the main avenue of solution lies
in changes which will alter his economic environment and
allow for an expansion of his efficient processes.

p 21 If the problem is viewed as essentially a question
of farmer ignorance and inefficiency, the solution and
institutional form would be quite different from a solution
based on a conception of the small farmer as an intelligent
and rational economic decision maker... allocating his
limited resources in very nearly optimal fashion. There
is general consensus among economists that the latter is
the case.

V. The key problem is to expand the small farm enterprise by
creating the conditions under which available unemployed
labor can be productively used.

0 Agricultural Cooperative
Development International
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p 19 The characteristic which most distinguishes
the small farmer, the implications of which permeate
all of his economic alternatives and production processes,
is the extremely high labor/land ratio.

p 19 In most areas the small farmer has between 600
and 1200 man days per arable hectare of labor to absorb.

p 15 The largest single technical problem of the
small farmer is not what combination of fertilizers and
seed will give best results, but what mixture of labor
and other factors can be found to increase farm production
using labor proportions high enough to make all the
available days productive ones.

VI. Credit can assist the expansion of the farm enterprise in
a variety of ways, of which increasing the yield of
existing basic crops has least potential, and improving
the crop mix and the functioning of the farm as a multiple
production system the greatest.

p 13 14 Change in on-farm technology is one among many
sets of alternative ways of increasing farmer incomes.
Small farmer credit programs should look at all and not
just the technology subset.

p 27 The potential of yield increasing technical change
is very limited:

1. The crops for which viable packages exist are
low value crops with little long run potential
for raising small farm incomes to satisfactory
levels.

2. The historical success at achieving adoption is
very disappointing among small farmers.

3. The yield increasing technological packages are
applicable to a very limited number of crops
and to physical.conditions which are not
characteristic of small farm agriculture.

p 29 Focus on cereal crop yields should continue to
be part of small farmer credit programs, but only to the
degree that other alternatives are unable to productively

o Agricultural Cooperative
- I Development International
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absorb credit funds and personnel resources.

p 31 In small farm credit programs the dimensions
of land slack in the 1-5 HA category should be measured.
If there is slack the first farm level production priority
should be to finance bringing that land into production.

p 32 The most obvious of all small farmer solutions
is to make the small farm physically larger. This should
be a focus of small farm credit programs, as well as
of land reform.

p 34 Small farm credit could and should be used to
finance land transfers; short term credit for rental and
leasing, and long term for purchase.

p 35 Each small farmer credit program should take an
inventory of the areas in which small farmer multiple
cropping is physically and climatically possible. If
there are possibilities of the financing of multiple
crops in intensive short cycles, including basic grains,
it should be done.

p 35 Where perennials are financed, formation year
interplanting, and where possible, production year inter-
planting should be seriously explored for supplemental
financing.
p 36 Whatever may be the measurement criteria (gross
or net income, input volumes, output volumes, man days
required, financing or management magnitudes) changing
crop mix will cause more change than any of the alternatives
(more intensive land use, higher yields, etc.) we have
mentioned.

p 42 The role of credit in supporting or inducing change
to a higher value crop mix is, in the long run, its most
important contribution to small farmer income.

p 42 Whether credit can induce small farmers to change
to higher value mix of crops is an open issue with evidence
and opinions on both sides. There is little room for
controversy over the fact that credit would be a necessary,
if not wholly sufficient, condition to change.

p 42 Processing and marketing industries play a vital
role in the small farmer shift to high value crops....

o -g.-ricultural Cooperative
Devclopicnt International
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The influence is so strong that the financing of food
processing industries in small farmer geographic areas
should be considered as priority small farmer credit
activities in their own right.

p 35 How individual parts of the small farm production
system fit together, seasonally, spacially, and financially,
is really more important than the performance of the
component activity itself.... This tightness is caused
in large part by land scarcity. The analysis of what
credit should be used for must include careful farm
system analysis, judged more on the overall achievement
of the interactive system than any of its parts.

p 36 In such an interrelated system, the farmer not
being able to fit one part into the puzzle from lack of
liquidity may cause significant distortions in other
parts of his microeconomic system.

(The implication of this line of argument
combined with the acceptance of the economic efficiency
of small farmers would be to favor the farm plan, and
disfavor the simple commodity program, as the basis for
small farm credit).

BH:egw

o Agricultural Cooperative
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Hr. Ranx1i . II. Rowo, kgriculturo axl durL Fbuary 25, 1976

Ban3k Polic;; on ?oatir
First In--House Review

1. I have read y'our dra t "Bank'~±e lic ~anFrestry".
I tidn3 that Lu eneral, it ives ala view of te dorld
foretr~T situation. I a Iso agree with the piorities you assit~n
to forestry jects for Bank coideian.

2 * ! Int' ixved t~ o , Lvwevcr, thliUnkz lbetweeno theo
lorest iLusty, the llank's ativitie in tds actor, and you

proor future tratei ar nt rrectly clear to mc.
Unfortnaly 1 a not sure tat thor ;'r a sucl lInka.

3. I have attached a list of rather :ainor arithm~etical and
oditorial. comenit, refeenedb;pae zzber.

I 'ill atte in the next. fo day, to revise ;our Table 5
on pce 2othat I, at least, can unesalit.

Attachment
M kin ti e

. Obordiorfer



AttIcLhnt 1
L'ist of Mio C ets

Page i. and 2 I beli ve you dismiss too lightly the potential of
North An-ilca to provide future needs.

-ge + able shows no 'i ne lantations in the U5 which-s clea'rly not true.

Page 6 Pulp and paper connuption has not grown by 90 percentin the a d 1960-1970, but more like 60 percent.Also here, and elsewhere, why not use more up-to-date
statistica?

Page 7 World papor production adds to 102 percent without even
consiaednn all countries!

Page 9 Some of the labor input figures appear to be in error.1 find it anicult to relate the "added value" and
"gross value" columns .

Page 10 Economies of scale ar sin n Ifica in sawmilling panel
industries; but not nearly as much as in pulp and paper.

Page 11. 1hy five time" the ma-power in ten years? Output isonly gigup aboutL 70 p nrcent o so.

Page 15 Confusion bet een price and value indices.
ige 16 Relative competi ti ve , s+d 's b en Lew mil

'mp'rate regions (not ex,ansions) and new mills in
tropiceal countries .

Fa"er 27 is there "sti't7 maonagement Tysew o' for tO
Po~~frQ 25 AMnter? r

1r''c'"' .... 2 Mras ... dnont coy tPa th Lc o 3 t pi

pece



Ted Davis February 24, 1976

Alan Berg

Improyin the Definition and Measurement of Poverty els

1. In addition to the earlier comments expressed about the original
car3 draft, following are several random thoughts that have since come

to mind thn t you may want to take into account once you receive a revised
version.

2. Tn looking more closely at the Keare draft, it strikes me that
the discrepancy between the costs of (1) the all-cereal diet of 2,210
calories a day and (2) the typical diet of the 20' group is much larger
than it should be (Page 6). The typical diet figures come from Table 2
of the attachment which, to my mind, is highly unrepresentative of the diets
of the poor on the Subcontinent. According to these figures, the poor
spend a little over 107 of their food expenditures on cereals: in fact,
they probably spend at least 50% and maybe closer to 60°'.

3. I would hope that if the nutrition level route is taken as an
index of poverty, the measurement be based not on minmuin requirements,
but on recommended allowances. The former provides enough to keep peo--
ple alive; the latter not only saves lives, but permits people to work
prodtActively.

4. In subsistence economies, one would probably have to consider
the al . of land holdings, i.e., how much land will be rl-uired to meet
the recommended food needs?

5. I hesitate to devote more time to this at this stage until we
see what Doug 'eare comes up with. PerhLps then, if you think it appro-
priate, we can talk about desirable approaches and ways to refine them
for quantification by economic missions.

CC: Ir. Christoffersen
Mr. Venkitaramanan

Aierg/che



k;/J t v VLLOPMLI I NTL NA I lIONAL VANK f R IN LNAT I NAL F I NANCE
ASSOC.I A 1ON Id CONSl RUCI ON AND LFVELOl WNT CORP'ORAT I CN

OFFl MEMORANDUM,
TO: Mr. Horst von Oppenfeld DATE: February 73, 1976

FROM: Josef Duester

SUBJECT: Statement of ExpenditureProcedure in Agricultural Credit Projects

1. In agricultural credit projects, the "Statement of Expenditure"
procedure under Procedure I is frequently used, when credit: or loan proceeds
are disbursed in the form of numerous subloans, where it would not be
appropriate or possible to send a copy of each subloan ag>:eement to the Bank.
In these cases, it may happen that the amount of the individual subloan is
not disbursed in cash but in kind in the form of fertilizer, seeds, pesticides,
equipment, etc. Payment is then made at a date xhich may be a considerable
time after subloan disbursement by the Borrower or the Borrower's agency to
the supplier of the comiiodities delivered under the subloans.

2. If the Borrower is allowed to claim reimbursement after the subloan
agreement has been signed and the commodities described in the subloan
agreement have been delivered to the Subborrower, the Form Procedure I,
Annex VIII, "Statement of Expenditure" should not be used. The Form for
these cases could be named "Statement of Subloans Disbursed" to contain
both subloans in kind and in cash.

3. The subsequent inspection of the Borrower's accounts would have to
verify whether:

-subloan agreements are actually executed and the commodities covered
by them are delivered to the Subborrower; and

-payments of the comodities covered by the subloan agreements are made
by the Borrower or the Borrower's agency to the suppliers.

JlDeIstelr: EC



Ar. R.D.H. owFbray2,1976

raham F. naldaan

ehnk : oicy on Forestry ConMents on Draft r nort

1 -8"his report cot tains a great de, of usefu and inteoesting
information re ating to the Forestr sector. however, it is at p'set
a backrround -aper rather Vaa , 1olicy jpa . This is tue both in trsof the weiht of nwateria in the - ocIent ad in the wa. it la presented.

2. To inprove on the exiAting eirat it onnht, in z9 view, he recast
restructured perhapa -o te Lines :'ested in the att chxeent hereto.

think at nost of the materia I tht w nY be req in -cast versionis a:reac y there, but it is much in need of focnssino in terms of issles,
5hat is :olired 1 f o e na editin job,.

3. The present ist o the paper is to justif, a forest innustro ratherthan .ndcate the fte of ffot In deve 4pient and how this a e rn. be
reaised. in this respect, even ree the te r " er fnoamight be us& in this cocunent,

b. ln particum , the descriptive "-toria. in cahster 1 8o go .n otannex - perhaps a Lorowo to the present annox a sistnree basic c pters which co i.be re-'off-ed aa est, adev,

5.A1 Cuddb a ao rad 6his report at ml ret d wi 7 forwarhis corents separate y.,

C. Bruce

GF0oaldsonm St



14r.C.P.R. Nottidge,
Agriculture & Rural Development February 20, 1970

Bernard M. Woods, Training Officer, EDPDR

Notes on Rural Training Centers

As requested I attach some notes of important points to consider

when planning rural training centers. These notes have been compiled

hastily to meet your departure deadline and are not exhaustive•. if I

could be of assistance in providing more detailed information on any

aspect touched upon in these notes, please let me know.

-IIood/jdg

cleared with and cc: Chittleburgh
cc: Ballantine
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Ell? to cco.odao 100 (this can boyomo a, local meeting point
anid a seWc to the co ity). TIbcs and stackale chairs
are recomode. The hrll andi a clsromsoldb esge
to per ya) prjci

The kitchen (nd;inng the hall) should be desigred to cater
fo'r n r n exceS of the total rcsidntial capcity op the
center bo nse, in the coter As well Pargd and becomes popular,
doy courses are likely to be hld in addition to the residontial
courses.

To kitchen tores should be provided

- a bulk food store; nd

- a daily issue store.

Kitchen tAEf work long hours and their comfort should be considered.
Ablution facilities for kitenO staff need to be provided.

TI most circumstances, electricity or bottled gas have proved
best for cooking purposes.

(c) Accommodation

The maximum fleibility is needed to facilitate courses to be run
with diffeirnt numbers of .mon and women. Several separate blocks
are recommended, each containing six to ten double rooms with eaci
block having is own ablution facilities. Each room should contain
two beds (Meel rather than mood); two cupboards; and space for
suitcases.

(d) Administrabition

Three officne are needed for: principal/administrator/teaching
staff. A storeroom should be provided for teaching materials,
vis/aids, etc.

( a) Houen

The principal, the admienistrator and the officer resEponsible for
catering should all be housed at the center. It is desirable that
other Leaching staff should also be housed, but this will depend
upon local availability of alternative housing.

(f) Demorstration Land

The center should have sufdicient land attached to it to enable
the demonstration eof as wide a range as possible of the different



Uar-f s'rAe 1W cn

be sited an, or in Mhe vi 1i o4, te rcuer On beuer w 2
bull &Alin, Mi Icllci coter, 1achi ry serVIcin an1

V.LaOut of FacEPIWis

Wid` spacd Kildina mAll resulb in hig cot of upken oA grounds.
In Isfnout% the buiAings it shoold ereobn t tt

administratiocn andkithen/storage will receiva most traffic, and
access to those buildings should no! disturb teaching activitioL.

5.Transnort

Transport is likely to be the centcr's largest single item of recurrent
cost. A sturdy bus oill be required to rnpotparnicipants to and
from courses and on field trips during courses. In addition,th
center will need a second vehicle in order to buy foodstulfs and for
staff to use when holdng short couries away from the center - a light
pick-up is a suitable vehci for this purpose.

L. Lengf-t h of FC rers Cour ces

Few fanners een be away Wrm home for lory periods and, if fees are
charged, the cost of long courses will be a disincentive - however
good the teaching. In most circumstnnces, shor courses will have
the greatest impact i.e. those of two days' to ono week' duration.
These courses should be on clearly dMAne topics, containing a few,
positive reccmomndations oK imediate npplication to thI'e -t.arders1
situation, together with somes necessary akgon information. F4arm7eor s
who find a course useful and interesting will be likely to return to
the center for further training.

Arguents exist both for and against the charging of fees. Some believe
that farmers should contribute to the cost of their training and will.
value training morn if fees are charged; others maintain that the
disincentive op fees, particularly to the poorer manbers of the farming
community, (who generally are the ones most in need of training) is
so great that fees should not be charged. The decision on whetber fees
are to bG charged to famners is a matbor to be settled between local
autho-ri-ties and comiunit-y loaders.

8.Relationship with the Extension Services,

The training center should be an integral part of the extension service,
and the instruction given at the cEnter to extension !stafif and farmaers
should be in support of specific extension programs. The training



bw tic conceml of' the eneWio aOper in hAmu oK the r; o
district or area 3vd by thL cter.

A a exists of Chu training at rural centeis having little
relevance LO local-aming needs. it iU imporant that local people
feel that the canker is of value to them, that Whey can visit the
conlr free!, Pd exrt an i nunce over it activities. It i
equally imourant thAt the teaching staff oA the center have regular

opprtuitis o leaving the center to keep Wnselves arat of
condition and needs in the field. Thy ollowing will help to make
the teachinj more practical and relevant: () auigning rens ibility
to the conter for the solvinZ of exbtnsion problems in1 the imediate
vicinity of the center, a encouraging teachin StUN to visit
farmers a n he ccenter; (ii) encouraging loading local 'Armers to
participate in the teaching of courses; (iii) attachin ie traning
units to the center,

10 Mobile Uits

The effectiveness of a residential center and the efficiency of the
utilization of its teaching staff can be greatly increased by attaching
to it a mobile unit which would be used to provide ho rt, singleg-ubjet
training courso at dcy centers or villages thronughout the area they
serve.

The nature of the mobile unit uill vai according to the size of the
area to be covered and the manner in which it is to be used: if it
is to travel out daily from the researchi center carrying simple teachln7
aids, and will only spend an occasional nigh in the field, a light
covered pick-up will suffice. If it is to cover a large area and
spend whole weeks away from the center, a more robust vehicle equipped
with slide and film projection equipment would be justified.

A mobile unit should be regarded as an extension of the residential
-center, and all teaching staf2 of the center should have regular
opportunities oC travelling out into the field with the unit. Clearly
the addition of a mobile unit to a residential center will necessitate
an increase An the number of teachiZ staff at the center.

The mobile unit should be used as an extension support tool to provide
intensive extension as needed by secific campaigns. Progrxns of work
for the unit should be agreed between the district or area ectension
supervisor and the principal of the residential center. However, while
in the field, the daily activities of the unit should fall under the
direction of the extension supervisor.

I



(11. DI '"'- 1The day center Mhould jrovIde v SIPo " oIUM to uich people lving
in the fimediate area con come !Wr one-dy courses and rturn hOne the som
day. The courcac would jxe cyohnte Qy reomlon otaff, subject mte
specialists, end staff ol from a 'parent'r sidotal training
cenotr.

Day centcra Ol not raqure pe:aonent I (h th a ach I),
If possiole they should be sited cloe to sone other naci~ty eg. extenscion
office, demons'ration site, extension agent's house or research sub-station.

The more that Jocal peoplu "m identify themselves with the center
tha more effective it is likely to become. Therefore, in establishing
the center, local people's vie s on the n2d for tha centor and its
siting should be sought, deally it should be estblishd in a
building made availale' the connmrity or in a buidn whic Uhe
people helpe ?d to ConstrtO.

2. Facilities

Bul-dingS can be ver simp1ly constructed of locally available materials,
and should include:

() CIlassroom to accommlllod te 40;

(b) ofice (lockble) in which tachian aids eta, can be kept;

(c) semi-covered area with water iupply providec whic can be used
for teaching of simplei nutrition and food preparation, and where
midday meals brought by participants can be prepared and utensils
washed;

(d) toilets - preferably dry type.

(e) Dmonstration Area: a small area of land should be attached to the
center where >imDle demonstrations of crops and husbandry practices
can be maintained by the local extension agent.

(f) The day center will not require any penanent transport.

3. Operation

District or area extension supervisors should be responsible for plannind
the use of day centers within their areas in support of their extansion
programs. They should be responsib l for enlisting the assisvtance of
a mobile unit fCrcm the 'parent' training center or expertise from
headquarters, research sAtions or co"rcial suppliars, in the runnin7
of their course . They miht be help&d with tho nning o these courses
by an extension taOnin soacialist Mrom headquirers. in addition, day
centers may be used for reolar short in-service training of local
extension staff.



Barwell, C.U. TrOinin"Cor Agriculture :Amur Trining in EW t, Central
01nd RSOIher Ayrica, Kne, FAo )ON

rNadfil, D.J. Guide to Extension Traininn, Rome, FAO 1>6
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION Ik

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. R. D. Rowe DATE: February 20, 1976

FROM: Bill Cuddihy

SUBJECT: Bank Policy Paner - lorestry Cormients on Draft

1. This paper provides an excellent background to forestry. Resources,
both existing and required; marxkets, industries and institutions are
discussed. Issues and constraints are highlighted in view of the increasing
interest in forest renewal in LDC's. The paper does, however, leave me with
some unanswered questions which may be due to my misreading the paper or to
my unfamiliarity with the state of the art of forestry economics.

2. The overall policy objective of the Bank is to promote economic
development howsoever defined. Does forestry help develop an economy and
how well? Would scarce resources used limit development by other means both
with regard to land use competition and capital? How well does forestry
perform compared to agriculture and what parameters are to be used for
measurement? Chapter 2 gives a brief description of forestry as a tool of
economic development but provides no analytical treatment. For instance,
plantation forestry is said to be labor intensive requiring, "40-50 man
days/ha over 2 or 3 years for plantation establishment". Since this occurs
once per rotation, this has to be annualized and added to maintenance and
harvesting labor requirements. The. annual requirements should then be compared
with requirements for agriculture or any other alternative if they exist.
Also, one has to look at time distribution of labor. Employment may be
generated on a worthwhile scale at planting and harvesting, but what happens
in between?

3. How is forestry to be integrated into a rational land use program
given the present need for rehabilitation of marginal lands in many LDC's
and the certainty of more to come? What are the alternative tree farming
activities that can be chosen for different purposes - for instance, village
operated fuelwood blocks to increase the income (consumption) of the lower

40% versus government plantations for foreign exchange to achieve growth
objectives? I would like to see an analysis of the comparative worth of the
alternatives in terms of policy objectives. Also I would like to see a break-
down of the objectives of forestry policy.

4. Another troublesome point relates to price policy and Bank leverage
- as mooted for irrigation water charges. What should the Bank's involvement
be in the pricing of forest products in view of the totally distorted market
price mechanism? In all parts of the world land has been cleared for dairying
or cropping which should have been left under forestry. Millions of dollars

are spent annually on regrowth control and erosion prevention to try to keep
these lands in farming, whereas these same resources plus the forestry income
could do more for real development with less engineering ingenuity. Why
does agricultural man try so hard to crop farm and graze where he could tree
farm with ease? This choice as determined by the market place is rational.
For him the only relevant decision criteria are short-term private financial
benefits - i.e. money in his pocket now. For economic development the criteria
are long-term public economic benefits subject to the usual financial and
distribution considerai.ions. Should the Bank have a forestry pricing policy
to close this divergence?

continued
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5. Does the Bank regard forestry as a separate sector competing with
agriculture for resources or as a sub-sector complementary to aid interwoven
with agriculture?

6. A real problem when discussing forestry as a tool for economic
development is the methodology for measurement of its performance. Annex 19
gives various rates of return for different projects. I am sure more of the

variance is due to haphazard. shadow-pricing than to differences in productivity.
Further, in the absence of even a vague approximation of a free market, social

profitability as determined by traditional methods leaves me unsatisfied. For

the same type of project in the same area - fuelwood in the Sahel - rates of
return are shown variously as minus 200% and plus 20% depending on the skill of

the analyst in shadow-pricing.

7. The occasion of a policy paper on forestry seems to be an admirable
time for grappling with these problems:

1. What are the specific policy objectives?

2. How to include empirical and analytical data to judge the
performance of forestry in achieving them?

3. How does forestry fit into a basic resource development program
and not simply a forestry development program?

h. Should the Bank have a forestry products pricing policy?

WCuddihy:oh



Mr. R. D. H. Rowe February 20, 1976

Antonio Tarnawiecki

Bank Policy on Forestry (Draft)

1. The first draft sent by you for my cownnts is a very good effort
to cover an important field which, until recently, as pointed out in the
referenced draft, has been treated in the Bank on an ad-hoc basis. Several
minor comments, questions and corrections are written on the margins of the
draft being returned to you. Some more substantial coxmients follow.

2. I do not agree with the establishment of worldwide priorities as
shown in pages iii and Iv of the Sumaary and Conclusions and pp 38/39 of
Chapter IV. Priotities should be established on a country-by-country basis
taking into consideration all the factors involved. For instance, it is
perfectly conceivable that for a given country developmnt of an export-
oriented market pulp industry (a third-priority project according to the draft)
should have a higher priority than an import substitution project (which
would have a second-priority classification).

3. Many production, consumption and trade tables contain information
for years 1960 and 1970 but no more recent data, such as those for 1973
which have already been published in the FAO Yearbook.

L. Chemical pulp requirements are discussed on pages 16/18 but no
clear separation of the world needs for long and short fiber market chemical
pulp is made. I think the conclusions would be much clearer if an introductory
paragraph is added briefly describing the qualities, end uses and main
statistics of these two types of pulp. The potential for production of
market pulp in the developing countries could then follow.

5. The possibility of an eventual loss of future availability of
genetic resources could be mentioned in page 23 as one the dangers inherent
in uncontrolled forest exploitation.

6. On page 28, another objective for forest management that could be
added is: Rural developmoent projects which create conditions for permanent
agricultural land/instead o' shifting cultivation.

ATarnawie cki :km

cc: Messrs. Fuchs
Dewey/Perram
Oberdorfer/'wing
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MIr. Ted J. Davis Fetuary 12, 1976

A.M.S. Ahmad

Draft Paper on Montorin a valuation
in Rural Develomnt Projects

1. It is necessany to have definitions of the terms "monitoring"4 and
.evaluation" so as to avoid confusion in using these terms interchangeablr

for various types of activities. The definition as given in para 1.3 might
lead to such a confusion. I sggest that for nonitoring and evaluation we
should list the purposes and mechanisms to achieve the purposes and then
divide the objectives and mechanisms under the definitions of monitoring
and evaluation.

2. In ny opinion, the purposes of nonitoring should be implementation,
supervision and control of a project. Mechanisms for these would involve:

i) laying down of specific functions and responsibilities
at various levels of management -- who does what, when
and how;

ii) specification of information needed for (i) above
including system for collection, collation and timing
of reporting;

iii) specification of actions at various levels of management
on information submitted to them under (ii) above and the
use by them of such information; this would include
problem solving and investigations into problems to
determine actions required for meeting specific difficulties
into which a project might have run into;

iv) data generation - specification of data to be collected with
clear exposition of the purpose for which data is required
and what use would be made of the data collected;

v) collection of data which are needed for evaluation and which
can most conveniently be collected during implementation of a
project. Data collected under this type of activity should
in addition assist the project management to keep a watch on
the projected impact of the project.

3. At the policy level, monitoring reports from project management
should indicate:

i) progress of implementation in the context of projected
performance;

ii) problems that were encountered in course of implementation
and actions taken to overconO them;
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iii) nature of actions required from policymakers, either to
prevent recurrence of such problems or in solving problems
still unresolved;

iv) information on the impact of the project in relation to its
projected objectives.

4. Information of the above category should enable the policynakers
tot

i) make changes and additions to policy and procedures for more
effective implementation;

ii) undertake similar other projects and/or develop complementary
projects;

iii) provide guidance for evaluation studies.

5. The purpose of evaluation s1ould be:

i) to assess whether the objectives/benefits outlined for the
project are being, or have been achieved;

ii) to assess operation/organization and cost/benefit aspects
of the pro iect with a view to making recommendations on
their _ :tabmJty and adequacy for similar projects;

iii) to re-assess/re-evaluate the basis on which the project
was formulated with particular emphasis on areas to w1*h
attention should have been focused;

iv) lessons that could be learnt from the implementation of the
project with regard to: a) project implementation; b) project
management, c) supplemental studies which are essential before
similar projects are undertaken in the future; and d) actions
which could have improved performance and benefits, such as:
training, stricter supervision, more timely identification of
problems and timely actions to meet them, more effective
policy and procedural support from the policymakers.

6. Monitoring and evaluation are increasingly forming integral components
of Rural Development projects. While it is difficult to outline the details of
an evaluation study of a projectt it should not be difficult to draw up a plan
for monitoring a project. A monitoring plan should be in the nature of a
critical-path chart showing the various components of the project, the respon-
sibilities and timing for action of each, so t~ht the project implementation
can move smoothly. Monitoring is a management tool and should be specifically
responsible to the project management. It should be the responsibility of
project management to keep the Government and the Bank informed of the manner
in which the project is being implemented. The items on which the management
should report to the Government has, in broad outline, been mentioned above.

* simultaneously with project preparation
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Evaluation, on the other hand, having a more intensive look at the project
and having wider implications and time horizon should be independent of pro-
ject management and should be responsible to the Government in order to assist
the Government in formulating policies with regard to similar projects.

7. The paper has recommended the following action:

i) formulation of Terms of Reference for monitoring and
evaluation activities (page 7, (i));

ii) documentation to provide guidance on points to be covered in
setting up monitoring and evaluation exercises (pages 8 (iii)
and 17);

iii) a paper on principles of questionnaire design, sample survey
design and analytical procedures (pages 9 (vi) and 22 para 9.1);

iv) project documentation to incorporate monitoring and evaluation.
(page 10, para 2.h); This is deemed inappropriate in view of
evaluation and monitoring being considered only in the context
of Rural Development projects. As suggested earlier, it is
important that there should at least be a plan for monitoring
of a project during its lifetime. It should not be difficult
to have an Annex on this issue on all Rural Development
projects;

v) occasional courses and seminars on monitoring and evaluation
(page 23, para 9.2).

I agree with these recomeendations.

AMSAhmd :vg



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. M. Yudelman DATE: February 11, 1977

FROM: G. F. Donaldson

SUBJEC1: Farm Technology Issues Paper - Working Level Review

1. Attached is the first complete draft of the said Farm Tech-
nology Issues Paper. A working level review meeting will be held on:

Wednesday, February 16, 1977
at 2:00 pm
j I Room L-556

2. Comments are invited from all inte 'ested parties, and it is
hoped that the members of the "peer grc up" ii particular will be able
to be present. Written comments and marked ip copies of the draft will
be much appreciated (if received by that date). A formal Staff Level
Review will be organized for the week beginring February 28, 1977.

3. The paper is organized in three main sections - dealing
respectively with precepts, practice ard prescription. It is emphasized
that this is an "issues" paper rather than a "policy" paper. Thus we
are not attempting to formalize accepted practice or agreed changes in
practice (nor to .Mtionalize proposed or recent changes). Rather, the
purpose is to explain issues and probleas that are perceived or encountered
in our development efforts with a view to focussing attention on and
seeking responses to them. Thus the paper might be expected to read
somewhat differently than some of the "policy papers" we have produced
in the past.

cc and cleared: C. Bruce

cc: G. Darnell H. KimJ. P. Gittinger
L. Christoffersen D. Pickerirgk' 0. Grimes
). Turnham W. Spall C. Weiss
T. Davis J. Spears P. Hazell
Belai Abai D. Stoops M. Leiserson
S. Allison D. Sutherlad F. Lethem
M. Cernea G. Temple I. Peprah
C. Collins M. Veraart P. Scandizzo
W. Cuddihy M. Lejeune I. J. Singh
A. Egbert J, Coulter
J. Edgerton D Ritchie
J. Fransen S Burki
J. Goering C Downing
J. Graves S. Gafsi
F. Hotes



dr. 4e Asarate February 11, 19

Johan de Leede

_ Labor ~~~sarkot a heLn
Worksaop on Rural/urban or retge ti

1. The nurpose of the workshop was to seo in vat airection the Bata could
test develon its rezeeroh rogra on labor warket related uestions5 and what

cooperationl with other researchers in this field would4 be beneficial.

SdwieW t e diAsussions s the invited experts shwd vey little concensus

on mos fundamentl questions such as:

is sgration beneficial for the indiviaual (expected versus reallied

inome. higher woney income versus loss of now-..etary advantageo).

is nigration oeceficial for the econouy (differences betwer. vfges
rginal produtivity, cost of rural and urJan unemployrt

rain drtin of coOtry side social costs of ar er towns)-

is migration benefiital for incoe distrition.

Ou all of thee questions opsing views can be developed under specific sets of

as's mptions.

3, During the last session two dramatically o~~posed conclusions were drawn
from the .tiseussions., The first argument preeented by Neith Oriffin of I13a
vent alosa the followiur line;:

- ie bhank is intereste in solvian poverty probles~s. The discussions
of tais worhshop have revealed that experts come to opposite conclu-
s10ns about the welfare effects of migration. Probtbly t e effects
of migration on hard-core poverty are *ae£liil. In eost cases
migration will boil aiovn to not iore than rshaff ingr of poverty.

TeIsank should therefore not go on t is ide track but attack reasons
for poverty head-on. easons for overty are in bad distribution of
product ive assets (for Cr1iffin , naiuly land, others indcud education,
for example).

The seeond opinion ai two varianecs on inly reprsented by Scul (Yale) and
the other by Little:

-the 3ank had to find ways to improve reSource allocation in developing
countries.*

EciIulZ; Throtch the Bank's eeooic v.ork the Bank has an impact ono
the economic polcies of its ember countries. The Bank

should, therefore, be able to advise our rrember countries
on the best allocation of labor rsousrces. Migration is
part of this coplex. The Bank aould help to test the
d~ifferent hypothesis with econometric work and find out
which hypothesis are 2levant and wak are irrelevant.
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9r. G. F. Donaldson February 11, 1976

3. P. T eple

Workshop on Rura {-Urbn Labor
Mrrkei Interactions

1. 1 ttended the en ire firs dy -nd pmr of he second dy of he
Workshop (February 5, 6, -nd 7). An cycep ion o 'he gener 1 res- eem of
conven'ionnl isdom ws 7ho 7 rris-.bot pper on he role of "seirch"
activi'ies in minrv ion. The model focuses on he rel, donship of he
dispersion in w7e offers, levels of unnploymen , expec -ions and extended
social syst -s on migro ion.

2. An interesting view raised by B 4A is: "How does a sociAl
syst( -dp to the eistence of surplus lbor?"

3. There vns gre confusion about .hree porhn issues: 'he
informal sector, efficient use of agriculturyl 1-bor -nd the determin'n s of
migr aion.

h. "murky" or "informal. acor" provides eiploymeni for 50 -o 8o
percen of lheurban lor force and perh ps even -re, or proportion of 'ht
rurnl l hor force in LDF's. Beeuse 11 le is known obou this sector, I n
convinced '1 wo need empiric,1 reserch on i s l -s of produc Ion Pnd
disribulion. 1peciftcally, we need io know wh- mechnisms de ermine echnienl
coefficien s, alloc e oployment rights, -nd de ermine he levels of remunerm-
ion o lKbor. As ihe i le of he Workshop indic- es, mcny economis s are

convinced Ih- .hese import an- economic v riables re dkenrmined in "he 1- bor
orko"', 'hr neo-clssicA theory whic is .ell known. In any LDC's,
however, e pe of echnology used, h u i y of lbor uployed 7nd 1he
dis-ribu ion of v lue -dded in produc ion n be indeprnden of iny factpr
marke'. Our division ough' o reserch these issues so h projec's aimed
a incre sing he pr>duction and income of rural l br can be be ter designed
and more eally impleented.

5. Econois's t he Workshop wre convinced 'h- inefficie. alloca ion
of libor occurs If the rfvunertion of 1-bor exceeds iY sarginal produci.
Ffficiency can be achieved even If d ily incomes exceed daily narginal
produc Ivity, provided tha the mnrginal produe of labor is equalized across
all ce4vikies.

6. ay ppricipan o expressed P desire for be ter infornma on on the
deerminan s of miqro tion. I is an interesting opic but ought no' o be
given - en ion by our division because he infornq ion would have 11MI'e
influence -t any point in the project cycle.

P empleoh



Rr. C. Applewhite February 10, 1976

D.C. Pickering

Document I: Status of Seed Industry in Developing Countries and its
Investment Requirements (Document FP1/76/1-10)

1. I have just read the above paper with considerable interest.
Unfortunately Table 4, page 17, is incorrect in a number of respects.
A revised version based on recent World Bank Group data is attached
hereto.

2. You may wish to bring this information to the attention of
delegates. Further, please note that para 52 of the paper should indicate
the World Bank Group is financing a seed project (our oldest in fact)
in India.

DCPickeri :hr

cc: Mr. M. Yudelman

Attachment



Table 4: ESTIMATED COSTS OF SEED PROJECTS FINANCED WITH THE
.PARTICIPATION OF THE WORLD BANK GROUP

World Bank Local
Country Total Costs Financing Financing

(-------------- U.S. $ million ------------------

India I (Tarai)ii 22.4 13.0 9.h
1/

Indonesia- 21.0 7.5 13.5

South Korea- 35. 7.0 28.0

Bangladesh/ 19.2 7.5 11.7

Ecuador- 5.0 3.0 2.0

Pakistan 23 56.5 23.0 33.5

India 1123/ 55.0 30.0 25.0

India ITT- 45.o 25.0 20.0

Malaysia 7.5 3.6 3.9

Burma- 8.0 5.0 3.0

1/ Project being implemented.

2/ Project being processed.

3/ Preliminary estimates.

Source: World Bank Group
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G.F. Darnell

Use of ileteorological and Hydrological Data in the Preparation and
Execution of Bank Projects

1. With reference to your memorandum of January 29, the following
comments are submitted from the viewpoint of the Agriculture and Rural
Development Department, CPS. They represent an agglomeration of the views
of staff members in the Department who received a copy of Dr. Parthasarathy' s
paper.

2. The consensus is that the report is potentially useful overall if
only because it focuses on an aspect of vital importance to many of our
pro jects, and an aspect which non-technicians have been known to down play,
if not overlook. However, a number of the conclusions and recommendations
are very loosely framed and appear to us to be neither fully justified nor
entirely appropriate. Our comments are referenced to the paragraphs in the
summary; absence of comment signifies agreement.

3. Para 3.2. We do not fully agree with the opening sentence. This
is hardly surprising, since it reflects the basic difference of approach
between the staff of an investment/development institution (the Bank) and a
primarily science oriented organization (WMO). The problem here is to define
the term "adequacy of data". Obviously this is a matter of judgment, dependent
on project considerations and on the experience of the personnel concerned.
Safety factors have to take account of judgments on the adequacy of data in
relation to the estimated costs and benefits deriving from project structures.
Our rainfed agricultural and rural development pro jects are increasingly being
sited in areas with limited climatological data. Although project design and
the investment decision must still be dependent, inter alia, on judgments in
respect of climatic factors, the adequacy of data to support such judgment
gives some cause for concern. However, see para 9 below, we believe that more
data could be made available to project identification, preparation, and
appraisal staff.

4. Para 3.3. Although important, we do not agree that the maigin of
safety is the single most important reason for the success of Bank water-
using projects to date. This is far too simplistic a view, at least insofar
as agriculture/irrigation projects are concerned.

5. Paras .1/4.2. These are very loose recommendations. In its
projects and sector work the Bank encourages countries to expand their agro-
climatic, yield and production data collection facilities when such is felt
to be needed. Funds have been and should continue to be lent in appropriate
circumstances for this purpose. However, the major impetus for this type of
promotion should surely come from organizations such as WM and FAO?



Mr. Charles Weiss -2- February 9, 1976

6. Para 4.3. We have problems with this recommendation. First,
we wonder if our organization is competent to advise developing nations
to undertake the experiments recommended. Surely in a specialist area
such as this, WM1 is the institution best placed to take the lead?
Second, and of considerable apparent importance, with the developed
nations currently spending millions of dollars in this field, and with
relatively little to show for their efforts at present, we wonder if
the prior call on the limited resources of the developing nations should
not be for more directly productive pursuits. Research of the kind
envisaged in this recommendation appears better suited to bilateral
funding with inputs from both recipient and donor countries and a major
technical input from IaF1O.

7. Para 4.4. We agree that the Bank should endorse such programs.
Their initiation would appear to be the responsibility of governments
with the advice and support of WMO, perhaps in association with FAO.

8. Paras 4.5/4.6. We agree that the Bank should continue to
provide encouragement for such surveys. Where appropriate and when
governments can be persuaded to borrow funds for the -urpose, the Bank should
continue to incorporate activities of this kind within its projects.
Incidentally, is the author fully aware that Bank funds are lent to its
customers, i.e. not granted?

9. Cooperation with UMO. We agree with the general drift, that
the Bank could probably use WMO more effectively than it does at present,
Certainly there seems to be a need for wider distribution in the Bank and
elsewhere of such 20 development oriented agroolimatic and hydrological
data as are available. The trouble is that no one seems to be quite sure
what W10 has to offer. The compilation and distribution of country and/or
regional agro climatological and hydrological reports on a regular basis
to member countries and within the Bank has been suggested as one means of
spreading the word. We feel that this approach, of a wider dissemination of
WMO data, would be preferable to the proposals in paras 4.8.2 and 4.8.3 for
Bank/O consultation on specific projects. Whilst not wanting to close the
door completely, the general feeling is that our technical staff are com-
petent to make judgments on the climatological/hydrological factors bearing
on the feasibility of most of our projects. However, when warranted, we
should certainly continue our practice of drawing on : expertise, as
happened for example in the appraisal of the India, Drought Prone Areas
Pro ject.

10. Finally, we do not agree that there is need for a cooperative
program with WMO. Although our contacts with that institution could
profitably be increased, we do not consider that such should be sought via
a cooperative program. Formalizing our relations in this way would be
administratively cumbersome and inordinately expensive in terms of manpower
and other resources.

DCPick np:hrt

cc: Messrs. Yudelman, Allison, Hotes, Kanchanalak
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Bernard M. Woods, Trainin, Officer, EDPDR

Draft Section of a Study on Chinese Education

I feel that a lot could be learned from Chinese successes
in rural development activities which would be useful and applicable
to situations in LDC's. I also feel that everyone working to promote
rural development should be aware of these successes, and so I see an
imediate application for your study. However, as we discussed over
lunch, a primary target for this information should be field management
staff involved in rural development efforts, and the following comments
are made with this in mind.

1. In each case study there appear to be two separate elements -
each containing different lessons. There is the technical example

(e.5g. agricultural training, or new teaching methods) and there is the

background political situation. In reading the case studies, and not being

very familiar with the practicalities of the Chinese system, I found
references to the political background distracting. This political
situation contains important lessons in community involvement and
commitment - as evidenced in the descriptions of TACHAI, and references

to political awareness, and actions of villages and party committees
in influencing policy.

I wonder if it would be possible to extract from the text
references to the political situation (e.g. the "struggle against the

bourgeois tendency", and "the peasant revolutionary struggle to consolidate
the dictatorship of the proletariat") and include an introductory chapter
describing the political structure in greater detail, and stressing
peasants' participation and commitment to policy decisions. The case

studies would then be read against this background which might make easier
reading.

As an introduction to each case study, a brief summary might
be useful o. items which have contributed to the particular success of'

the case. Examples from the agricultural training case study which would
have relevance to staff and farmer training in most LDC's could be
simari ,ed as follows:

(a) The movement of the training institution out of the city.

(b) The training of extension workers must expose the trainees
to farmers and farmers' problems, and part of their training
should be to participate in finding solutions to those
farmers' problems.



(c) A program aimed at making teaching more relevant to
prevailing rural conditions must start by convincing the
teachers of this need and providing them with training
on how to adjust their teaching so thab it is better
identified with local examples and conditions.

(d) All forms of trainin, institutions for rural development
workers can be used to help solve local problers by means
of trials, demonstrations, surveys etc . Involvmnit o i
training institutions in these activities will improve
the quality of the teaching and enhance the standing of the
institutions in local opinion.

(e) The involvement of successful farners in the teaching program
will help to identi the teacin with local problems and
solutions.

(f) Community leaders should be encouraged to communicate with
training institutions and request assistance from these
institutions in solving their local agricultural problems.

If a discussion of any of the points raised above would be of
use I would be very happy to participate.

BMWoods/jdg J;

ca: M.Hultin
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT | INTFRNATIONAL BANK FORP INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECON STRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORORATION

AD

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Clark DATE: February 4, 1976

FROM: Shirley BoskeyAS,6

SUBJECT: Meeting on Food (February 9)

Warren Baum, who is organizing the meeting on food to be held in
Mr. McNamara's office at 1:30 on February 9, to which you have kindly
agreed to go in my stead, told me that one question in which there
may be some interest is the extent of FAO's mandate, i.e., not what it
may wish to arrogate to itself but what it is now authorized to do.

With that in mind, I have taken a look at the FAO constitution
(that is what it is called) as adopted in 1945. I suppose the point
of interest is whether there is anything in it which contemplates that
FAO would be a financial institution, or a channel for investment in
food projects.

The constitution gives FAO the following specific functions:

1. To collect, analyze, interpret and disseminate information,
relating to nutrition, food and agriculture.

2. To promote and recommend national and international action
with respect to (a) scientific, technological, social and economic
research relating to nutrition, food and agriculture; (b) improvement
of education and administration relating to nutrition, food and agri-
culture and the spread of public knowledge of nutritional and agricul-
tural science and practice; (c) conservation of natural resources and
adoption of improved methods of agricultural production; (d) improve-
ment of processing, marketing and distribution of food and agricul-
tural products; (e) adoption of policies for provision of adequate agri-
cultural credit; and (f) adoption of international policies with respect
to agricultural commodity arrangements.

3. To furnish technical assistance to governments on request.

4. To organize missions needed to assist governments to carry
out recommendations of the FAO Conference which they have accepted and
to take all necessary and appropriate action to implement the purposes
set out in the preamble of the Constitution, i.e., to raise levels of
nutrition and standards of living, improve efficiency of production and
distribution of food and agricultural products and better the condition
of rural populations.
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There is no explicit reference to agricultural investment, although
it could be argued that this is authorized under the "necessary and
appropriate" catch-all language.

A quick check has been made of amendments to the Constitution through
1971, the conclusion being that none of these refers to agricultural invest-
ment. There may have been some amendments since 1971 for which the text
is not readily available. If a definitive answer to this questbn were
required, more work would have to be done. I would suggest that we wait
to see what points are raised at the meeting on Monday.
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-r. M.Turney F ebriary 3, 1976

George 1-arnelv^

Comment on nX ,"oa rduction nd tributionT lub f nme draft

S. ieo have no basic disareemente with the major thaUSt of this paper but
would not necessadiiy nee with nIl of the points therein. we believe there
is merit in the erra orzaniztion of th pnpe:, viz., looking at the world
fooI preblen a-, possib solutions fron si t, ne iu nd long-term points of
view. lowever, ike nest drafts, considerable tightenin up of the argument
Wn e itinC ar -eu Pj"Vr.

2. AMon tase 1oints to which we wo not fu subscribe is that relatirg
to the need I. altere consunption habits among the affluent countries. TheIr
is merit to the generaL point n beliove the point is woe2.. worth making but
question whether t excise tax o meat rationing are likel; to be politically
acceptaba o1 workble

3. tr minw points which we believe require further clarification or
reconsi aeration:

(a in h-I, ;xnra. 2. aiio exyistin fooe applica a: be theoe tical y
coqiate to meet effective seman in th'e word, nutritional requirements
are not being met a- this shoula be mentione here.

(b) ab e 1 as it roLates to nutrint intke in Ca irplies a precision
in te fi-ues which Woesn't COist. Aso, reference yebe houL be
ind icate.

(c vae ;-, first full zrW. t sceaa nacessa to uantify the claim
on world rood which cosumption pattena in the develped countries are
rekitA on Ygricultural resources. dhat portion of the world's coarse
grain pro-uctiet ;oes into livestoc,: preductior?

( e -3, seco full . 0he widely-quoted figures or number
of d food reeres are idd ueationable * se figures vary
from week to week as hWvesta re taken in throughout the world. They
also ignov food in the for of lvestock ard livestock products - important
sources i ny countries.

(e) ime -, second ful pa. *t might be guestioned whether an
increase in food prices in generl has an adverse inpact on national
welfare *A major production constraint in rany countries is inadequate
price incentives to producers .nd some increase in food and fai prices
is likel:; to serve the wo,-term natie interest.

( f ae -, , second v" pr. Thee rany be instances in which a
world fertiliser pool man reserved proauction for 'C have nir-it.
"owever, we believe the proposa deserves careful study, particularly
as it relates to possible adverse effects on private sector investment
incentives.
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(g ae h-10, parus, two and t4seo. -would take a soewhat more
enerous view of the effects of th -een evolution. The statement that

its initi Im se ha 'petered out" becaus o the narrowness of its
research baue migit be questioren. Certainy a important factox was
the expausion to marginai a where benefits were es attractive or
frmiers less Able to utilize this technolosy for lac of the regulaite
complementary nputs. he imp t" in outh Asi is matter of ,J ement.

One study estimates that in 1972/73 on 30 n. aof crop lanW in Asia
were planted to TVs and resulte in inezeaoes wha and rice output by

1 and 7 , esapective y during tV t crop ;e .

(h) Page -11, secoro ull para. We conSider it useful to mention
unqent resea'h needs in the naaem et of roicA soil. Aso, Some
recognitio shold be given to the exp r s. c progr a t the
interationa cents.

(1 ire -12, first . n-, he a termet ".. one unit of fertiize.
can go auch 'onr wa i ertain deve±oins countries" shoulu be
restated to focus qxplicit: on m iffer ntioi fertiier respouse ratios
in s ann s.

(jV e -12, iat u para. The arOut support of irr ation
reI water mana ee nt needs I lbo rtion c-ertaini;. costs deserve nention

as W 1 benefits.

(k) :Te 413, first fuI pra. : believe a ysten o :uarnteed
p frquently exceeds Kilanetation capacity in many contries.

denunerative Vrice levels an price stability e required, but these can
be provided by sirpler mechanisms than p 4ce ,uarartees.

Joerin, mt
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b) byh subm~ission o a og :Ite Vrtur) th dvis a
- ie t t e anitoi unt as attachnent to ta >c -
to- ffieor theAl eot ofecmsionl prorto

ap praisal;

c) the submission of? a completed I£ ith al inalr estimates
carefullIy complieted along with; the Tellow Cover o. each.
appraisal report;

d) it ai b e tho resonaibiaty >. Lase o ~ an z aJms s i~de
t u ln'en edinpro4o. ':re grton osui t

t e:pe rat viiolnh ni.s ithin ie'n. M
o. n-se, iu lo2.'/L1 -ar the , in " Ls ainin
We~lca. Inttetians h:ve been sent 0 t lese or anlantions

wie are incue , : Ltotant rutur C ' syter

oter institutionls are en a ;od In project prearation.

. Countr: .ortj £ncozme -,eveI

.:ere ta stliU soue occ aia misunderattadin- re::atin to ittm I
on the IL for wni ch retrs cont in rati on inc ludin, poa er ty ves
As stated on the form tais data is to be provided with the assistance of
centry econoists nh:a been derim o the cutr; ecoxute a
est iaatin; abso ute poverty based on iiu nutri tonaan non-nutr tional
needs and on re. tv e poverty estab shed at /3 of er e pita tota oersonal
income for the country. Countr/ economists have subni ted this ixn oimation
on sone 7$ borrowing ountries. .ro oct stat' d 4o are in doubt can either
contact their countr;y econoy lsta directl ot nag contact no ir the -:ural

)nrations .*'.0 and >urt "i

5. ThfwBn-wid grimetd Project Briel te

"ndor ;. r* a nodtd 'ener 1.6, .7., te ana Ia
notitut d the new lan~-wide o na-rla re /t ihwl

be tried :'or about .1/3 of d : pro' ets in a.c Lr pGtis dvision er
- Ma ne e e nta sate e not re ace t e . syste 'or

~riutt.m and oura )eveLopmient pra jects. The inap paper states,
un !' wou continuet e r a co -ane wi urrent instr'uc-

tion.... so: a'i riutr d ru:ueeamt pro Vas sale td Jyivision
Cef . a a te initi ex e at, etion A f or ,oudere

mmd be nneed to ita as speialdtase.

ile ther had been problems in establishing the PB systeni, a
verylarg majrit of prjctsalr kn an efor tohl trnte

the ayaten so that it can becolme a valuable tool at all manag;ement levels in

cc: Assistant Directors for Agiculture anid Rural. Development
senars. Mrw Una anser, FAE/TiU3 CP

van der' i a.: Jucrue& Cr4
Xudelian hinda i a , 4 -
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Mr. R. K. Johanson January 22, 1976

0. P. Gautam

Comments on the Draft Paper on Monitoring and
Evaluation in Rural Development Projects

1. It would be very useful to have the proposed Central Projects
Memorandum on the 'Objectives of Project Monitoring and Evaluation'
and the paper on 'Techniques of urvey Design and Analysis.' The
operational support on technical questions by Central Projects staff
during project operation should also be welcome.

2. 'Monitoring' and 'Evaluation' have each two distinct
components:

Monitoring: (a) base line data through
bench mark survey;

(b) additional information needed
during project operations;

Evaluation: (a) audit of project performance
and operation;

(b) evaluation of project benefits
and impact.

These four phases should perhaps be discussed separately
in te paper. In the case of educaion projects, evaluation of
benefits can be done only by covering a reasonable (3-5 years) post-
project opr-ation period. For this, governments may have to be
assisted a-ter the project completion.

3. In addition to enrollments, other indicators such as number
of dropouts, number of farmers/farm youtn/ farm wives who have received
some kind of training should be included under Education response
variable (page 16).

OPGautam:bcl



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCF
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. J. Burke Knapp, Senior Vice President, DATE: January 16, 1976

Operations
FROM: Edwin M. Martin, Chairman, CGFPI

SUBJECT: Bank Group Lending Program, 1976-1980

1. The Consultative Group on Food Production and Investment in
Developing Countries (CGFPI), in close collaboration with the Bank and
the OECD Secretariat, assembles on a current basis data on investment
flows into agriculture.

2. We intend now to add a dimension to this work by also tabu-
lating anticipated medium-term investment flows as projected in the
work programs of the major international financing organizations and
the DAC countries.

3. We would much appreciate your collaboration in this endeavor;
more specifically we would like to receive for the period 1976-1980 on
an individual country basis i) the Bank Group's projected total lending,
and ii) projected lending volume for the agricultural sector. We fully
realize that such information, as it is based on CPP's, can be subject
to substantial modifications and that it is to be treated confidentially.

We request it for our internal use only.

4. In the event the exercise requires much additional work, we
would be glad to make our Research Assistant available for the purpose.



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Mark W. Leiserson, ECDER DATE: January 13, 1977

FROM: I.J. Singh, ECDER

SUBJECT: Issues Paper on Farm Technology - First Draft

1. I have reviewed this paper and made a large number of notations

on the margin that I hope will be of some use as the authors asked for them.

2. Although one can agree with the general argument presented that
one should take a very broad view of technology and its impacts if one is

to provide anything meaningful, the unresolved problem that remains is how

to do this. Most people are aware of the fact that technological change

is part of an interaction socio-economic-technical complex, the problem is

how to go from this awareness (for which one should commend the paper) to

specifics. Some attempts at defining the forward and backward linkages

and first, second and reverse effects is made but aside from an awareness

of the framework, one has also to ask how one would implement this aware-

ness. In this regard, of course, we all have more questions than answers.

3. One can only concur with the statement on p. 13 regarding all the

fuzzy thinking about appropriate technology. What is appropriate will

depend upon the specifics of time, place, technical,economic and other

considerations. One should not a priori rule out any spectrum of techniques

in order to pursue the will-o-wisp of "appropriate technology."

4. There is a commendable emphasis on "process" and "dynamics"

although again being able to trace out the dynamic impacts is more easily

said than done. This is also true of the need to incorporate the social,

physical and institutional infrastructure and its relations to technological

change. The emphasis allows an awareness that is to be applauded, but how

one can incorporate these relationships is not addressed. This is certainly

a methodology issue but a real one.

5. There are other comments but these are incorporated in my marginal

notes.
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Assistant Directors for Agriculture and DATE-

Rural Development
FROM: Leif E. Christoiferfdffst. Director,

Rural Develoomen eoartment
SUBJECT: Rural Operations Review and Support Unit - Renaming and Expansion ofResponsibilities of the Rural Development Monitoring Unit of-Agricultureandira Development Department of CPS

1. The Rural Development onitoring Unit, created last year, is beingrenamed and reorganized as the Rural Operations Review and Support Unit, tomore fully reflect its functional responsibilities. This will also put it
on a more parallel status with a similar unit in the Transportation & UrbanProjects Depart ment. I have discussed this with Mr. King and I-r-. T. Ruthwho both agree.

2. The Rural Operations Review and Support Unit will have the followingresponsibilities:

a) Assistance to agriculture and rural development project missionsthrough the provision of staff, when available, and advisoryassistance through recommending consultants and providink pre-mission briefings when requested. The assistance role willfocus on those problems relating to target group imDact, multi-sectoral problems, institutional arrangements and cultural andsocial aspects of project work,

b) The continuation of the monitoring- system through the use ofPIBs, their analysis and the filing of quarterly reportsrelating to the pipeline of agriculture and rural developmentprojects in the Bank.

c) The review of all project documentation relating to ruraldevelopment projects with particular concern for the targetgroup impact and multi-sectoral aspects of projects.

d) The development of guidelines and recommendations for projectspecif ic eval uaLion mech anisms for agriculture and rural develop-ment projects to generate, for project management and the Bankdata and analysis of projects during the development period.

e) The preparation of relevant discussion papers and seminars forBank staff relatin- to rural development within the Bank.

3. Ted Davis will continue to head the unit under its new name and withits expanded responsibilities and will report directly to me.

Cleared with and cc: Mr. Yudelman

cc: Messr. Daum
J. King
T. Ru"th

Agriculture and Rural Development Division Chiefs

TDavis/cdc
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OFFICE MEMORANM 07497'
TO: Messrs. Mahbub ul Haq and M. Yudelman DATE: January 7, 1976.

FROM: Hendry \
SUBJECT: Comments on "Functional Review of the Treatment of Agricultural Prices in

Bank Economic and Sector Reports"

Comments were requested on the collection of papers subsumed under
the title shown above. These include (a) a report entitled "Review of Agri-
cultural Price and Subsidy Policy Issues in World Bank Country Economic and
Sector Reports" prepared by DPS; (b) six annexes containing excerpts from
recent country economic and agricultural sector reports which deal with agri-
cultural price and subsidy issues; (c) a report entitled "Functional Review
of the Treatment of Agricultural Pricing in Bank Group Economic and Sector
Reports - Progress Report" prepared by CPS.

I confess I have " read this very carefully to examine whether
specific points were consistent or fully accurate, but I have read with
sufficient attention to assure myself that there is dtle
of immediate value to those in the Regions concerned with improving the
quality of economic reporting or sector work. The recommendations offered
on page 28 seem sensible enough, calling for missions to examine agricultural
pricing policies more fully, to make better use of available raw material in
the form of project-derived data, and establishing a general framework for
the analysis issues. This is followed by completely acceptable, but not very
innovative, list of issues to be ccnsidered.,in formulating a general framework
for analysis. What is not discussed is whether this work should be done at
the expense of other actities now included- in the economic reporting sector
work, who should set the priorities for such revisions in the allocation of
manpower for reports, or whether this is important enough to call for additional

manpower from some place. Nothing new is advanced to indicate how our analysis
might be improved in qualitative ways, aside from the usual disclaimer that
what is actually done will vary from country to country and from time to time.
These recommendations are followed by suggestions concerning additional re-
search that ought to be done on pricing and subsidy issues. Once again these
are an interesting group of suggestions, but "hre is no effort to arrange
them in any set of riorities or to indicate how much of this total__pakage_
oug to e done or commissioned by the Bank. n their present form they can
be of little use other than perhaps a shopping list. In this context, it is
surprising to find no mention of the Zambia Agriculture Price (ZAP) project
which is being conducted by DRC. This was specifically commissioned by the
Eastern Africa Region, the purpose was worked out jointly, and it has been
received very enthusiastically by the Zambian authorities. The objective of
this exercise was to provide the Region with a basis for operational discussion
(not generalities) on appropriate pricing decisions in agriculture.

I have no particular comments on the annexes, other than to note that

the excerpt from the Kenya Economic Report dealing with agricultural price issues
was reviewed in the draft stages by people in our department.
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The CPS contribution consists of classifying, by types, the pricing

systems followed by member countries of the Bank. This is descriptive and

noit very interestinga and not very informative either since it does not add

to what must be intuitively obvious to those working in agriculture. There

follows a further section which introduces a quantified analysis of pricing

issues as these are handled in Bank reports. Here we find such information

as this -- only half the reports provide any idea on the effects of an output

price management system; credit is treated in only forty two of fifty reports

examined, and so on. We are not informed whether a perfect score on such an

analysis is 100 percent, but it does seem to me that this adding up of re-•
ocular points is a sinularly uninformative wayf going through

Bank work. The section dealing with the recommendations found in Bank reports

confirms what is widely known, i.e., that Bank staff tend to prefer free market

solutions to price-setting or subsidy arrangements in agriculture.

I would not want the remarks above to be interpreted as a criticism

of the people who have worked on these reports, because they have probably

done a conscientious job within the guidelines provided for them. What does

bother me is the fact that so much manpower has been directed into topics

S their very nature, are likely to produce these kinds of general and

useless reports. I don't know who actually benefits from them, and will con-

cede that possibly someone will be educated in some way, but I am quite certain

in my own mind that this type of thing is of no help to the Regions. That

conclusion is compounded when one adds -in the amount of time which is required

for the review and commentin on these report. My annoyance in this instance

is probably heightene y the fact that a roundtable discussion was recently

held by the Region to determine the type ansd extent of additional work which

would be required to cover the new emphasis to be placed on population problems

in economic and sector work and CPPs. There-again, additional work by the

Regions was being urged without reference to relative priorities or the manpower

implications.

I attach a memo prepared by Mr. Krishna which deals with the same

subject.

Attach.

cc: Messrs. Wapenhans, Adler, Hablutzel
Goffin, Haynes, Rowe, van Gigch, Vergin

Walden, Walton, Krishna -

JBHendry:of



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. J. B. Hendry DATE: January 7, 1977

FROM: K. G. V. Krishna

SUBJECT: Comments on "Functional Review of the Treatment of
Agricultural Prices in Bank Economic and Sector Reports"

1. I am somewhat ill at ease in commenting on the draft
papers by EPRPR and AGPER on the above subject. This is because
I am not sure what these papers are expected to achieve. If the
intention is to prepare a check-list of items to be covered during
an economic/sector mission, the reports are indeed useful, although
any economist (agricultural economist) worth his salt should be
fully familiar with the items concerned. However, if the objective
is to critically examine the coverage of these issues in past Bank
economic/sector reports, one would obviously have to examine the
practicability of the recommended coverage in terms of manpower
availability, financial magnitudes and programming. In this light,
the proposals presented in these reports fall in the same category
as a number of other perfectly valid suggestions and recommendations
coming from CPS/DPS, but which cannot easily be fitted into the work
programs or budgetary provisiodls.

2. The difficulties inherent in analyzing every relevant aspect
of pricing policies is recognized- to some,extent in the EPRPR paper.
The lack of analytical tools and techniqes, and of data is alluded to,
but it is at the same time stated that "these are not valid reasons
for not devoting more staff time to an issue of such importance".
Speaking for the Eastern Africa Project Department, I feel obliged
to observe that we have utilized every occasion available to us -
economic missions, sector missions, program loan discussions, and
Special Studies - to impress upon governments the importance of proper
pricing policies (both for products and inputs), the need to move away
from uniform pricing, and the elimination of subsidies which may be
counter productive in the longer run. We may not have covered all
relevant pricing questions on every occasion, but our primary task has
been to persuade governments to devote far more attention to pricing
than before. Our advice in this regard has tended, in the absence of
analytical tools and techniques, to be based more on intuition and
observance of known facts, but we have Aesitated to proffer it. The
result of our persistent efforts in this regard have been most encouraging,
for example in Kenya, Tanzania, Zambia and even Malawi, where the pre-
vailing official attitude is not to "spoil" farmers by raising the prices
of marketable crops.

3. The EPRPR paper lists some possible reasons for not analyzing
price policies in economic/sector work (para. 44). None of these appear
to have inhibited our own efforts to address pricing questions, within
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the prevailing constraints of time and manpower. The growing concern
that we were handicapped in proceeding beyond the generality of
recommending thutgovernments adopt incentive pricing, because we
either lacked data or analytical techniques, led us to take the
initiative of proposing, supporting and participating in a DRC Study
of this subject. I consider it a major omission that neither of the
two draft papers refers to the ongoing DRC Study of the Zambia Agri-
cultural Policy Model, which, from recent accounts, has had an enthu-
siastic reception in Zambia.

4. The EPRPR's recommendations in para. 49 ar5 sound and fully
reflect the concerns we have always had. I do not disagree either
with the detailed list of questions listed in para. 50. However, we
should be clear that the range of questions listed cannot be covered
either by a single mission or on a single occasion. It is most impor-
tant that the groundwork for price policy discussion is adequately
prepared. It may even be necessary to mount special missions to address
pricing questions. The efficient coverage of agricultural pricing in
the latest Kenya economic report is attributable to (i) the ground
having been prepared in prior discussions, (ii) relating the partici-
pation of agricultural specialists solely to pricing/marketing/scale
of production aspects, and (iii) providing precisely-worded terms of
reference to reflect the above. The result was a very satisfactory
treatment of these questions, which touched upon technology and income
distribution questions as well. It is important, before one is asked
to take the EPRPR recommendations seriously, to realize the manpower
and financial implications of the kind' of coverage that they propose.
It is equally important to note that the basic responsibility for under-
taking this work must devolve upon Bank staff, (and not consultants who
often lack an overview), and hence that its priority must be decided in
relation to other demands which compete for their time and, indeed, other
vital matters in the agricultural policy field e.g. extension and training,
packages, institutional arrangements, research which are at least as
important as pricing and should be addressed.

5. While the EPRPR report is interesting and besides provides
a useful check-list, the AGPER report suffers from an attempt to quantify
its findings, particularly with regard to the failure of economic/sector
reports to address specific questions. The question which is relevant
is not whether 10 or 15 reports dealt with one-half or one-third of the
problems in the countries they covered. Rather, it is whether the reports
have properly identified the issues and problems in the pricing area (if
such problems exist) and stimulated the interest of government repre-
sentatives in addressing the relevant questions. It is neither necessary
nor even desirable that the principal responsibility for dealing with
these questions should devolve on the Bank. On the contrary, the countries
should be encouraged and, when feasible, assisted in undertaking some
of the tasks.

cc: Messrs. Adler, Walton, Walden, Hablutzel and Ms. Goris

KGVKrishna:cg



AREA CODE: 914-SC 3-1254

January 7, 1976

Mr. Robert S. McNamara, President
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Mr. McNamara:

There really is no necessity to predict long term
food shortages or Malthusian disasters. A solution
could well be the net leasing of vacant, arable land
to individual, underdeveloped countries.

I am enclosing a brief resume of the concept for the
review and creative comment of your organization.

I am at your disposal.

Very truly yours,

HARCOURT MANAGEIMENT CORPORATI &O

JDB/lz Joseph D. Blau
Encl. President

74v.
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DEC -822

WBG ARCHIVES

PRC/s/M/76-1

December 31, 1975

ISSUES IN BANK FINANCING OF RURAL PUBLIC WORKS

STAFF REVIEW

Attached please find the paper "Issues in Bank Financing of Rural
Public Works" prepared by the Development Economics Department. A digest
of the Harvard University report on "Public Works Programs in Developing
Countries: A Comparative Analysis" is also attached.

A staff review will be held on January 12, 1975 at 10:00 a.m.
in Conference Room D-556.

Please inform this office if you cannot attend.

Shahid Javed Burki

Secretary

Policy Review Committee

Messrs. Haq (Chairman) Karaosmanoglu IBRD Department Directors
Avramovic King Program Coordinators
Blaxall Kuczynski Division Chiefs,
Chernick Picciotto Development Economics
Christoffersen Please

de Azcarate Pollan

de Vries, B. Rowe, R.E.

Dubey Turnham

Gilmartin van der Tak

Hablutzel Vergin

Hasan Westphal
Hendry Yudelman

Jaycox
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FORASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCI ION AND DEVELOPMENT I ECORPORATOFNANCE

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Prof. Maurice Albertson, Consqltant DATE: December 29, 1975

FROM: Wuter Tims, Director
Economic Analysis and Projections Department

SUBJECT: A Study on the __ros7ects for Irri 'ation as a Deterriinent ofWorld Foodraj'aSunul -- s o

The Objective and Scone

1. As agreed, you will undertake an assessment of the global

prospects and potential for irrigation, drainage and water control. The
assessment wil.l also consider-the implications for agricultural production

and in particular, for the supply of foodgrains. The study will include:

(a) A summary of actual irrigation and drainage developments since

1950 to the present time;

(b) A brief survey of technological promrpss in irrigation systems

and methods during this period;

(c) Estimates of the area that is potentially irrigable or reclaimable

and that area which is likely to be irrigated or reclaimed by
1985. "Likely" should here be construed in the sense of both

technical and economic feasibility;

(d) In ascertaining economic feasibility you will provide your judge-

ment, together with that of Bank Staff, as to the likely investment

implications of proposed irrigation reclamation schemes and their
impact on agricultural production. In this context it is proposed
that investment costs be restricted to the irrigation and drainage
facilities per se and to the costs of developing on-farm irrigation.
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(e) Also, in view of their global importance, some consideration

should be given to recent irrigation developments in China and

the USSR.

Timetable

2. (a) You will be engaged in the preparation'of an initial draft of

the report in Fort Collins for an aggregate period of four weeks

or twenty working days.

(b) A detailed outline of the study is desired by mid-February; you

will subsequently plan to spend two to three days in Washington D.C.

in the third week of February to discuss and finalize your approach

with the Economic, Analysis and Projections Department.

(c) The draft report should be completed towards the middle of March, 1976.

(d) With respect to this study, you should establish contact with the

Land and Water Resources Division (Mr. Clyde Houston heads this group)

of FAO in Rome and, if possible you may wish to visit with these

people on your return from Pakistan.

Cleared with & cc: Mr. Hotes
cc: Mr. Takeuchi

Ms. Hadler
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Mr. Gilbert Brown, Policy Plan. & Program Review December 23, 1975

Shankar Acharya, EAfrica I

Po _ nAr Prices and Sub ies

1. Thank you for sending me the outline of your proposed policy
paper for comAmnt. If anyone was agnostic about the importance of agri-
cultural pricing/subsidy issues a glance at your exhaustive outline of
its many ramifications should bring him off the fence pretty swiftly.
While I am completely persuaded about thie policy importance of the subject,
I must confess to some doubts about the manner in which you propose to
generate the policy paper: via a set of country case studies, with the
entire process to be completed (to PRC staff level review) by September.

2. Given the very substantial body of official (iacluding Bank)
and academic literature which exists on this subject, I would argue that
there are really only two kinds of fresh studies which would be valuable.
The first kind of study would be an attempt to fill out your outline
through a systematic culling of existing analytica/eyapirical work, to be
conducted ideally by an eminent practitioner in this area, like, say,
John Mellor (who, incidtatally recently reviewed parts of this literature
fron a somewhat similar viewpoint in Bank Staff rkin Pajer No. 214
'Agricultural Price Policy and Income Distribution in Low Income Nations',
September 1975). Such a review could provide the basis for a policy paper.
The second desirable type of study, I believe, would be very detailed
country exercises which try to analytically model the general equilibrium
characterlstics of the problem (which your outline emphasizes) and coat
up with operational price policy guides in country-specific contexts. I
have in mind the CAC-type applications in exico ain the ongoing research
project on Ar kctural Priciag in tast Africar IO29, with which I
am peripherally associated.

3. From this vantage point (and it is a personal one) I fear that
the case studies you propose fall in between the two categories of desirable
studies I nave outlined above. Given your September deadline (July/August
for first draft?) and the -:,,al programing delays for launching studies,
I cannot see how these case studies will de more than add marginally to
the already lar .e portfolio of partial equilibrium analyses of agricultural
pricing questions. Indeed, the resources spent on them could preempt
efforts at systematic review of the existing stock of such work.

4. To put it in a nutshell, I would have preferred a work program
whichi gave -more weight to reviewing existing work for the policy paper
phase and concentrated the resources for case-studies on one or two solid,
longer range studies designed to provide operational country-specific
guidance on price policies, rather than spread thom thinly over 10 2-4
month reviews of country experience. (All this asAumes that you,like
everyone else, operate withiu a limited resource budget l)

cc: Measra. Please ansen, Leiserson

SAcharya/lta
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. Picciotto through Mr. K. Pranich DATE: December 17, 1975

FROM * T Chan 

~;u ~ ~ Rural__Public WorksESUBJEUT

The following comments answer the eight estions posed in para 2 of

r. Gaulhati's memo of November 12 on the above subject:

1, R (i) of Mr. Gulhati 's memo we profeor io regard "Rural Public Works

a brcad term applicable to differcnt civil works done in the rural aren,

Each country or each project wnuld have different nods, such as the construction

of feeder roads, embrmonts, rural arkets, godowns, health clinics, livinZ

quarters, clasrooms, training cenrcLs, canals, drnins, village ponds, etc.

For Bank finy ciag considerations, the four categories lisLed in para 29 of the

draft HIssues in Bank Financing-of Rural Public Works" have adequately covered

all possible tpas of works. The operation of health workers, teachers,

exteision officers, etc. as such should not be a part of the rural public

works if the project involves naIl civil works. The civil works, however,

can be a part of a health, education or extension project whore construction of,

facilities is needed, ln an integrated rural development project, the civil

works usually forms a category of the project cost,

2 Re (ii) whether the rural pablic works can play a major role in the

1-__r'ior of prouty mnd utilizrtion of the labor force depends on the

ignitude and continuity of the work rogram in proportion to the size oI

the undereoQloyed labor force in the counry, The nagnitude and continuity

of the progrpm depends on Governnent policy. The US used rural public works

to provide employnnt during the depresion years and build long-term rsource

base, Policy and financial support were given to the CCC canps and soil con-

servation programs.

3. The main considerations shoauld be:

A. APn Ap12 2R~to tad3-off in napleyL__ Inbrintensive methods of

cortruction is an area where ln g

~c! a rtig oe re . i a often have different views. It

would be useful if the beak, based on egeees, could develop engineering

and economic criteria for c.termining suitability of adopting labor intensity

methods for parts or for whole of different types of public works. Such

criteria wo uld be useful for future appraisal.

B. The vrk- Pill be mainie- once they are constructed, This has

been a serious prooi fAced by many an. iancaed pruoycts. The lack of

maintennce of rechanical equipint is ofte aI tJ o bo due to the lacK of

spare parts, For the maintr -n of civil works Goverrent priority and

ability o mobilie the labor force hold the key. in South Asian countries,

ths dry season Aurig which all me civil wor maintenance must be done

coides &iA lu eglu . nt opparninilicr on firms. The choice is bef pen

(1) lv ab foce , employed, ad the roads, canals, dra!P52 ema

difes, a in and ferili Yer 0 drepair, or (2) previing enp opout

and kaving oll the ril i1en anure in goO repair, The choice should
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obviously be the latter, but the Government must recognize the effect of the
maintenance work on next year's production and be willing to give priority to
it in its annual budget aliloction. The foundation of the rural public work
program will remain weak unless ve quate maintenance is assured. Tncreased
dialogue between IDA and borrowing countries is necessary; this could be ma
best by the sector survey missions. Burra's negligence in maintaining embank-
ment in the delta area and the cumulative abandonment of one million ac of
paddy land, and Pakistan's leaving its 60,000 miles of water courses at extremely
low irrigation efficiency while heavy investments have been made in reservoirs
are glaring examples of what labor intensive rural public works could have
decisively contributed to the country's economy.

4. Re (iii) - The operational classification for Bank purposes of
public works activities as presented in para 29 of the draft report is good.

5. Re (iv) - The project Divisions' professional manpower is now
heavily taxed, because of the growing complexity -of the projects themselves,
and Bank's requirement of more exacting analytical methodology than before,
But a number of the projects now being implemented or appraised are designed
to be replicable, i.e. the Rural Development project of Bangladesh, the Paddy
Iand Development project of Burma, the Irrigation Improvement project of Sri
Lanka, etc. When the work routine is established in the first project, the
time required for processing the second nd sunhcssive ores could h much
less for both the Governments and the Bank. For rural public works, further
work by the Bank as proposed in para 3(KA) and (B) would make appraisal and
supervision work much easier.

6. Re (v), answers are affirmative in case of South Asia projects.

7. Re (vi), we agree with Mr. Gulhati's statement.

8. Re (vii), yes.

9. Re (viii), yes.

HTChang:nb



. eif E. Christoffersen
December 11, 1975

Tudor M. Kulatilaka

D ter-Agency eeting on Rural Development convened by UNDP on
December . 8 and 9- 19Thy I~ o

1 • attended the meeting held at the iRIDp hda t ictwo draft documents - one an "approachesn paper on rual development andthe other a technical advisory note on "area devlopnura devllpe aencwhich provide technical assistance were represented n All t agencies
participated is attached. rlist of those who

ra tiy has commeced prepon of these "technical advisory notes"earl thaistyear d tesi st of them was released in August. Their purposeis to assist ud esident o r-entatives and UN agency field staff in amore direct ofderstanding of d responsibility for, the selection, design andformulation of ND assisted projects. They aim to draw from past experieneeand to generate new thinking. Those already released include three notes inAgriculture, dne in Education and two in Transport and Communication. Severa
others are under preparation and more are to follow. Them two Papers discussedat the meeting are the first in fields directly related to rural development.The "approaches" paper, in fact, is not strictly a technical note but ismeant to pull together some current conceptualition and to indicate possibleapproaches to rural development in membur countries.

3. Although the draft Paper had deftly side-stepped the issue ofdefinitions, Sidney ell iu P Assistant Administrator) who chaired the firstsessiOnp steered the discussion in that direction and the meeting was soon
in deep water. The discussion ambled along with delegates espousing the im-portance of the special areas covered by their agencies The pconcensust assummed up from the chair, was that there appeared to be a strong base formore integrated programs; urban development and rural development must proceedhand in hand; structural change in rural society was important and tepooemust be adapted to suit rural aeruasoitwsimranadtechnologymus beadate tosui rualareas* It was evident that Uma Lele 's work andthe Bank policy paper had been widely read. e t thatsUga Lolhin wemerged from the dicsin h edf.Not surprisingly, nothing newrecognized. discussion. The need for further refinement was generally

4. The discussion on the draft document on rural development took upthe rest of the first day and the mornig nt ond develop ndmnt upsuggested and a revised version with contributhe from rany agencs
relaingto heirsubtanive iels tutions from respective agenciesrelating to their substantive fields, is to be circulated by end of January.

an The meeting served a useful purpose in bringing the Agencies together
ra incdenllymtot.orut bsome co-ordinat'on in Agency work in the field of
rural development. It must be stated in fairness to UNDP, that the Advisorynote exercise had commenced prior to the ACr study, but the latter had certainlybeen instrumental in whipping up some action. All agencies obviously were keen
to be in on the subject. The delegates were appreciatiye of the Pioneering work
done by the Blank and indicated their keeness to learn from Bank experiences.
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6. The following points which came out during the dosuion
I think ,w'ere useful in widenng delegate awaeesto issue at stake: -

(I) The heterogeneityr of rural societyr needs to be appreciated
and projects/pogams should be fornla2ted to addrss the
probls of -cifi gou in need;

(i.i) l~alsing levels of income alone should not be the objective
of rurl development; sructural chang and change in
lif styl" should also occur;

(iii) ilthoughi som delegat e osidered that governmnt comitment
ias a nocessary precondition, others were conivinced that 11
agencies could help iu bringing about changos in govezret
poicy through assitance in areasj like institutional develop-

(iv) >ural development demnd1s miltiple approchos, yet their
complemtentarities shouldI be borne in mind;

(v) Projects couldi be of varyingdereofopehnvne,
given the constrai.nts prvailing in different cotntries;

(vi) Zbxport peso 1 required for rural development work need not
necssailybe of tae highlyt qualified type and from 8ophiticaGted

fields. liile level technicians, drawn from even withli the
recepient country, would be more appropriate; and

(vii) ~Anies must be frank in adniting their cin limitatime in
this field and be ready to learn.

7. The paper on "Area Develomnt" will undergo considereable revinimx.
Area deelopimnt was refered to seeal timzes i~ile discusasing the "'Aprah"as e type of intgatod activity within the rural developmnt cnept.

(do not think the draft version came up with rgting new or exiting.)

. e technical adrisory ppers are of reater dfrect relevance to
inand technical asisnce work than to Bank's oVia

activities. i) should however welome the opporteities they cotd irovide
for concerted thinking and action in UNDP ;roject work, whiich znight hn anyrcass lead to )ank piuticipatiu eventualy. I recommandgthat we keep in
close cantact with U in this regard, nd follo the "techical advis.o
notes ", as well as :ug po ig work arising frm thema.

Tido10ulatilaka" ori cma- pwth-i~UUp -m



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: December 11, 1975

FROM: Tudor M. Kulatilaka

SUBJECT: Seminar on Crop Insurance

A seminar on crop and livestock insurance, attended by a small
but representative group of Bank staff members, was held on November 21
in Conference Room D860.

Mr. Vincent MacDonald, who as a consultant carried out a research
study of crop insurance experiences in a wide range of countries, made a
brief presentation based on his findings. He outlined the constraints faced
in carrying out insurance programs and the resulting limitations, but stressed
the benefits which could be derived specially by small farmers who generally
are unable to absorb the shock of crop failure. He recommended that the Bank
should take an active role in encouraging crop insurance, initially perhaps
through pilot or experimental projects.

In the ensuing discussion the following points were raised:

(i) Crop insurance programs have not been self sustaining even
in developed countries. State support is needed at least
to meet administrative costs, although premia could sustain
indemnity liabilities. Some social costs are inevitable but
the benefits obtained usually justified such investments.

in the draft report
(ii) The constraints listed/are common to all agricultural devel-

opment efforts, and could be overcome in specific situations.

(iii) A distinction should be made between insurance against: (a)
disaster risks; and (b) risks arising from technological
innovation. The Bank has a duty to explore the possibilities
of minimizing the latter category, through its project work,
and insurance may be one way of doing so. Some action has
already been initiated by the Bank in this direction,

The issue relating to computation of indemnity payment based on
acturial criteria, was discussed at length. Mr. MacDonald felt that many
of the programs he studied had failed to be viable due to disregard of this
factcr. Several discussants were of the view that strict actuarial criteria
could not be employed in most LDCs as; (a) farmers were small and their
numbers were large making individual computations too costly; (b) grouping
them together, as was suggested, is difficult due to lack of homogeneity; and
(c) many farmers practised multiple cropping and not monoculture, (partly as
a means of self-insurance) which complicated the calculations of premia and
indemnities.

TMKulatilaka:pm



See Distribution December 9, 1975

Colin Bruce, Chief, Economios and Resources Division, AGP

Agrioultural Incentives in Developing Countries

1. At Mr. McNamaraa request, a study on agricultural incentives
(prices and subsidies) and taxes is being undertaken by CP and DPS. While
the study could eventually lead to the formulation and adoption of generally
applicable policy conclusions and recommendtions, the initial stage of the
work will consist of a detailed analysis of specific country case studies.
In order to facilitate the work, and to make it as meaningful as possible
from an operational etandpoint, we request your assistance in providing us
the following:

a) Identification of countries within your region where the
above problms are particularly acute and which you would like
to see included as case studies; and

b) Information on any relevant studies (structure of incentives,
pricing policy, supply and demand response to price changes) that
you may be aware of.

2. I should be grateful if you could respond to this request by c.o.b,
January 7, 1976.

Cleared with and cc: G. Brown

Dist: D.W. . H-Iaynes cc: Messrs. Yudelman
J.B. lenrry Lurki
R.E. Rowe Ballesteros
H. Vergin
R . Picciotto
H. Pollan
P. Glaessner

Mliallesteros mt



Mr. Robert . e xasra December 5, 1075

J, Lurke .na

uring our talk ith Gerin- e the other day the question came
up of what proportion we uere financing of rural development projects a(
I asked Leif Christoffersen to p repre some figures relating to the twelve
cases which were the subject of his recent memorandur to you.

Tu were right in thinking that our share of financing these
projects iA conl aroma" W percent iurwhat less For the twelve cases as
a rouw, or soeri hat more if the inpecii case of 'exico is oritted). Local
currency financing by the Bank Croun represents only about 20 percent of
total projcet costs.

Attachmnt.

Jihnapp:vm



7rojects directors: aset t o 'e!t 'irectors,
r A ricultur ' ir . en nd "sion )e or 3, 1975

iers oF Aricultura iw )evVooment livisionas

T a QdCief , Rural Development onitoring Unit, CPS

Rura fevelopent ffnitoring. Unt / rlyr Reor't

. :jo ar t n on 77 iend I :cuiture and ru.ra
deopment, we va conduted n itensive emination I t-e iVPLne

n Suc. ;r -ects or , base an r e:s s>tted to

us vrom the n jicns in e air ;ctober. / :u J report ror the urO Avel-

op en :' onitorin: Init is included unne A. it a soui. e noted at
t .e "tailed , aasi i baed on the asu tions underl"in /

Ta~e !-b, dated .tober 7, ) * Zince tVen tAe 77 -rdin' r a
or a ri.ulture and rur-:~ -eveiopment has been redueed r Q12 to
cro tects. Aftcr a preliiinar check on the princi a. .indin s in t
attrched report, o cor uded that these would not c Ca e si-nificantly

aS 4 result the sma nu er o; pro.ets. Therefore, since consid-

erah'e ota ' tiCe ls needed to rev ise the report indet ils, we ha
decided to 0t it stand as it is and not lay the report further, e

plan t;e another "u detai.ed aa sis o' te fi"/ and .77 .endin,

.ror o oss e t next brr .

Country-hkecific Income CSevels or ~efinin~ amlTet

2ou hure prevtouy ree ved a stin of t e ta- t rup income
leve l a .es pepad by thn countiy ecormists. We noi. have a si if tl y
udt p-eron ic attac n . t s etedtat t ese
tarr;et incone leveLs uil be the subject oi' cantinuin: work by country

ecounoists as etter Inortion i eived. ar sent t he country
econom sts n t n no 'mproved target ,roup estimates appears
at ttaxoent , r. -

stab!lislent o0 aC .n-: i 3 s

3. ". b>un, in a men dte pr? 30, I)T, sugestod t.:t Is be
subtritted as attwe~uaents toas lc -to-office reortsa, for al pre-appasa
missions and to t en issues papers or i appraisal missions. :ir. Christoferson
reouested the institution o t tiS procedure in :bi& sm to tAQ Assistant 'roject
drentos or Aseu: aur and lira! -velopmntdtdetme o,17,
o the :eO1 fl KaV . !reYr% lnstituted tn n r wtice. he sooner ti;e other
legions dt the sane, thc sooner we cnn -et te onitorin.r systea operatin: in
auc' a : that we put um : burden on tae "ons.



eo A L inciude the 20/I 20Cn the requets t coplte I s
eo attac&hent. to trei~r - r ntoe bei e ehistnt

eetr1- , h I~Le I ns atte o as~r~Prm
toc pr~ot c ~ d 4 nt~kw~ o~otc c'v a e~eots
1a the 77' anI T77 ~ie;Ino as* i tee e

Ar. Yuelsia
Mr. Imha

MrKeiser&on



Mr. Anthony Cole November 26, 1975

L. Peter Chatenay J--

Maisons Ruirales Familiales; Visit by Mr. A. Duffaure

1. The date for Duffaure's visit is Wednesday, December 3, and not the second
a I told you over the telephone. Can we still make the appointment for 2.30 p.m.
as planned?

2. Attached, some documents received from Paris. They indicate that it would
be useful for Duffaure to see others than the Rural Development team of CPS.
Gabrielle LeBlanc pointed her finger in your direction. I am grateful for your
willingness to see Duffaure.

3. My suspicion is that his interest is, in part, to find out whether there
might be Bank financing for his overseas undertakings. I have told Kulatilaka
in Rural Development that it might be good very early in the day to discourage
any notion that the Bank has grant money for this sort of assistance. But we
should, I believe, try to find out whether there is any likelihood that we could
somehow mesh activities in some of the components of our rural development projects
with the work carried out by the MRF or other similar non-governmental aid
organizations. That is the aspect of Duffaure's visit in which I am especially
interested.

Attachments

LPChatenay : uwnh



Messrs. Cole, Johanson, Pennisi, Stewart, Thint. November 21, 1975

Edward H. Chittleburgh, Training Adviser, EDPDR

Joint FAO/UNESCO/ILO Projects - "Country Master Training Plans
for Agriculture and Rural Development"

1. During a recent official visit to FAO, I was introduced to this

proposed project to be carried out during 1976/77 and financed under

the three organizations tregular programs.

2. There is no doubt that the results arising could be of considerable

interest to the Bank. FAO's Agricultural Education and Extension Service

have promised to make their findings available and I shall keep you informed

of developments.

co: Messrs. Hultin, Christoffersen, Gilpin, Woods (with attachment)

EHC ra

Fi1e: naL t



TENTATIVE DRAFT PROJECT DOCUMENT

COUNTRY MASTER TRAINING PLANS

FOR

AGRICULTURAL AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT
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II. Bkground

Country Mastor Training Plans is a project which will be xooutcd

in savoral member countrics of FAO. In the initial stage the projeot

will be carried out in sevcn or cigit coiuntrics as pilote activitics.

Expension of the project to cover rorc countrics will follow later

after evaluation of the work. Preparaition and execution of the project

will be done in collaboration betwcen FAO and coiocrnod UN Agencies

as: Unesco, ILO, UTDP, oto. The project background given below

presents brief desoriptions of the kinds of main training activities

undertaken by developing countries and UN Agenciaes to provide these

countries with needed trained manpower for 9gicultural and rural

development. It also includes statements of objectives for training

by FAO Governing Bodies, Regional Conferences and World Food Conference.

1. Training Activities Undertaken by Individual Countries

Developing countrios, following in general the steps of the

advanced world, have undertaken substantial efforts in ostablishing

their own systems of agricultural eduoction and traiing in the rural

sector. The progress madc in this field showse large differcnoes be tween

individual countries as cll as between ragions. Whilo some countris.

have established institutions and training contres which are able to

provide them with their need of trained personnel, some others are still

facing difficulties in creating and staffing suitabie training systems

to meet their immediate nceds. A common feature among all developing

countries in thc field of training is the shortage in the middle level

trained personnel in agriculture, the unsuitability of training systems

at this level and the negligoable training effort made so far in promoting

knowledge and skills needed for ruxal development, Activities of dove-
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loping countries in the field of agricultural oducation and training

con bb crouped under the following headings:

a) Ar ultgal Faculties - Agricultural Faculties are catablished

in a number of developing countries as components- of national

universitics or as independent institutions. Most agricultural

facultics are under the Iinistrios or National Education. The

main objective of theose faculties is to produce graduates and

specialists to mcot national needs of sonior personnel of

various technical scrvices. Governmont subsidies to agricul-

tural faculties drew, in some oases, a flow of candidates ho

iook higher education without secured possibilities of employment

after graduation. The ambition of many countries in creating

national facultios of agriculturc has boon, on many occasions,

fulfilled to the dotriment of the quality of teaching offered

by theso institutions. Recruitmont for Government posts is

highly based on diplomas and degroos rather than qualifications

for particular jobs. This left no job incentives for middle

level trained personnel and rcsulted in a slow progress in the

intermediate lcvcl of training and in a big shortage of traincd

personnel at this level.

On the other hand, ourricula and enrolment in agricultural

faculties are not always based on the country;s actual needs.

b) Intermodiate Agricultural Institutions - Intermediate agricul-

tural institutions in devoloping countries will remain, for

a long time to come, the main sourcos for providing agricultural

extension field workors and various kinds of technicians to staff
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agricultural services. The inorcasing cost of university education

and the difficult work conditions in rural areas show that providing

stitable intermediate training to young trainees from rural areas is

a more realistic approach to create tochnical persornl to servc rural

families.

Dcapito substantial efforts made by developing countrics to strengthen

their agricultural training systems at the intermedia to levcl, a groat

deal is still to be desired in this respect. Almost every developing

country has established or is in the process of establishing one or more

intermcdiate agricultural institutes Howover, tha objectives of theso

institutes still need to be based on the country's actual training needs.

c) Training Centros - Holding training ocntres for a period ranging from

one week to several months is a useful approach adopted by several

developing countries. Howev.r, duration, frequency and programme content

can be largely improved if the country's training needs are well iden-

tifiod,

d) Followships - Most developing countries have started building up their

technical personnel in agriculture throueh providing or acquiring

fellowships from various financial sources for their pooplc to study

abroad. Those follows who returned back to their respective countries

formed the first elemcnts of the agricultural technical staff in those

countries. Fcllowship can be made more beneficial to developing

countries if. subjuct matters for training arc chosen according to

the countries needs and if trainees, after finishing their studios,

return to their lines of work.

(Additional information obtained from Unesco and ILO on this topic
will be added.)



2. Attempts to Assess Trainod Mjanjower for the Agricultural
and Bural Sector in IDcvolopin C ountrie

a) Countries Efforts - Scveral attempts have been made by

doveloping countries and international organizations aiming

at the assessment of traincd manpowcr in the arioultural and

rural seotor. Some country development plans includ e cstima-

tions of the country's noods for trained personnel in agri-

culture. Although these cstimations arc useful in giving

some indications for training ac0tivitios, they are not always

bases on actual facts i can form the basis for actions

designed to meet the problems of the rural soctor.

b) FAO Indicative World Plan - Indicative World Plan includes

FAO's first attempt to ostimate countries needa in trained

manpower for agricultural produotion. Fig urs and ratios

mentioned in this document uomre largely used by agicultural

planners to calculatc numbcrs of trained personnel at various

levels. However, the vapid socio-oconomic and technical

change which happened during te past decade rada Indicative

World Plan bases for estimation somehow irrelevant. On the

other hand, there is a feli need for a deopor country focused

study to identify the country's nood for trained personnel

with regard to quantity and quality in the light of the

proposed development plans.

c) ILO Manpower Studios - ILC is conducting atudies in developing

countries to assess manpowcr available and to project the

countries nocds in the future, It is useful to examine to

what extent the agricultural sector has bon treated in these

studios with necessary details to identify real training needs,



3. Training Activities Undortakcn byFA by Unas o and ILO in
E~t~riultUr al a nd Rural1 Socto~r in_~v DQ(l nCunr

Training activitics undcr takcn by FAO, Unesco aid ILO for

agricultural and rural develoment in devclop9ing countrics include

technical and material assistancc to fcultics of ag.riculture, schools

and training institutions at va-rius lovel; oechnioal assistance

to training contres and sessions; folloship - tco (for more

details plCaso soG Annex I).

4. Interest and Support for Trining

FAO's governing bodies and tie Iorld Food Conference have

emphasized the importance of training in the process of agricultural

and rural development. They havc adopted a certain number of resolutions

in support of larger and more comprchensive efforts in this field. The

paragraphs are extracts from roeolutions relatod to this subject:

a) Sixty-Third Session of the PAO Council - July 1
(t t rom Report of the Second Sossion o)f the
Committeo on Agriculture

"Agricultural cxtension offorts had to bc greatly expanded to
train much larger numbers of staff at levels which best ensured
a widespread and effective contact bctwon farmers and the
extension system, with now motivation and now skills. Efforto
should be made to expand and raise the level of cducation of
farmers to make them better prepared for the acceptance anid
implementation of technical innovations. Special cfforts
should also be made to reach rural women, with adequate
training programmes to cator to thir neods, while now rural
communications systems should to introduced which provide for
a two-way flow of information."

"Agricultural extonsion and training, including stimulating
roscarch to widen the range of means for spoeding up and
broadening the communication of kcnowledgo to the farming
community, and promoting thei acoption, including the feed-
back of information and responso from the farmers."



b) Extracts from Sixty .Fourth Soasiono FAG Council -

Augsrt1 - cot of TwentF i on of theo
Pr ogr ammr C ommito

the Committ3 drcw at tti Oil to the amph alsi placed on

extension by the econd 4cson o Comittec on Agricul-
turo (COAG), which had indicated tie noo I for moro offectivo

extension systems, particularly to ere effective rapport
with the rural population. I T tast CPG had also drawn

attention to thc nod for a si rnoasa in e extension

training on the pa rts Mmbci L id, at massiva

dissemination of thc new tcologiL s o t they would

reach down to the small farmer. Teomtie recognized
that a heavy demand woul d be plcd on subprogrammc 2.1.2.1.,
Goncral Agricultural Education Tra ning and Extension, if
the sub-programne wasa to moo thehlengo, in cooperation

with the technical subjot, at er su b-programmes..."

"It Lthe Committc c tiat for FA0 to provide
dequate support in the ca fields concerned, an organization-

wide effort was required to ake a systomatic assessment, not
only of extension work 2r eo, ut alo o the whole FAO
training endeavour..."

c) Extract from Sixty-Sixth easion of FAO Council - June 197

Rort of the Third Sossion of th Comimteco on Agricultura)

103. "The Committee felt that training was the heart of the
whole subject. Attention was drawn to the heavy cost of
training, particularly for developing countries, which
pointed to the need fo grer reliance on methods which
could create a multiplier offcot. Thor should be ne twork
of training activities covering pr-s-rvie training, in-
scrvicc training and non-formal aining, hich are all
equally important and inter-de pendent. The Committcc was
of the view that the time ws rie f or a world-wide survey
of the extension scrvices in dnividual countrics with a view
to asocrtain the strengths and weaknssaes, including, inter
alia, data on contact rates, cons raints and results achieved.
It would be also quito advian'ble to renew experience of
cooperation where different situations arise but which focus
on the efforts of extension and training srvice. In this
connextion the Committcc anorsed Fl' s proposal for "master-
plans" for training based on identifying the gaps in both
formal and non-formal training facilitice and in making
recommendations on how to fill These gap. FAO/Unsco/ILO
would be involved through the Inter-Secretariat Working Group
in drawing up the design for studios which would b discussed
with governmentx and the studies would than be carried out
through local universitieos/i n tuti on wi support from
governments and FAO. The studio would b on a country by
country basis and regional rffice would also be associated.



Funds for some studies would be met from the regular programme
but there would be need for extra-budgetary support if wide
coverage was to be obtained. FAO would collaborate with donors
on this endeavour and would like to use material already
available with donors, The Committee also felt that it would
be desirable if FAO could indicate trends for future technical
assistance in the field of extension and training so that
steps may be taken to mnet these needs as and when they
arrive."

d) Resolutions of World Food Conference 127

Resolutions IV. Food and Agicultural Research, Extension and
Training

9. (v) "priority be given to, and increased resources
made available for, the development of agricul-
tural education and training at all levels, in
order that the required training programmes
can be provided..."%

9. (viii) "... national and international resources
devoted to agricultural research, extension
and training in and for developing dountries
should be incroased several fold in real
terms by 1985".

1. "urges all govcrnments to evaluate the scope
and organization of their national agricultural
research, training and extension programmes, and
their linkages with relevant universities,
international and regional institutions, and
agro-ihdustry research efforts, with a view
to taking all necessary measures (including
additional financial provision) to strengthen
national programrnes to coier priority areas of
food and agricultural production more adequately,
including inter lia environmental and socio-
economic considerations".

Resolution V. Policies and Pirogramrncs to Impr ove Nutrition

1. (Recommcncs) "... that all governments and the
international community as a whole, in pursuance
of their deteruination to oliinate within
a decade hunger and malnutri tion, formulate
and integrate concerned food and nutritional
plans and policies aiming at improvement of
consumption patterns in their socio-economic
and agricultual planing...."
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III. JuStifioa&tion of the Project

1, One of the key factors in agricultural and, rural development

is the provision of education and training in order to provide for

trained manpbwor to staff the essential development services and

to offer adequate education and traiing facilities to farm families

and other members of the rural comiunity. This has been emphasized

repeatedly in meetings of the FAO Council, the Regional Conferences,

the Committee of Agriculture and other bodies. Most recently, the

World Food Conference recommendod "that priority be given to and

increased resources made available for the devclopment of agricultual

education and training at all lovcls" '/ and also that "national,

regional and international reoourccs devoted to agricultural research,

extonsion and training in and for developing countries should be

inrecasod sovralfold in real torms by 1985". 2/

2. At least 80 developing countrics, faced with pressing problems

of devcloping the rural sector in an irtograted manner, need to

adapt their agricultural education oxtension and training systems

to this wider goal. Often a small number of unqualified workers

thinly scattered in remote areas are undertaking the important task

of advising farmers; structures of training systems, formal, and

non-formal, to provide the pureonnl noeded for the different tasks

involved in agricultural and rural dovelopMot do not form an adequate

basis for carrying out the training e quire d; individual institutions

World Food Conference Resolution IV item (v).
2/ World Food Conference Resolution IV item (viii).
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within the system function in isolation from other units and from

the actual needs of the country; training progammes arO not

adapted to national neod-, in terms of numbers trained, level of

training and subjects of speocialization; comiunication methods

are often not suitable for reaching tho ases of rural populations;

current approaches do not in most casos provide for integrated

training programmes fox all meabrs of the farma family, nor for

the intogration of this ac-ivity in the Overa1l national cevelopment

pr 000 as; in-sorvice tra ining for the imipr ovament of pr ofassiona1

capability of personnol working in agricultural and rural devclupment

is receiving very little attantion in developing countries.

3. In ordor to assist devcloping countrios in strengthening

education and training both formal and non-formal, within the

overall framework of integrated rural devle]opment it is necessary

to help them in designing and executing comprehensive master training

plans for agricultural and rural development. Such plans should be

base7d on studies at the country level to detormine training needs

in the context of anticipated lovcle of agricultural and rural

devoeoment, identify deficiencias in education and training systems

and curricula and recommend realistic mcasures for essential

improvements which will be required to moot the future needs for

trained agricultural and rural development personncl. In this work

particular attention will be given to the ncd for intendifind.

training efforts focussed on local lavel institutions and on training

in the local environment where peopi livo and work.
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4. The Agricultural Education and -- :tension Srvico (ESHE) at

FAO H1eadquarters has devcloped a prorramm a lomont for the biennium

1976/77 undr the title "Country 1astc Plans: Training for Agri-

culture and Rural Devclopmnt". This programma element was discussed

and approved at a meeting of the Int c-Divisional 11orking Group on

Education arnd Training (IDWG) on 6 'Ia xch 1975. The propala tion of

such master plans will be done in collaboration with other units in

FAO and with our sister agencies through the Inter-Sccrotariat

Working Group on Agricultural Education, Science and Training. The

work will be integrated with regional progxammes in this field and

there will be a common or united approach to all activities. Moraovery,

it is planned that in the dosign, execution and any follow-up action,

all technical divisions concernd with training will actively parti-

cipate. The master design will also be coordinated with Unesco and

ILO so that a common design acceptablo to all agencies is approved.

IV.- Objectives of the Pr ojot

The Long-Terp Objective

The long-torm objective of this project is to assist countries

with problems of training for agri culture and rural development at

all levels and in both formal and non-formal areas, including the

various agricultural extension, rural youth and related services to

the farming communiluy, and to adapt their rural training systems to

the development of the rural sectors in an integrated manner.

The Immediatc _Ojccti.ve

The immediate objective of the project is to assist dcvcloping

countrics in designing Country Mastcr Training Plans to meet present

and future national training nccds for agricultural and rural development.
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The development of a Country aster Training Plan will involvc

the following actions:

A. A country study wih inludes:

1. Present situation and anicipated future noods of
trained pcrsonnel for aricultural and rural dovelopment

a) Assess the present situation and anticipated future needs

of the trained personnel ina( od in to piovision of services

to the agricultural and rural sector within each country,

whether these arc providad by governmcnt, quasi-government

bodies, the commercial private sootor, or by farmers' own

organizations. It would inciudo a s.rvy of the existing

stock or number of trained porsonnel by training lovel and

subjeoct-mattor, staff structuxo, ccvarage of oach sorvice,

and so far as possible, data on oper ational costs. The

prosant and futurc staffing pattern would be related to

current agricultural and rural population distribution and

future population projections, and to prcsont and future

institutional structures, farming systems and rural development

policics within the country (or the part of it) being studied.

This assessment will also cover factors affecting the quality

of training and the utilization of trained personnel in

agriculture; e.g., facilities, transport and equipment noded

to do their job offectivcly, car'r prospoots, comparative

salary structures, in-service training, development and

technical support resources, staff nobility, etc. The study

will draw on ILO experiance in this ficld and make use of

available information and aaterials in ILO related to its

objectives. Close collaboration with ILO personnel and

activities in each country is highly desirablo.
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2. Detailed Review and Evaluation of Current Formal
Agricltural Education andTran Sltms

a) Assess the general impact of the formal agricultural

education and training institutions and programmes of

agrioultural and rural dovelopment.

b) Appraiso the mthoecs oiieyed in planning the entire agri-

cultural education and training systcm and examine the

process of dooision-making at national and local levels,

c) Examine the structure of the agricultural education system,

the relationship betwcon different levels and institutional

structures witiirn the system and its relationship to other

public or primate agcnoies promoting agricultural and rural

development. At provincial and local levels, check on the

coordination and cooperation with all services operating

in the rural areas,

d) Examine thc existing individa s >t uions regarding

organization, capacity, rolovance of training programmes

offered, teaching mothods, staffing, physical facilitics,

drop-out and wastage ratos,

c) Examinc capital and recurrent costs of agricultural education,

by level and by institution, costs per student and per

graduate. Unosco experico in the ficld of agricultural

education will be of great importance to this study. Close

collaboration will be maintained with Unesco at all levels.
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3. Review and Evaluation of Cur .nt jicultuxal Extonsion
and other related Non-Formal Education and Training System

a) Assess the general impact of the agricultural extension

programme and other non-formal education and training

programmes for farmers, rural hoimo-miakers and out-of-ohool

rural youth.

b) Appraise the current policy and prasont methods of planning

for thcsc forms of non-formal eduction and training -

including the understanding and sup ot of national plannors

and policy makers as to tie rolo of theso programmcs in

agricultural and rural devclopmen t.

c) Examinc the current and planned otrength anc scope of those

agencies and programmes, evaluating thcir major strongths

and weaknosses. Determining, for cxampilo, whether the

extension programme includes work with all members of the

farm family, reaches all areas and levels/types of farm

families, is adequate to handlle extension oerviocs in all

subject-matter areas, makes affctive use of volunteer

leadership, has an adequate pre-service and in-oervice

staff training programme, provides its ficld staff with

suitable supervision and support, etc. Similar questions

would be investigated in other programme areas.

d) Examine the training needs and programmas of various services

supporting rural population such as coopcrativos, credit,

marketing, etc.
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) Study cxioting rclationship be twen these pxogrammcs

and national policies and pr ogramme relating to necdod

chanCes in the agrarian struoturc,

f) Analyze and evaluate the extont to whi these non-formal

education and training prograeswv ar intcgratccd -with other

bapcots of agricultural/rl developmnt, i.c. formal

education systems, cooperativos, orodit, marketing,

improvement of physical infrastructure, people's organiza-

tions, employment promotion programmes, atc.

g) Examine the capital and courrent costs, and other financial

aspects of these programiaes in relation to national budget

and planning.

4. Review of Future Plans for Ag ultural and Rural Development

n) Examine Government's futurc objectives for -3vicultural and

rural dcvelopment and proposcd future plans of action.

b) Examine Government's proposed targets for increase in

agricultural production in various fields.

c) Examinc current and proposed projects and activities to

achieve those objectives.

d) Examine Government's provisions allocated for the develop-

mont plans.
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o) Estimate the requirements for trained manpower at all

levcls, to staff the main agr icultural srvicos, e.g. agri-

oultural extension (including homo eoonomics and rural youth

work), cducation, research/expcrimentati and veterinary

forestry, fishcries services and of sno -Lting services,

e.g. cooperativo management, iearkcting, cdit, community

dovclopmcnt, as wll as thi probabic needs of the commcroial

ano privato scotor ; estimate th- present and future socio-

economic capacity to absorb the tr pcople, and the

probable costs involved.

f) Provic an analysis of the implications of such trained

manpower requiremonts for th. present and projected education

and training systems of the country, both formal and non-formal,

including plans for institutional development and estimates

of the probable capital and recurrent costs involved.

B. Anational mccting will be held at the conclusion of the study to

discuss the results and recommendations of the study and to identify

the main lines of the Country Master Training Plan, Representatives

of the threc Agencics: FAO, Unesco and ILO uill attend this meeting.

C. Based on activities undcr A and B a Master Training Plan will bc

developod in collaboration with national authoritics. The Plan

will include the following main asp-cots:

a) a projection of the country's needs in trained manpower

for agricultural and rural delopmnt for the text ton

years;
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b) rcoommandations regardng the ora inization of the

training systems, formal and non-formal;

c) recoommendations on the improvement of training

programmes and curricula;

d) strategy and project ideas for the excoution of the

Country Master Training Plan.

V. Structure And Operations of the Prjoot

1. FAO Headquarters

Preparation of Country Mastcr Training Plans for agricultural

and rural development will bc mnde in collaboration bctwcan the Agri-

cultural Education, Extension and Rural Youth Sarvice (ESHE) and

various FAO Departments and Divisions. Training officers in various

technical Divisions in FAO will participate in the planning of the

project, structuring the project's design, prcparing needod materials

and in the follow-up of the work in the field. ESHE officers who are

responsible for the projects will constitute ad hoc tcohnical groups

with training officers of othcr FAO Divisions to prepare the work

together and to review the progress accomplishod in the project.

2. Collaboration with U osco andIL- HcIdOtors

Collaboration betwcn FAO, Uncsco and ILO in the Country Master

Training Plans will be done, at Headquartc e level, through ISWG.

Agricultural Education and Training Units, in Uneso and ILO will be

roquested to contribute to the planning of the desig and to the

implementation of the project. Sclcction of countries in which the

project will be executed will be made in collabcration with the two
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sister Agcncics. Experiences of the three Agencics - FAO, Unesco

and ILO - in the ficld of edudational planning ar I training for

agricultural and rural development will be made available for the

preparation of the necessary designs for Dountry Master Plans.

3. Cou _ Level

a) Sponsgrin&_ational Aenox - It is thc privilcgc of the

participating Govcrnment to designate the national sponsoring

agency of the project. On the other hand, since training

activities in rural arcas are mainly in the agrioultural field,

it is likely that the Ministry of agriculturc would be the

Government AL-ency designated for this purpose. This Ministry

will have to conduct the work in closc collaboration with all

ministries and agencies concerned with agricultural and rural

development, e.g. Ministrics of Education, Rural Development, etc.

It is very important that the MinisTry of Planning should be

involved in the projcct from its inception.

b) Collaboration with Unesco and ILO - lt the country level FAO

project's personncl should havc close collaboration with represcn-

tativcs of Unesco and ILO in the country. Expcrts of the two sister

Agencies working in training projcots in the country will be invited

to provide all possible assistance to the project, cach in his field

of specialization. The project will havc clamc collaboration with

training projects and activitics cxecuted jointly or separatcly by

the three Agencies in the country.
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o) National Inotitution - To be of maximum value in each country,

the work involvcd should 1- put in a continuing basis and should

desirably be carried out by a na tional institutions, wich such

assistance and guidance fro FAO, Unesco and ILO as may be

required. In this way, cI institutions could become a signi-

ficant part of the country's agricultuxal development planning

machinery, as wecll as an additional oouxce of data both on the

national and international level. Among other advantagos, this

would lead to more satisfactory means of assessmcnt and evaluation

of investments in agricultural education and training, and in

the various kinds of agricultural services.

B. Managomont of the Project

1. lvora1l Bosponsible for Procot

3HE has designatad an officer as coordinator for the Country

laster Training Plans. However, the project will be oocuted in

a large number of interested developing countries a.n, therefore, all

cducation officcrs in ESHE and other FAO Technical Services will be

involved in its planning and imnp1cmonta tion. The responsibility of

the Project Coordu-iator is to promote actions in this area, make the

necessary contacts with the concernod FAO units and international

organizations, dcvelop needed materials and docunentation and ensurc

an uffective execution of activitics.. In othcr words, he rcpresents

the work of the ESHE Scrvice in this field. Coordination between

the international Agencics in the management of the projcot will be

done through ISWG.
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2. Direction Committec

To ensurr offective collabora tion betwoen all intern ational

a nd na Li ual1 agcnciou involved in th pr oject a Direotion Comitteo

wil1 b, organizCd in the country to discuss and decidc on major

actions required for a successful eecution of the project. The

Chairman of the Committec will be the reprecnta tivc of the national

sponuoring agcncy. Mcrbcrs of the Direction Committee will be

noAnated from representativesa of ministries and national agcnicies

involved in the project. Rcaresentaives of FA0, Unasco and ILO

or s:nior officers of thcsc organizations vwill be nominatcd members

of the Committoc. The donor agcncy, whether it is TNDP or a bilatcral

agency, will be represented by a mcmber in the Committce. The Committee

will decide on the number and dates of mctings to bc held during

the implcmntation of the- project.

3. Technical Committecs

An ad hoc technical committec for cach cield (agriculuiral

educeation, agricultural extension, in-service training, management,

<tc.) should be established to assist in collecting the needed informa-

tion and discussing the recommendations which will be considered in

the prcparation of the Mastcr Training Plan. National specialists as

well as experts of FAO, Unesco and ILO, working in the country will be

invited to scrve in technical committees.

4. Consultant for Collection of Data and Information

Thcrc will be a need for consu.tants to carry out the study in

each country. A consultant may be an oxpatriate or a national specialist

recruited for this particular job. le may also be a staff member of the

institution which will bc contracted to analyze the data and prepare

the final report.
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5. Dta Analysis a nd Final Leport

As mcntioncd in part V c) of tiij. document a national institution

will be contracted to collaborate in the collection of information and

to analyze collected data and information nnd prepare the final report

of the study phase of thc project. It may happen tha t tho institution

also fLurnishos the consultant who carrics out the collection of informa-

tion.

C. Estimated Cost by Country

The following ostimatcd costs do not includo salarics of the

Agncies, Headquarters, and Regional Officers for the timo soont on

this project.

- 12 man-months consultants 37,200

- Contracts with national institutions 5,000

- Travel (fox consultants and FAO Officers
to visit countries and FAO 11adquarters and
the RIegional Office for consultation) 5,000

- Contractual servicas 1,000

Total: 48,200



Mr. Ravi Gulhati, ECDDR November 20, 1975.

James B. Hendry, Assistant Director, Eastern Africa Projects

Issues Paper - Bank Financing of Rural Public Works

In response to your memo of November 12, please find below my

comments on the specific points which were raised therein. Unfortunately

I won't be able to participate in the working level review because 
I will

be away from Washington until mid-December.

(1) The condition that Public Works include only the physical

infrastructure seems to me a sensible definition.

(2) From reading the original Harvard DAS study, as well as 
the

draft Issues Paper, I agree with the conclusion that Public

Works cannot play a major role in alleviating poverty and

utilizing the labor force. The data which have been gathered

covering the wide range of Public Works efforts in a large

sample of countries do not seem to give much support to any

but this rather pessemistic conclusion.

(3) The operational classification of Public Works activities

seems to be a useful one.

(4) I agree that the best opportunities for Bank support of

Public Works activities are likely to arise in the context

of projects. In fact, I see little change in this from what

is already being done in many countries on a force account

basis, and given the experience with public works programs

where a project focus is lacking this seems the most likely

direction for future bank involvement. Looked at from this

standpoint I don't see that staff needs are likely to be

greater than those provided under our normal project 
co-

efficients.

(5) I believe the experience in the Eastern Africa Region has been

that bank policies have not hindered the use of Bank/IDA funds

for essential local financing, nor have they led to unrealistic

insistence on ICB where local conditions were not conducive to

IC.

(6) From the tenor the commnts above you can see that I tend to

believe there is not much scope for the bank to support widely

dispersed public works programs (with all of their attendant

defects), but should direct any such involvement toward

project-related infrastructure.
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Mr. Gulhati November 20, 1975.

(7) If the future bank lending for public works is considered
as force account infrastructure, there may be some ex-
perience on which to base estimates of new lending'.

(3) I agree that establishment of quantitative targets for
Bank support of Public Works would not be appropriate.

cc: Messrs. WALTON, WALDEA

JBI7endry:of



Mr. EdwinjuM.. M.,tin November 19, 1975

G.F. Daxrnll

Bank Organiszion of Agricultural Credit and DFC Divisions

With regard to your memorandum of November 14, 1975, the following
points are relevant.

() The evolution of agricultural credit projects was within the old
Agriculture D opartment. The origins of the 17C structure was
earlier and subject to different evolutionary forces in terxs of
both developwment thinking and Bank organization.

(ii) Not all Regions have a DFC Division nor DFC staff, thus a Central
Projects Division exists to undertake project work for DFC's.
Many DFC's provide credit for agriculture.

(iii) Where DFC Divisions exist in the Regions they are located under
the same Assistant Director Projects as the Agricultural Credit
Division. In some eases, the two are in the same Division -
e.g., in South Asia Region.

(iv) At the time of the Bank's re-organization in 1973, all staff units
(including the agricultural credit group) were divided into five
(now six) regionalised groups. It was considered that this was
advantageous at that time; the reasons are outlined in the re-
organisation documents.

(v) The Agriculture and Rural Development Department, CPS, has responsibility
for coordination and information exchange regarding farm credit within
the Bank. This Department also prepared the Bank's Agricultural Credit
Sector Policy Paper. There is a Senior Adviser on Agricultural Credit
and several others in this Department who take an interest in all aspects
of credit provision for agriculture. We review all agricultural credit
projects.

(vi) Mr. G. Alter in the Senior Vice Presidents office takes an overall
interest in the institutional arrangements and lending conditions
for both types of credit projects.

(vii) The commonality of country experience may not be as strong as you
suggest. The USAID Spring Review and the recent FAO/CARIPLO study
both reveal distinct regional differences in traditional credit forms,
institutional arrangements and credit needs or uses.
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(viii) We have always, but increasingly in recent years, seen credit as
one component in an overall agricultural package rather than some-
thing to be regarded in isolation. As the trend toward providing
shorter term credit grows, the scope for treating farm credit in
isolation has further declined. Consequently, the point of splitting
off agricultural credit from agricultural projects in general is not
strongly apparent at this time.

(ix) The Rural Development atrategy being pursued by the ]3ank is specifically
concerned with integrating various sub-sectors and sectore. Institu-
tional separation would seem to be counter to this,

cc: i. Yludelman
C. Brue

G~Floaldeon~p
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FROM: The Secretary November 18, 1975

NON-FARM RURAL EMPLOYMENT

At the meeting of the Executive Directors held on June 17, 1975,

responding to comments made by Executive Directors, the Chairman said

that a paper would be prepared discussing the problems of non-agricultural

employment in rural areas. The attached note, prepared in the Agriculture

and Rural Development Department, is in the nature of an interim report,

to be followed over the next year by a further and more detailed study.

Distribution:

Executive Directors and Alternates
President
Senior Vice President, Operations
Executive Vice President and Vice President, IFC
President's Council
Directors and Department Heads, Bank and IFC



THE BANK AND NON-FARM RURAL EMPLOYMENT

1. Extent, Growth and Location of
Non-Farm Rural Employment

1.1 A large and increasing number of rural people in developing countries

are finding employment outside of farming - in rural areas, villages and country

towns. We might define this area, beyond the major cities, as the "non-farm

rural sector". The major sources of employment in this sector are agro-industries,

farm supply and service industries, rural commerce, small consumer good manufacturers,

and public sector industries responsible for building and maintaining rural infra-

structure. Impressive evidence of growth in the non-farm rural sector is seen

in the expansion of villages and towns, which in several countries appear to be

as rapid as that of the major cities; (see Table 1).

Table 1: Population Trends by Community Sipe
in Six Latin American Countries -

Town/City No. of
Size ftange Towns/Cities Population (000's) % Total Growth Rate

1970 (000's) 1970 1950 60 1970 for 1970 1960-70

20 - 50 383 4,429 7,635 11,878 12.1% 4.5%
50 -100 122 3,658 5,623 8,523 8.7% 4.4%

100 -250 81 4,745 7,556 12,014 12.2% h.8%
250 46 10,217 16,193 25,886 26.4% h.8%

Big cities 7 16,885 25,881 39,869 ho.6% 4.4%

Many of the smaLl towns were villages twenty years ago; their populations have

increased much faster than the natural growth rate, implying substantial net

migration into them. The limited survey work that has so far been undertaken

in these communities has uniformly pointed to a surprisingly diverse and growing

1/ Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Mexico, Peru and Venezuela. There is similar
evidence available for Korea, India, Taiwan and Turkey.
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number of non-farm activities; the number and diversity are most marked in

Latin America, as one might expect, but they are also significant in other

regions, including Africa.

1.2 That the proportion of rural people not directly employed in agri-

culture should be growing is not wholly unexpected. The normal path of economic

development involves the release of people from the pursuit of subsistence and

their movement out of agriculture into other, often related, economic activities.

This reflects the growing specialization of labor that has characterized the

growth of all civilizations throughout history. In less favorable situations,

it also reflects the continued growth of population which, in relation to a fixed

land base, makes it necessary for an increasing proportion of people to seek their

livelihood in productive pursuits other than farming. The forced movement of

people out of farming need not be an unfavorable development effect so long as

(i) agricultural productivity increases sufficiently to provide a supply of food

at affordable prices, and (ii) other sectors of the economy experience sufficient

growth to provide gainful employment.

1.3 Apart from releasing the food constraint so as to permit the general

growth of industry and commerce, rural development programs directly promote the

growth of industry and commerce in both urban and rural areas -- but particularly

in what we have termed the non-farm ruraL sector. First, an increase of farm

incomes [Leads to increased demands for locally provided consumer goods and

services; second, rising farm output requires increased inputs of farm supplies

and services, again, often locally supplied; third, increased farm outputs are

associated with increased agro-industrial processing on both a large scale (for

extenral markets) and a small scale (mainly for local markets); and fourth,
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the building and maintenance of new infrastructure such as roads, irrigation

works, schools, markets, storage facilities, electricity lines and water supplies,

etc., creates new jobs. There is, of course, a two-way relationship, insofar

as the growth of the non-farm rural sector benefits local agriculture by providing

enlarged markets for farm output.

2. The Bank's Role

2.1 The Bank's rural development strategy recognizes the existence of a

growing and potentially productive non-farm rural sector, although the Bank has

not as yet isolated this sector per se for direct project investment (there is an

exception in the case of agro-industrial projects, but the focus of these has, until

now, been on increasing quality produce for export or city markets with little

regard for employment effects). The primary emphasis in pursuing agriculture and

rural development has been in expanding farm productivity. This has been based

on the understanding that not only are a large proportion of rural people engaged

in farming (in most cases the majority), but as just indicated, that the next

largest group (those in the non-farm rural sector) are those indirectly involved

in agricultural production, either through providing farm services or processing

farm output. A considerable number of these rural development projects have in

fact included direct investments in the storage, processing, or marketing of

farm products or in the production of local inputs such as seeds.

2.2 It is especially notable that infrastructure investments associated

with rural development programs usually support non-farm activities peripheral

to agriculture more directly than they do farming itself. Thus improved roads

directly benefit those involved in transport and trade of farm products, (who

may or may not be farmers); electric power benefits those employed in or operating
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small industries producing farm inputs or processing farm output; and the

establishing of credit and input supply services and social services all create

non-farm jobs. Further, investments associated with social components of rural

development programs usually benefit farm and non-farm people in villages relatively

equally. Thus, village water supplies, health clinics or village schools potentially

benefit both groups. There are, in fact, few rural development project components

that do not benefit non-farm groups, though generally the farming population is

likely to benefit most.

2.3 The Bank has provided funds for a number of projects that directly

benefitted the non-farm rural target group through increasing employment. As

shown in Table 2, these include over the time period 1970-75, 15 projects with

rural roads components, 18 with rural education, 9 with rural health and 13 agro-

industries projects, as well as one or two water supply and rural electrification

schemes. Tn addition, there have been some rural employment effects from pre-

dominantly urban infrastructure projects (not listed), such as the water supply

projects for Mombasa in Kenya, Acra-Tema in Ghana, Guayaguil and Guayas Provinces

in Ecuador, and coastal Tunisia; and the electrification projects in Kenya, Brazil

and Ecuador. This listing does not include the 63 "new style" multi-sectoral rural

development projects of the past two years which are expected to create added

employment for non-farm as well as farm people in rural areas.

2.4 There remains the question as to what can be done in addition to the

provision of infrastructure or direct investment in rural services as part of

rural development projects aimed at raising farm production. There are three

possibilities now being examined within the context of Bank research and policy

work programs. First is the scope for extending credit and extension facilities



directly to the rural non-farm sector, and how this may be done in the context

of Bank lending operations. Second is the balance of infrastructure investments

between the rural areas, villages and towns situated in areas with growing non-

farm rural population; rural development projects may be overly focussed, for

example, on the small villages and rural areas - perhaps the larger villages and

towns in the project areas require extra assistance from the projects. Third is

the question of pricing, tax and subsidy policies and how they impinge on the

relative growth of industry and commerce in urban and rural areas.

2.5 It is also recognized that regional planning, based on resource surveys

and spatial analysis, and the development of new growth centers are of primary

importance in extending economic development to non-farm rural groups. Consequently,

these issues are receiving specific attention in the Bank's economic and sector

work program. Additional research studies in this area are also proposed, and

the Bank is providing technical assistance to member countries for regional

planning, including remote sensing technology, as currently in Indonesia and the

Philippines.

2.6 A paper will be prepared over the next year on the subject of employment

creation and income generation for non-farm rural people, based on studies currently

under way. This paper will include a survey of evidence on the scope for expanding

employment in this area and the types of activities involved, including: agricultural

linkages, both forward (processing, transport) and backward (manufacture of tools,

input supply); mining and forestry development; small scale rural industries;

decentralized large scale industries; and, rural public works and infrastructure

programs.



Table 2: Projects Directly Affecting Non-Farm Rural People 1970-1975

Total
Loan or Project Rural Bank/IDA

Country Project Name Credit No. Cost Component Financing

Rural Roads

Senegal Highway Project 198 SE 2.5 2.5 2.1
Tanzania Highway III 265 TA 9.5 6.5 6.5

Highway IV 507 TA 12.5 5.5 10.2
Ethiopia Highway V 332 ET 22.0 22.0 17.0

Roads VI 552 ET 54.7 32.0 32.0
Malawi Highway II 523 MAI 12.5 3.0 10.0
Swaziland Roads II 1108 SW 9.9 6.0 7.0
Zaire Highway III 536 ZR 4o.3 19.0 26.0
Mali Highway II 383 MLI - 6.0 8.3
Sierra Leone Highway I 710 SL 52.1 1.5 2.3
Upper Volta Rural Roads 579 UV 8.5 7.5 7.5
Mauritania Highway III 519 MAU 13.7 3.0 3.0
Yemen PDR Highway II 560 YDR 31.8 8.0 15.5
Paraguay Highway IV 1059 PA 20.0 7.5 14.5
Brazil Highway V 1075 BR 276.0 30.0 110.0

Rural Education

Chile Vocational Training 11 666 CH 3.0 0.8 1.5
Costa Rica Education I 915 CR 9.4 2.21 6.2
Honduras Education 954 HO

h52 HO 8.66 6.88 6.0
El Salvador Education II 1007 ES 24.0 1/ 17.0
Dominican Rep.Education II 1142 13.5 ~0.2/ 8.0
Guyana Education II Sh GY

1106 GY 18.9 1/ 12.0
Tanzania Education III 232 TA 4.7 h.7 3.3
Upper Volta Education I 430 UV 3.6 3.6 2.8
Mauritania Education 659 MAU 4.6 1/ 3.8
Ethiopia Education IV 553 34.68 1175 23.0
Sudan Education II 547 SU 10.0 1/ 10.0
Somalia Education II 511 SO 9.3 575 l/ 8.0
Swaziland Education 518 SW 7.1 1.5 5.0
Dahomey Education N/A 5.5 1/ 4.0
Lesotho Education II 497 LE 8.14 T/ 4.0
Rwanda Education 567 RW 9.0 T/ 8.0

Rural Electrification

India Rural Elect. 572 IN 114.1 114.1 57.0
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Total
Loan or Project Rural Bank/IDA

Country Project Name Credit No. Cost Component Financing

Rural Water Supply

India Uttar Pradesh Water

Supply & Sewerage 1009 IN 72.0 29.3 40.0

Rural Health

Kenya Population 468 KE 38.8 8.8 12.0
Tunisia " 238 TUN 7.7 3.6 4.8

Egypt " 437 EGT 10.5 h/ 5.0
Jamaica " 690 JM 3.0 0~4 / 2.0
India 312 IN 31.8 h/ 21.2
Indonesia 300 IND 33.0 1~/ 13.2
Malaysia 880 MA 14.5 075 1/ 5.0
Iran 928 IRN 33.4 20.3 16.5
Philippines 1035 PH 50.0 12.8 1/ 25.0

Agro Industries

Korea Agric. Processing 994 KO 20.0 13.0
Seeds 942 KO 22.8 7.0

Philippines Rice Processing 720 20.9 14.3
Bangladesh Cereal Seeds 410 10.6 7.5
India Grain Storage 267 15.0 5.0

Bihar Wholesale Mkts. 294 23.3 14.0
Agric. Mysore Mkts. 378 12.0 8.8
Apple Processing 456 21.7 13.0

Iraq Grain Storage I 925 92.0 40.0
Yugoslavia Macedonia Industries 894 62.0 31 .0
Brazil Grain Storage 857 75.0 30.0

Agric. Export Indust.I 92h 135.0 5h.0
Ethiopia Coffee Processing I 290 10.3 6.3

Source: World Bank Appraisal Reports.

Note: 1/ Figures for Rural education are not specified but are obviously quite high
since the project is heavily weighted toward rural education.

2/ Approximate

3/ Construction cost only. Excludes equipment and other related costs.

h/ Not specified.



Mr. Leif E. Christoffersen, Assist. Dir., AGP November 17, 1975

D.J. Parsons AegiLAssist. Dir., ASP

Rural Development Working Paper No. II - Forestry in
Rural Development

I have asked Mr. Harma to comment on the draft, and attach a copy
of his memo to me of November 14 for your information.

For myself I find difficulty in envisaging a forestry component in
a rural development project other than for the provision of farm wood lots
or, if land can be found that is suitable, small scale, well distributed
plantations designed to produce the local requirements of fire wood and
building poles.

I consider this Important subject should be considered in the
forestry policy paper that is under preparation, rather than in a separate
paper such as you suggest.

DJParsons/cta

cc: Messrs. YudelIran
Picciotto (o/r)
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SUBJECT: C Vn on "Fostry i n Rral v
Workin 1t ( Pra ' 0ct-tr I )

1paper Lno n the hintoric pattrn of forest industry
develgpment. Thqde in K~e and proc asd ronht indPtM product
developed intia-Ty in toda( leain fore- indusry cotrie on
the basis of indent timu; ber - niot cn the basis ot plan d tmber.
In thi itualion the iDi anon timber reo cS pov! Cital Onl
which the developments rfroed to were dos i cther
capital.

2. It isa also worth noting that5 the bigs comrda/industrial
plantations exist in irdurially advanced Gountriem such asnhs of

CentralEuropo, United Kirwuom, Australia, jouth Africa wgd Bmil
also e latter is mell an its nay io industrianaion. In these cane,
the plantations have ben crontod in support of thriving Wvelopment in
non-agriculorn! sectors, ineludKin ue processing inustry, Private
forest owners hve active y pallii od in replenuhuent, plnting
activity in Mlropean confirjs.

3.In con L rasthe workivq P-Tor eV~nVA'n i pylmtn
foretryco!mences forest-based devoopment. Mmulr, envisagd-

developmnts require public subsilun. ThiO us ri on ueca
reSources Of tne COUltry, Snethe ee .pi Loa~rics can affora tis
on a significant scale remains larguly unproven,

4. Forest product production for local market can be monetized
only if there is already a thriving Myvlopment goig On in non-
agricultural sectors to which forestry makes an inplut.

5. Finally, Vuol production is animmes ro blem i.n couintrios
such as India and Pakistan. In vimw of this and the lack of purchasing
powecr wi.th rural population, a fuelwood planting program canl haive a
significant coverage only if it is based almost exclusively on farmer
participation.

6. In conclusion, it is not clear whether the reviewed Working
Paper fully apei t me abuo aspects.

Riarmi: A
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November 13, 1975

Mr. J.A. Dickson
Chairman of the Standing Committee

on Commonwealth Forestry
Forestry Commission
231 Corstorphine Road
Edinburgh, EH 12 7AT
Scotland

Dear M,r. Dickson:

Thank you for your letter addressed to Mr. McNamara of 10 October
and the Tenth Commonwealth Forestry Conference report.

The degree to which we are able to finance local costs in Bank
projects, including forestry and forest industrial projects, depends on
many factors which are kept under constant review. These include the
country's needs, its per capita income level and the importance of pro-
moting specific sectors such as rural and urban. development. Although
we have become more flexible over this matter in recent years as a general
rule we finance local expenditures only in exceptional circumstances in which
a country is unable to raise the required local finance. Such lending relates
particularly to high priority projects which have a low for~4gn exchange
componnt. In these circumstances, we make foreign exchange available to cover
part of local costs.

As far as forestry projects are concerned our position was accurately
expressed in Mr. Spears' paper presented at your Conference entitled "Methods
of Financing Forestry" in the section dealing with problem areas.

In all but one of our six forestry plantation projects and in a
forestry technical assistance project we have financed a proportion of local
costs; we have not done so in any of our road construction, logging or forest
industrial projects. You may be interested in the percentage of local costs
covered by our loans for the following:



Mr. J.A. Dickson -2- November 13, 1975

Percentage
1968 Zambia Industrial Plantations Nil

1970 Kenya I Industrial Plantations 48

1975 Kenya II Industrial Plantations 17

1973 Mauritius Plantations 35

1974 Philippines Industrial Plantations 75

1975 Madagascar Industrial Plantations 71

1975 Tanzania Industrial Plantations 65

1975 India Forestry Technical Assistance 37

I think these figures speak for themselves and hope the information
will be useful.

Yours sincerely,

George F. Darnell
Assistant Director

Agriculture & Rural Development Dept.,
Central Projects Staff



NT[F NATIONAL DEvILOPMENT I I aT T ;ASSOC I A1IRE I N /% D LENT IN1EAT I AL VI

M'% F TCOPORAT ICIN

/ OFFC MEMORANDM
TO;See Distribution List DATE: November 12, 1975

RfOM: Ravi Gulhati, ECD)R,

quJELCT: _issu s nufen s' ncin of Rural Fublic We rks

1. At IS a preliminary draft of the Issues Paper on Pub] icWorks prepared by Mark Leiserson and Ralph Hoflneister in collaborationwith S. M>uri. This follows the Harvard study on the same topic. A
digest of the latter is also being distributed as background material.Your comments are invidted and they w guio te revision that wil
take place shor t1. The present version is rather long; we hope toprune it in the next round.

2. More specifically, we would like your advice on the followingpoints;

(i) PubliK Works are defined as activities concerned with thecreation of physical infrastructure only (para. 20). -Thismeans that construction of heiath clinics and school buildIrand extension depots are Included but the operation of h<thworkers, teachers and cetension workers are excluded. isthis a sensible definition?

(ii) The draft suggests that Public Works cannot play a Majorrole in the alleviation of poverty and utilization of thelabor force (paras. -13, 21, 22). Do you agree with thisconclusion?

(iii) An operational classification for Bank purposes of PublicWorks activities is presented in para. 29. Is this a usefulschema?

(iv) Largely for organiIational and administrative reasons, themore attractive opportunities for Bank support of Public Worksactivities are likely to arise in the context of sectoral
projects--rosds, irrigation, water supply, education, population,etc. or the new-style area--based rural development projects. Toexploit these opportunities fully will resuire substantial
inputs of Bank staff during the preparation, appraisal, mo-n-toring an' evaluation of these projects. Are these staff needsfully alowed for in existing work-prograims and budgets?

(v) No major departures are required in Bank policy and procedureto exploit these opportunities, Is his so? Are rulas
(a) uses of Bak/TDA loans for financing local eonenditures and-. nternational or on co n.tt ive :ii' ufficientlyx cibl e
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(vi) Bank support for national or regional programs consisting of

widely dispersed Public Works is likely to be severely con-

strained by a combination of political, organizational and

administrative problems in rember countries. No easy solution

to these problems have been identified by the Harvard Study

or by Bank Staff. Despite these difficulties, we should

stand ready to support such programs wherever there exists

a framework within which the member government and the Bank

can learn through actual field experience.

(vii). There is insufficient experience on which to base estim tes

of future Bank lending for Public Works.

(viii) The establishment at this time of quantitative targets for

Bank support of Public Works would not be appropriate.

1st rib f ion

Chencry Jaycox

Karaosmanoglu Churchill

Avramovic -Harral

Culhati Warford

Leiserson Shipman

Hofmeister
Hendry/Walton

Eaq Rowe

Burki (3) Vergin .

Wakhweya VPicciot to/Parsons
Haynes

Yudelman Blaxall

Christoffersen
Ahmad, A.M.S. ECD Division Chiefs

Donaldson ECDER Division Members

Turnham
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DRAFT
RHofmeister/Leiserson
November 10, 1975

ISSUES IN BANK FINANCING OF RURAL PUBLIC WORKS

I. Introduction

1 . Over recent years Bank policies and programs have placed increasing

emphasis on the urgency of ensuring greater participation by low income

groups in the benefits of economic development. It has been recognized that

this requires explicit attention to the employment opportunities for the

poor whose economic welfare depends primarily upon their ability to engage

in renumerative work. Moreover, the unemployment and underemployment of

human resources in developing countries not only represents a waste which

can be ill afforded but is likely to involve vicious cycles of poverty,

malnutrition, and low productivity which present major obstacles to

vigorous development efforts. Public works programs are among the more

obvious instruments for mobilizing underutilized labor for productive

investments with accompanying benefits in the form of additional employ-

ment and incomes for some of the poorest workers.

2. In 1972, Mr. McNamara said that the Bank would assist in financing
1/

such projects. The Bank has since participated in a public works programs

in Mauritius and supported a significant amount of rural public works activ-

ity as components of projects in India, Mali, East Jordan, and Mexico. In

the Bank's Sector Policy Paper on Rural Development, public works projects

were identified as potentially useful means to meet special needs in

1/ Robert S. McNamara, Address to the Board of Governors, Washington, D.C.:

IBRD, September 25, 1971, p. 16.
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1/
rural development programs such as employing the landless.~ However, the

multiple objectives and the organizational and administrative complexities

of public works programs combine to pose difficult issues of design and

implementation.

3. An extensive review and analysis of experience throughout the

developing world with so-called public works programs (sponsored by the

Bank and carried out by the Harvard Institute for International Development)

reveals the wide range, diversity and mixed results of such programs.

(A digest of the final report of this study is attached as an addendum to

this paper.) Drawing on this review of experience, the Rural Development

Policy paper of the Bank identified certain salient weaknesses which have

impeded public works programs from realizing their full potential for

channeling income to low income families while adding to rural infrastructure

at low opportunity costs.

"(1) The portion of total program expenditures going to unskilled

workers is frequently less than it might be because unnecessarily equipment-

intensive construction methods are used.

(2) Projects may be poorly selected and designed, resulting in

high-cost investment and low efficiency in terms of income supplements to

the needy.

(3) Inadequate management and supervision may produce a "make-work"

character and consequent high-cost structures and low morale.

(4) Some programs have tended to extend into the peak demand periods

for agricultural labor.

1/ IBRD, Rural Development: Sector Policy Paper, Washington, D.C.,
February, 1975.
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(5) When 'self-help' elements are included, the poor usually are

required to contribute their labor with very small or no wage payments.

(6) Payment in kind is administratively cumbersome and frequently

very inefficient for the workers as they resell inappropriate commodities

at a large discount.

(7) The appropriate blend of local initiative and decision making

with central control is difficult to achieve.

(8) Influential groups may alter programs so as to increase their

1/
own benefits at the cost of the poor."

The general conclusions drawn in the Rural Development policy paper were that

public works have to be part of a larger employment and development strategyj

and that the Bank would devote increasing effort within the lending program

to develop projects which incorporate rural works in an integrated rural

development effort.

4. The purpose of this paper is to provide a concise analysis of

the central policy and operational issues involved in the selection, design,

appraisal and evaluation of rural public works activities for Bank financing.

It does not presume to suggest definitive policy conclusions but it does

seek to formulate clearly certain tentative policy positions.

5. This paper is limited to a discussion of rural public works and

does not investigate equally difficult and often analogous issues within

primarily urban public works projects. In larger urban centers, the

physical and economic environment as well as the structure and operation

1/ IBRD, Rural Development: Sector Policy Paper, Washington, D.C.,
February 1975, p. 51.



of labor markets requires public works efforts substantially different

from rural areas. The openly unemployed are more of a problem in cities,

but many of them are not members of the poorest family groups

and are uninterested in unskilled manual jobs. Increased public works

employment in cities might stimulate increased rural-urban migration of

unskilled workers, possibly in excess of the jobs created. Policies on

urban public works must be therefore evolved in the context of an appro-

priate urban development strategy--a task beyond the scope of the present

paper. However, the demarcation between rural and urban cannot be drawn

with great precision and independently of the circumstances. In particular,

rural public works activities may in fact be physically located in rural

towns and villages. The crucial consideration is the integration of such

activities into the rural economy and in general, this would exclude

projects and programs focusing on the larger, more industrialized urban
1/

centers.

6. The basic issue to which this paper is addressed is how rural

public works activities can be most effectively incorporated into rural

development programs and Bank lending. A particular question is whether

the Bank should develop a separate portfolio of loans for rural public

works projects. It is taken for granted that a variety of local rural

works activities will receive increasing Bank support within regular

irrigation, transportation, and other agricultural and rural infrastructure

1/ It is of course possible or even likely that a national public works
program may involve both rural and urban components. Unlike the
practice to date, a public works approach evolved in the rural context
should not be uncritically extended to urban areas. The urban component
should be designed explicitly for the urban environment.



projects, or as specific components of integrated rural development

projects in particular areas. To determine what developmental objectives

can be served by extending Bank support of rural works and what opera-

tional problems must be faced in so doing requires a careful specification

of the distinctive characteristics of rural works programs and a working

definition of rural works projects for Bank operational purposes. The

next section of the paper is devoted to this task. Subsequent sections

examine particular issues in the selection, design, appraisal, supervision,

and evaluation of Bank financed rural works activities. A final section

considers the prospects for Bank financing of rural works projects.

IT. Rural Public Works Activities

A. Program Types and Characteristics

7. Rural public works programs as generally conceived encompass a

wide range of activities with a correspondingly diverse set of objectives.

The ostensible purposes for which such programs are undertaken usually

involve a complex mixture of economic, social and political ends which

all too frequently are not clearly stated and may be inconsistent.

8. The above noted Harvard study on public works, based

on an analysis of 36 programs in 20 countries, found that all 36 programs

were initiated in a context of substantial unemployment and/or politically

unacceptable low incomes for some groups of the population.

Program objectives ranged from attempts to balance the objectives

of employment and income creation for target groups on the one hand, and

the creation of useful economic assets on the other. However, all countries

did not perceive these problems in the same way, with the result that there
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was considerable variation in program emphasis and design. It was for

this reason that the Harvard team found it useful to employ a typology

based on the types of benefits delivered and the target groups that
1/

received them. The following four-way classification was used:

(i) Relief Programs. These programs responded to emergency

conditions by supplementing or replacing incomes reduced

or destroyed by natural calamity. They were planned

to cover at least one full crop cycle, although provisions

were made to permit some slowdown of work activity during

planting and/or harvesting seasons. Examples of this

type of program are India's Scarcity Relief and Afghanistan's

Provisional Development Program.

(ii) Long-term Employment Programs. The target groups in these

programs faced a long-term structural employment problem

because of the limited capacity of the agricultural sector to

absorb new entrants to the labor force. In these cases there

was a need for providing long-term support with an accent on

training for new vocations, possible resettlement schemes,

land reclamation where possible, and relief for high

levels of urban unemployment. Examples are Mauritius' Travail

Pour Tous and Jamaica's Special Employment Program.

(iii) Income-augmenting Programs. These programs supplemented

1/ This typology is obviously only one of the many ways in which public
works activities might be classified and, for a number of reasons, it
does not appear to be altogether appropriate for an analysis of Bank
operations in these areas. A more operationally useful classification
is developed below in Sections II(B) and (C).
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normal activity on the part of the target groups and, as

a result, were planned to take advantage of seasonal

employment patterns. Their main purpose was to provide

incomes in addition to those that could be obtained from

normal economic activities. They did not necessarily aim at

the agricultural population; many programs had large sections

of the non-agricultural rural population as the target

group. The emphasis on seasonality resulted in the inclu-

sion of short-term projects in the program portfolio, or

inclusion of those projects that could be conveniently

interrupted during agriculture seasons. Examples are the

Public Works Programs in East Pakistan/Bangladesh, West

Pakistan's Rural Works Program, and Morocco's Promotion

Nationale.

(iv) Low-cost Infrastructure Programs. Ostensibly the target

groups for these programs were generally the same as for

long-term employment or income-augmenting programs, but

the accent was on the assets created rather than the income

provided. Most of these programs paid very low wages to

the labor employed; some, relying on self-help, paid no

wages whatsoever. An example is Indonesia's DESA Program.

9. In formulating this typology, the Harvard team emphasized the

fact that over time there was considerable movement of programs between

categories. Mostly political, but at times economic, considerations kept

relief programs going even after the crisis had passed. For instance,



India's Drought Prone Areas Program (launched in Maharashtra after the

state suffered from extreme dry weather for a couple of years) has been

transformed into an income-augmenting type of program. On the other end

of the spectrum, Mauritius' Travail Pour Tous Program has now assumed

the form of a low-cost infrastructure program.

10. The experience documented in the Harvard study reveals certain

limits on the effectiveness of public works programs. Employment generating

public works scheme cannot solve unemployment and poverty; it is an instru-

ment which can reach only a part of the poor. The actual gains to the poor

are easily overstated; many households are unable to gain from such schemes;

and the feasible scale will generally be inadequate to the need.

11. The fraction of total program expenditures accruing as real in-

come gains to unskilled workers is more limited than has been generally

realized. Despite best efforts in both project selection and in labor-

intensive techniques, it appears unlikely that the unskilled wage fraction

of total program expenditure ever exceeds two-thirds (including the

unskilled wage component of locally produced materials) so long as there

is a serious concern for creating productive assets and the wage rate

approximates the non-peak agricultural wage. Higher reported fractions

in several programs are suspect because of the omissions of substantial

program costs from the program budget, and because of lax and biased

reporting procedures. Further, the real income gains will be significantly

less than the wages paid. The costs of the increased food consumption

necessitated by heavy physical labor will constitute a significant fraction

of the modest wages received. There may be small but non-negligible costs
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from casual earnings foregone while on public works employment. Aside

from any disutility effects of the work, and after discounting of the

wage payments to reflect actual real income gains, the transfer of real

resources to poor groups may approximate one-half of total program

expenditures, at best. For some classes of construction, e.g., buildings

for schools or health clinics, the ratio may be much less due to relatively

higher outlays for materials and skilled labor.

12. Many household, including some of the poorest, will not benefit

from public works schemes. Among the poorest are those households with

no person physically capable of performing heavy work. Even if

this is due to illness or injury, a vicious circle of low income,

poor nutrition and health, low productivity, and consequent low income

may be established. Also many households are poor because of the number

of dependents relying on the modest earnings of one or several members.

Tf employment is continuous and if earnings are already comparable to the

public works wages, the latter are of no benefit.

13. The scale of public works schemes has been small relative to exist-

ing unemployment and underemployment. From the survey of programs reported in

the Harvard study it appears that only rarely have the number of workers

hired been more than a few percent of the effectively unemployed.

14. In most contexts the potential, if not actual, employment and

income effects of the completed assets will exceed those of the construc-

tions phase. For example, in land-augmenting works such as irrigation,

permanent employment for one worker may be created with three or four
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man-years of construction labor. However, these permanent benefits will

not follow automatically; without the requisite inputs and complementary

policies they may be small or non-existent. For infrastructure projects

such as access roads, the expected benefits will come only with parallel

developments larger in scope and more difficult to achieve than the

initial public works.

15. Perhaps the most intractable of constraints on the effectiveness

of public works efforts arise from conflicts inherent in the program and

its environment. Frequently, the poorest regions are those which

have limited agricultural potential even with major investments: arid

lands with no water resources for irrigation is the most pervasive example.

On grounds of the immediate employment and income needs such regions might

have a high priority for public works activities. However, given the

physical resources, there would be very limited permanent creation of jobs.

Income and public works efforts in such an environment would sacrifice

productive investments elsewhere without solving the long-run local employ-

ment and income problem.

16. The institutional setting, especially land tenure, may also

restrict the achievement of distributional objectives in public works

schemes. The chief beneficiaries of the resulting permanent income flows

may be non-target groups, even the highest of the local income groups.

The causation is direct in the case of land-augmenting investments which

yield substantial employment and income increases in a land-scarce region.

In a market economy, the major portion of the enhanced land productivity

will accrue to the landowner, that is, the major share of the permanent
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benefits will be distributed about as equally as is land ownership. Further,

the labor share (or the implicit labor return to a tenant) will depend on

the character and magnitude of the induced labor demand. Certain patterns

of technical change associated with the increased land productivity could

minimize the employment effects, e.g., labor saving mechanization.

17. Finally, some public works program may have net effects which

are perverse for distributional objectives. If poor laborers are forced

to contribute work on projects which enhance the returns to large land-

holders, there is income redistribution from the poor to the rich. Less

extreme are programs paying wages but whose permanent benefits, concentrated

among the well-to-do, more than off-set the temporary gains to the poor

during the construction phase.

18. Despite the welter of difficulties, confusion of objectives,

and mixed results which can be found in the experience of developing

countries with public works programs,that same experience also provides ample

evidence of the potential contributions which such programs can make in

pursuing development strategies in which the alleviation of poverty

receives greater emphasis. But if there is one general lesson to be

drawn from the variety of experience, it is that to make effective use of

public works programs as instruments for improving the income and employment

levels of the rural poor requires a careful sorting out of their role in

meeting the objectives of development policy and clearer analytic guide-

lines both for the design of such programs and for determining the circum-

stances in which they should be undertaken.
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B. Some Analytic Distinctions

19. It is apparent that the diverse type activities to which the label

public works programs has been applied do not constitute a sufficiently

clearly defined set to be operationally useful for determining policy with

respect to the design, appraisal and evaluation of rural works programs

and projects. For these purposes, additional analytic distinctions are

needed to clarify the character and extent of the possibilities for Bank

financing and to provide operational guidance for incorporating rural

public works in Bank lending.

20. The scope of rural works activities in the succeeding sections of

this paper is confined to those activities concerned with the creation of

physical infrastructure under governmental or communal auspices. Under

such a definition rural works activities may appear as components of

programs or projects with specific sectoral objectives whether in agri-

culture, power, transportation, education, health, or rural development.

Or they may be the focus for separately identifiable rural works programs

and projects. In all cases, however, they are distinguished as activities

designed to alleviate rural poverty through rural development.

21. Although the rationale for using public works in developing

countries to raise incomes through the employment of underutilized labor

resources may appear analogous to the use of public works program to

alleviate cyclical unemployment in developed countries, it is important

and instructive to emphasize the differences. The low utilization of labor

and poverty in the rural areas of developing countries cannot usually be

ascribed to a generalized deficiency of aggregate demand but arises from
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other real constraints on the level of output and productivity. Simply put,

employment programs in developing countries cannot be based on the assump-

tion of high elasticities of supply (not only of labor but also of other

goods and services) which underlies counter cyclical public works programs

in developed economies. The direct effect of additional employment incomes

on the welfare of the workers is dependent upon the increased availability

of consumer goods to meet the resulting additional demand. If there is no

provision for an increase in total consumption goods, the distributional

effect will depend on which groups suffer reductions in consumption levels

in order to the meet the additional demand from workers on public works

projects; whether these effects are favorable in an overall sense will,

therefore depend on such factors as the structure of taxation and the rela-

tive vulnerability of different groups to increases in the prices of wage

goods. Insofar as increase in consumption goods involves a diversion

of resources from other investment activities, the distributional and

employment benefits of employment generating works programs have to be

weighed against the adverse effects on development objectives and the

possible loss of employment opportunities in other areas which lower

investment levels might entail.

22. This perhaps oversimplified analysis is not intended to

denigrate the potential contribution which public works program can make

in evolving development strategies which accord primary importance to

improving the welfare of the poorest groups. But it does illustrate the
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limited validity of expressing the fundamental goal of increasing the incomes

of the poor in the form of a separable employment objective. The employment

problems of developing countries are closely bound to the whole complex of

constraints on incomes and productivity; employment creating works programs

in developing countries (in contrast to those in developed countries

confronted with deficiencies of aggregate demand) must be designed and

evaluated with explicit attention to the longer run patterns of development

and the overall economic policy context.

23. Emphasis on the long-run structural character of employment

problems in developing countries does not, of course, mean that acute

emergency or shorter run problems do not arise in which employment-

generating work programs may well be appropriate instruments to assist

in relieving the economic distress of the particular groups affected.

However, such situations are distinguishable as having their causes in

disruptions on the supply side (droughts, floods, typhoons) or in the

localized impact of shifts in the structure of demand, rather than a

generalized deficiency of aggregate demand. Under these circumstances,

the alleviation of distress is a problem of transferring resources to

sustain the consumption of the affected groups. Providing employment

through public works schemes under these short-run circumstances is one

means of administering this redistribution; judgments of their effective-

ness may have relatively little to do with the actual output produced but

turn on the extent to which using wage employment as a channel for the

transfer of consumer goods compared to alternative transfer mechanisms

minimizes administrative or political problems of selection of recipients,
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1/
possibilities for corruption, etc.

24. Emergency employment and work relief programs as vehicles for

redistribution must certainly be recognized by the Bank as both desirable

and important in particular circumstances. At the same time the relative

unimportance of production or development criteria in the design and

appraisal of such schemes are likely to make them unsuitable for long-term

project lending. Bank financial support to obviate the adverse effects of

natural disasters are more effectively managed through program lending

for reconstruction and rehabilitation rather than direct support of more

2/
open-ended and longer term work relief programs.-

25. At the other extreme from employment programs in which relief or

redistributive objectives are paramount one may distinguish employment-

generating public works activities which are or could be carried out under

the label of rural works programs in which the production aspects are of

principal concern. These relate to labor intensive or small-scale components

of large infrastructure programs and projects--large dams, irrigation works,

major road systems, flood control structures, etc.--which happen to be

located in rural areas with underutilized labor resources. In

1/ Cf. Amartya Sen, Employment, Technology and Development, Oxford, 1975,
pp. 83-84.

2/ Such a policy position would not exclude the possibility of direct
assistance components in Bank financed projects where deleterious in-
direct impacts on specific low income groups can be identified. An
example might be expansion of large scale textile manufacturing or
modernization of the fishing industry which wipes out the economic base
of rural weaving or local fishing activities. But such components
should be designed as adjustment assistance including elements of
retraining,relocation, etc., and not simply employment relief.
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situations where the scale of the project is so large that the direct local

generation of temporary employment incomes is of minor importance relative

to the direct and indirect effects on real incomes extending well beyond

the boundaries of the immediate surrounding area,the use of labor intensive

techniques is a question which is properly addressed within the standard

framework of technical and economic evaluation of projects. This is

simply to recognize that in many circumstances the direct generation of

additional employment incomes for low wage workers in a particular area

may not be even a good partial indicator of the distributive consequences

for all those whose real living standards are importantly affected by the

project. A major dam and irrigation system to increase production on

large mechanized farms ought not to be favorably considered on distributive

grounds if, at some cost in efficiency, it is carried out with more labor

intensive techniques. Conversely, a project of this sort which is judged

to be worthwhile when its overall production and distributive effects are

evaluated at appropriate shadow price should not be constrained to use

inefficient employment generating techniques in pursuit of a separate

distributive goal of increasing the incomes of locally employed low wage

labor. Within the logic of formal techniques for the economic analysis

of projects the benefits of increased employment generation are properly

subsumed in the evaluation of the net benefit streams resulting from the

project. And explicit consideration may be given to the distribution of

both direct and indirect benefits among various groups by attaching
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different distributional weights to benefits according to the income
1/

status of the different groups to which they accrue.

26. If essentially relief or income transfer activities are generally

inappropriate for Bank project lending, and if distributive aspects of

primarily production oriented projects can be handled within the framework

of project analytical techniques currently being developed for application

for Bank projects generally, the question arises whether an operationally

relevant set of rural works activities can be identified as a distinct

focus for Bank project financing. In other words, is there any reason

for particular efforts to increase the amount of Bank lending for project

activities providing additional employment and incomes for the rural poor

beyond what would result from incorporating distributional considerations

explicitly and systematically into project appraisals which determine

whether projects meet acceptable rate of return criteria? The already

established Bank policy of giving greater emphasis to lending for rural

development is based on an affirmative answer to this question. Such

criteria are not to be considered sufficient conditions for investment

decisions. In particular, as current Bank policy recognizes that a

deliberate poverty oriented strategy requires an increased effort to seek

out and develop rural development programs and projects with acceptable

rates of return. And, as is stated in the Rural Development policy paper,
2/

rural public works can be effective components of rural development programs.

1/ See H. van der Tak and L. Squire, "The Economic Analysis of Projects."
Bank Staff Working Paper No. 194, IBRD, February 1975.

/ IBRD, Rural Development: Sector Policy Paper, Washington, D.C.,
February 1975, p.
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27. The grounds for this position are rooted in the limitations--

practical and theoretical--of quantitative evaluation techniques in

assessing both distributional and developmental consequences of particular

investments. As is discussed in more detail later (Section IV B), the

use of distributional weights in project evaluation provides a systematic

way for analyzing investment alternatives taking explicit account of the

impact on the income levels of different economic groups. But estimates

of the direct and indirect changes in incomes to which any set of such

weights are to applied are difficult to make with precision. The logic

of the procedure requires, for example, more than just a comparison

between equilibrium income positions before and after an investment takes

place; the distribution among individuals of the costs and benefits of

moving from one position to another should also, in principle, enter into

the calculations. The complexities involved in the quantification of

these distributional changes over time can hardly be exaggerated. And

their importance is likely to be the greater the more rapid and the more

profound the changes affecting the technological, economic and social

structures of the rural economy. These complexities are not simply a

matter of insufficient statistical data. They reflect limitations which

stem from the need to assess individual project activities against the

broader context of rural development strategies--of initiating and

supporting a cumultative development process in which opportunities for

economic advancement are more widely dispersed among the rural poor and

the costs of adjustment are not disproportionately concentrated on those

groups least able to bear them.
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C. An Operational Classification of Rural Works Activities

29. From the distinction drawn in the preceding section, the following

fourfold classification of rural works activities can be made with particular

reference to the different problems and potentials for Bank financing.

(1) Emergency employment and work relief programs,

(2) Small scale, labor intensive infrastructure components

of large, centralized sector investment projects,

(3) Local infrastructure components of integrated area or

rural development projects, and

(h) National or regional programs for local or decentralized

public works.

30. Activities falling in the first of these categories are, as

noted previously, unlikely to offer many opportunities for Bank project

financing except in special circumstances. Rural works components of

sectoral investment or rural development projects--the second and third

categories--are likely to be of growing significance for the Bank. They

represent a potentially important means for spreading the benefits of

Bank financed projects to lower income groups while maintaining essential

standards of economic efficiency and growth in productivity. And for

reasons explained in Section III below, the operational issues posed for

the Bank in the analysis and appraisal of rural works activities can be

expected to be more manageable within the framework of larger projects

where they can'be addressed as questions of efficient project design and

appropriate activity-mix to meet specific, well-defined production and

poverty-alleviating objectives.
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31. It is the fourth category of more broadly based rural public

works programs which presents the greater challenges for Bank policy and

procedures. The difficult issues which the Bank faces in formulating

public works projects of this sort are closely connected with certain of

their distinguishing characteristics. No matter how well-founded the

presumption that substantial opportunities exist in rural areas where small-

scale public works activities can simultaneously yield production and

poverty-alleviating benefits, the central problem is the means by which a

large number of specific opportunities can be identified and efficient

methods can be found for directing capital and labor resources to their

exploitation. For rural works programs to serve as a mechanism for mobi-

lizing local capacities to identify and carry out a wide range of geo-

graphically dispersed, small scale activities requires an administrative

structure with a substantial degree of local autonomy and decentralization.

Since, in the nature of the case, it will not be possible to specify and

control in fine detail the content of individual project activities, the

crucial issues, program design and appraisal will center on the institutional

context and administrative and financial procedures for carrying out the

program. By and large these must be expected to involve separate organiza-

tional and financing arrangements which cut across the functional responsi-

bilities of central govermnent ministries and are more closely tied to

support of local government and rural development institutions.

32. From this point of view, the potential role of rural works

programs is in some ways analogous to other intermediary development insti-

tutions designed to channel resources to a large number of decentralized
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decision makers such as Development Finance Corporations, agricultural

credit agencies or institutions providing finance and technical assistance

to small enterprises. However, the analogy cannot be pushed too far since

the differences are as significant as any similarities. In particular, the

public or communal character of rural infrastructure activities means that

there is no simple counterpart to the profitability criteria which can be

applied in dealing with individual business enterprises. Moreover, the

redistributive objectives of rural works programs may mean that financing

will take the form of grants out of general government revenues rather

than lending to local instrumentalities. For these and other reasons,

consideration of Bank financing of rural works programs cannot avoid

complex issues of the operational criteria to be applied of program design,

appraisal and evaluation. In the sections that follow some of the more

important of these issues are examined with particular emphasis on the

problems posed for Bank operational policies and procedures.
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III. Organization and Administration of Rural Public Works Programs:
Some General Considerations

33. Perhaps the most fundamental issue to be considered in connection

with rural public works programs is that of their relation to general

development policy and administration. It is all too easy to assert the desir-

ability (or "necessity") for integrating these programs into a coherent over-

all system of development, planning and policy. It is infinitely more diffi-

cult to give meaning to such exhortations through a reasonably precise

specification of what forms integration should take and how in fact it can

be accomplished.

A. Political Factors

3h. Public works are inescapably political. The same can, of course,

be said for the project investment decisions whether they be steel mills,

power plants, highway construction, or whatever. In the case of rural

works activities, however, the Bank faces distinctive problems because of

the difficulty in establishing that workable separation of the more technical

and objective considerations from political influences at all levels of

project formulation and implementation upon which Bank involvement can be

agreed upon without it being drawn too far into the arena of internal

political controversy at both the national and local levels. In virtually

all public works efforts political motivations are strong, even central,

in initiation, design, and implementation.

35. Possible political motives range across the spectrum from an

unambiguous commitment to improving permanently the lot of the poorer

groups in the population to a desire for simple palliatives to quiet

unrest and there is no sure way for determining which motives are the
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prevailing ones. Various identifiable groups, both inside and outside the

government may have quite different intents regarding public works. Further,

for success the political mobivation must be sustained over a long period.

A government, regime, or influential political group will not back public

works without regard to its perceptions of its own political and economic

interests and these are subjecto to gradual or drastic shifts over time.

36. Very rarely if ever will there be common political motives and

unanimity among all influential groups regarding public works. Further, it

would be unusual if any one group or grouping of interests could, by

reason of its relative strength, or would, considering the drain on its

stock of political capital, impose its view without concession or compromise

with other groups. Some degree of inconsistency among objectives and means
1/

is likely.

37. Within the programs involving local decentralized rural works,

conflicts about the type and location of assets to be built can be expecteCl

to be pervasive. Excepting perhaps the generally small fraction of the

total represented by social infrastructure, benefits from the completed

structures will go primarily to those owning fixed assets, especially land.

Especially if holdings are highly skewed, land owners are likely to exert

substantial political influence at the local level and possibly at higher

levels. Evidence from past works programs confirms the expectation that

influential land owners will seek the location and types of rural works

which will enhance the productivity and profit of their own holdings.

1/ See the Digest Report, Ch............ An expanded treatment of program
"mutation" as the result of political interest groups is given inThomas (1975).



Even if adamant conflict can be avoided, influential but narrowly

based economic and political interests may effectively limit the permissible

local autonomy in project selection and design.

38. If a regime is seeking a broader political base than that

represented by local elites, public works may be perceived as an effective

instrument for enlisting and solidifying the support of lower income groups.
If they have the same perception, local elites may oppose public works
on straight political grounds. If the regime has insufficient strength to
by-pass or overcome this opposition, the impasse and probable local subversion
of public works objectives will probably make the effort ineffective, or even
counterproductive. While geographic concentration may be justified by more
effective deployment of limited administrative resources, in some countries

political considerations may result in confinement of public works to areas
of lesser political and economic inequality, at least initially.

3 8 a. From even this brief general discussion, it is clear that Bank
support of rural works activities will require a core assessment of national

and local political factors and their significance for mounting and carrying

out effective projects and programs. It is obviously impossible to prescribe

any general system of analytic techniques and criteria by which such assess-

ments can be arrived at. This fact alone should be recognized as a probable
constraint on the extent to which the Bank should participate in direct
financing of rural works activities. The difficulty of resolving on some
reasonably objective basis, the political uncertainties surrounding rural
works programs may require that the Bank eschew direct involvement in

certain circumstances, where aside from these uncertainties, the productive
and developmental contributions of rural works appear to be substantial.
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The same uncertainties give added emphasis to the importance of insisting

that any rural works projects have high economic potential with rates of

return equal to or above those acceptable for other projects (cf. Section

TV B below). Nevertheless the crucial assessments will remain those

regarding the capacity of a government to establish and/or develop the

organizational, administrative, institutional and fiscal mechanisms

which are sufficiently robust to achieve fundamental developmental and

equitable objectives despite the inevitable pressures of parochial

political interests.

B. Centralization and Decentralization in Administration

39. A core problem in rural public works programs is that of administra-

tion and the demands imposed on a country's administrative resources. And

distinctive problem of organizing public works activities as an instrument

for mobilizing underutilized resources for the exploitation of local

productivity enhancing opportunities is the need and desirability for

relying on local initiative and administration both for identification and

implementation. To achieve the desired combination of economically produc-

tive results (both direct and indirect) with a wider spread of short- and

long-term benefits among the poorest groups whose livelihood depends mainly

on their own (usually unskilled) labor raises questions of the appropriate

balance between centralization and decentralization in program design. It

is clear, therefore, that organizational arrangements must be a major

consideration in rural public works programs. And it is not surprising

that organizational together with political factors are almost invariably

observed to be determinative of actual past experience with public works

programs of the sort surveyed in the Harvard Public Works Study.
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40. When undertaken as components of larger infrastructure or rural

development projects (categories (2) and (3) in the classification of the

preceding section), the organizational and administrative problems connected

with rural public works activities appear to be substantially more manageable.

Properly designed, the larger project should provide a framework within which

the role of the rural works components may be specified concretely in terms

of overall project objectives and the reasonably clear lines of administra-

tive authority and responsibility can be established. This is not likely

to be an easy task, however (some of the particular issues which have to be

faced are considered in Part IV below), and certainly will require explicit

attention in the process of project identification and preparation.

41. The incorporation of rural works components into larger projects

is best viewed as a problem of project design--of determining the optimal

levels and mix of activities to be included in order to achieve project

objectives. The challenges posed for the Bank are those of improving

operational techniques of project design and analysis to take proper advan-

tage of the productive contributions which rural works activities can make

and to give systematic weight to poverty alleviating objectives in assessing

project benefits. The technical and practical difficulties involved can

hardly be overestimated and have already been the object of considerable

work by CPS and DPS. They undoubtedly will continue to require increasing

attention at both the staff and operating levels. But insofar as well-

defined infrastructure or rural development projects are concerned the

basic principles to be followed in the development of improved techniques

of project design and analysis are fairly clearly established.
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42. The situation is significantly different, however, in the case

of broadly based programs for local, decentralized rural works activities

(the fourth category in the classification of the preceding section). The

intermediary character of such programs--the lack of a well-defined project

context within which clear and measurable relationships can be established

ex ante between project inputs and project objectives--implies that analysis

and appraisal necessarily must focus on the organizational and administrative

system for program implementation. Productive as well as distributive out-

comes can be judged only indirectly from an analysis of the criteria, incen-

tives and control procedures embedded in institutional and managerial arrange-

ments.

43. A great variety of organizational structures and intermediaries is

possible and are closely intertwined with political and financial issues.

The small-scale and geographical dispersion of rural public works necessi-

tates decentralized administration if local knowledge and initiative are to

be incorporated via local participation in decision-making and implementation0

Further financial decentralization would be highly desirable if substantial

fractions of benefits otherwise accruing to high income groups could be
for the benefit of the rural poor.

captured at the local level/ However, there are severe constraints on

decentralization. Local government institutions, because of administrative

weaknesses and/or concentrated local political influence, may be incapable

of managing effectively and responsibly works projects. If a strong local

economic elite effectively controls the local administration, local decision-

making may be expected to produce projects which inordinately benefit the
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local elite. Even broad local participation may not select an optimum mix of

projects; from past experience there seems to be a relative neglect of
and a bias 1/

economically productive projects/in favor of social infrastructure.~ In

most circumstances, local institutions lack manpower for the technical

design and oversight of projects.
training,

hh. Provision of technical back-up/and review procedures at higher

levels are necessary to overcome inadequacies at the local level. While

a control and supervisory role is essential, it could easily dominate the

planning and execution process to the extent that effective decentralization

becomes substantially less than the nominal. Relaxation of project standards

somewhat lower than the technical and administrative ideal may be justified

when account is taken of the costs and inefficiencies of imposing tight

direct administrative controls. And the benefits of local decision-making--

in accommodation to the local situation, in motivation and participation of

local people, and in the development of local institutions--may fully offset

some theoretical inefficiencies in project design and execution. A balance,

which cannot be prescribed generally, must be struck between local autonomy

and more centralized administrative control.

45. However, the local capacity for project management must be

realistically assessed; an administrative overload is inimical to both

institutional development and good works projects. Coordination at all
extending

levels, local, regional, and central, / across departmental responsi-

bilities, often suffers from inter-departmental rivalries. Where in-

adequate local capacity precludes reliance on highly decentralized decision-

making, explicit centralized control procedures are likely to be preferable

1/ See Digest Report,
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to nominal decentralization and divided responsibilities. Since the

productive potential of rural works cannot be achieved without complementary

inputs and programs, coordination may be the most difficult of the various

dimensions of public works management and has been too much neglected in

past programs. Obviously, the means for coordination are dependent on the

extent of decentralization, and the desirable degree and style of decentral-

ization, depends

inter alia on the required coordination. But at the minimum, there need

to be some planning and administrative procedures whereby new rural works

are made reasonably consistent with existing and planned physical infra-

structure. Development of local roads needs to take into account plans for

major networks while small scale irrigation works have to be consistent with

larger scale plans affecting water availabilities and drainage systems.

C. Work Organization and Institution-Building

h6. Past experience with rural works programs provides ample evidence

(if, indeed, any be needed) that no uniformly successful methods of work

organization have been discovered. For example, the use of small contractors

appear to have been quite successful in Indonesia but unsatisfactory in the

former East Pakistan. Alternative implementing agencies have included local

government bodies, local cooperatives, and through the hierarchy of a

central public works authority. The circumstances and institutional capa-

cities o2 the country will determine the relative advantages of the various

means. For broad, national programs the latter seems to be the least

promising generally because the inefficiencies of bureaucratic decentraliza-

tion are compounded by a lack of administrative experience and limited staff
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resources. Only in a small and geographically concentrated program is

it plausible that these disadvantages can be overcome. Reliance on

contractors would not be wise if there were few contractors experienced

with labor intensive techniques. Local government

implementation is especially attractive where local popular participation

in decision-making is possible and where local fees and taxes permit cost

recovery. Cooperatives furnish a means of local involvement in lieu of

effective government bodies; they are attractive for very small works at

the village level or below. However, efficient implementation through

cooperatives would require substantial organizational and technical

inputs and 'might not be feasible except in regions with a very strong

cooperative movement or in the context of intensive rural development.

b7. Potentially, public works activities could assist in the development

of local government institutions, and at least one country seems to be fairly

successful in this regard. In the rural areas of many developing countries

local government representatives are seen as mainly occupied in tax collec-

tion and in maintaining law and order. Perceiving that they receive few

or no government services, the rural people may be understandably unenthu-

siastic towards government agencies. Further, the common hierarchial style

of government does not encourage local initiative and participation. In

such a context, rural public works would represent a positive government

action. Local people could participate in project proposals, selection,

and design. Imaginative cost sharing for projects highly valued in the

local community would facilitate revenue collection. Partial or whole cost
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recovery from completed projects could finance additional projects. However,

all this will not happen automatically. And it must be emphasized that

public works can play only a supportive role in this regard 
and cannot

substitute for strong government commitment to the development of viable

local administrative system.

48. In most agricultural and rural development projects, the tendency

in the Bank has been to incorporate institution building in project design.

The logic explicit in this approach is that the economic activity being

financed is considered important enough to justify investment in institu-

tions. Even in those situations where such an approach cannot be faulted,

the Bank experience has not been very encouraging. This is particularly

so for those projects that have some resemblance with public works in their

demand on the recipient country's administrative capacity. For instance,

in its several agricultural credit operations the Bank made little advance
1/

in institution building.

49. The conclusion to be drawn is that Bank financing of rural public

works will require careful appraisals of existing and potential administrative

capabilities. This will require evaluation of governmental structure in

regard to the size, population density and available communication of

geographic administrative units, the division of functional responsibili-

ties, the extent and character of local participation and the adequacy of

staffing in numbers and quality. Such appraisals should not be carried out

in a static context, however; hardly any developing country can be expected

to have in being the organizational structure and staff necessary to embark

on smoothly functioning and effective rural programs of any significant

1/ Operations Evaluation Department, Report on Bank's Agricultural
Credit Operations.
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size. The emphasis should rather be on evidence of sustained and realistic

efforts to develop local administrative units and local institutions.

Initially, organizational and staffing weaknesses may be acceptable, but

continuation of support should depend on demonstrated progress toward

greater administrative effectiveness and capacity. While the institution-

building potential should be taken account of in project appraisal, it

would be highly unrealistic for the Bank to attempt to introduce or to

rely upon political and administrative innovations at the core of local

government institutions.

D. Budgetary Allocations and Local Resource Mobilization

50. The centralization-decentralization issue arises in its most acute

form in establishing operational criteria for budgetary allocation and

exercising control over the expenditure of funds. Clear and objective

operational rules are needed which are simple enough to be understood and

effectively applied at all levels of administrative systems suffering from

scarcity of technical staff and other ogranizational weakness. Without them

public works programs almost inevitably fall prey to all sorts of abuses

destructive of their original objectives as particular groups or individuals

seek to exploit opportunities for political or pecuniary advantage which

administrative and financial laxness provides. But whether the motivation

is political or simply venal or both, the evidence is clear from past expe-

rience that the result is an increasing diversion of benefits to particular

vested interest groups or a gradual demoralization and disintegration of
1/

the entire program.

1/ Digest Report, Chapter VI.
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51. The need for simple objective procedures consistent with the

often extremely limited administrative and technical capacity means that

criteria for budgetary allocation cannot avoid a degree of arbitrariness;

complex and sophisticated procedures for assuring a fully "rational"

allocation will almost certainly exceed the planning and technical capa-

bilities of the local instrumentalities implementing the program. In the

case of local public works components of large centrally administered

infrastructure or rural development projects, the problem may be signif-

icantly eased insofar as the allocation for and administration of those

components are explicitly incorporated into the overall project design

and organization. But broader, more extensive public works programs

require reliance on a workable set of simple criteria which can be

effectively linked to equally simple control procedures.

52. These criteria or standards may be tied to population, they

may be directly linked with local contributions, they may in effect reward

the winners of competition in technical and/or economic performance, or

they may combine several of these. Public works funds are commonly disbursed

among political subdivisions on a per capita basis, sometimes with some

weighting reflecting income levels or need. Ex-cepting emergency situations

in which crudely defined absolute needs are used in the allocation, income

weighting is politically difficult to establish and administer. In one

country each district received an equal allocation plus the uniform per

capita distribution with the result that the more sparsely populated and
1/

poorer districts received a higher per capita allotment.

1/ In fact, more than the poorer districts could spend. See Digest
Report, Chapter
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53. Even if a per capita formula is applied down to the lower

political or administrative units, additional criteria must be applied

for selecting specific projects; being physically discrete and with some

indivisibilities, the projects cannot reach everyone. In fact, the

allocation system can be addressed in terms of the administrative level

at which performance or competitive criteria become operative. A possible

performance criterion is cost-sharing in which the higher unit, up to

some ceiling, matches according to pre-set proportions the funds allocated

at the lower level. Obviously, the lower unit must have fiscal resources

and some independent decision-making capacity. Another performance

dimension is an insistence on project preparation, demonstrating that

minimum technical and economic standards are met.

54. In budget allocation the Bank is interested in the combined

distribution--productivity goals and in developing the local institutional

capacity. Given the conflict between productivity and redistribution in

allocating funds to regions poor in both incomes and real resources,

no a priori position should be taken on income weighting. Further, the

political constraints may be severe and fine adjustments of allocations

according to need may be quite impractical. Instead, Bank project staff

might well emphasize performance criteria for specific projects and, where

feasible, cost-sharing incentives.

55. For long-term institutional development, local bodies should

have an effective voice in fund allocation among projects. One route

emphasizing decentralization is to use essentially arbitrary allocation

formulas such as a per capita base down to the local level. Of course,
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technical support from above and some review with quality control would

be necessary. The intent would be to give the local body as much autonomy,

including the allocation of funds, as it could responsibly exercise. Any

reduction in allocational efficiency because fewer projects are in direct

competition relative to higher level decision-making could be off-set by

increased local participation and long-term institution-building.

56. The longer run viability of local governmental and administrative

units is not to be judged solely in terms of their effectiveness in utilizing

resources allocated to them in some centralized budgetary process. In many

if not all cases they have an equally important potential role as vehicles

for the mobilization of local resources for developmental purposes through

local taxation and revenues. Increasing reliance on local initiative and

responsibility presupposes a correspondingly increasing desire and ability to

capture a share of rising incomes for financing an expanding range of

developmental activities.

57. The complex of issues surrounding local taxation and fiscal admin-

istration extend far beyond the scope of this paper. Nevertheless it is

clear that they cannot be ignored in any consideration of rural public

works programs. Of particular importance are financial provisions for ade-

quate maintenance of completed structures and systems for assuring that the

permanent benefits resulting from public works do not accrue primarily to

private individuals in the upper incaie groups of the community. (These

specific issues are discussed further in Part IV B below.)
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IV. Issues in Project Design, Appraisal and Implementation

A. General Design Characteristics

1. Project Selection

58. Rural works projects are necessarily small-scale and geographically

dispersed due both to the kind of construction and to the labor supply

situation. Assuming that workers travel on foot daily from their homes

to the project site (the real costs of their labor increase substantially

if temporary living quarters must be provided), labor can be drawn from

an area about five kilometers in radius to each site. In turn, the size

of the work force that can be assembled at the site will depend on the

density of settlement and the fraction of the labor force available for

public works employment. Large scale projects in rural areas of some

countries may not be adaptable to labor intensive public works construction

because of the costs of assembling a large work force at a site.

59. Further, there may be technical difficulties and costs associated

with interruption of the large scale works during the peak agricultural

season; alternatively, retaining the labor force through the peak agricultural
1/

season could involve unacceptably high opportunity costs for labor. Hence,

rural public works are typically small scale, or broken down into
so

sufficiently small components/that they can be completed in one off-peak

working period.

60. In concept, the small-scale components of a large scale sectoral

project are attractive for rural public works. For example, in an irrigation

project heavy equipment may be appropriate for large works such as dams and

l/ In India, large scale labor intensive works in rural areas utilize
migratory labor, often coming from distances of several hundreds of
miles.
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main canals while the widely dispersed distribution canals and field

leveling could be accomplished efficiently with labor intensive techniques.

In practice, coordination of schedules and technical design may be difficult.

61. The assets created in public works activities may be grouped

in three categories: directly productive, economic infrastructure and

social infrastructure. In the rural setting,the directly productive assets

are mainly associated with land thereby increasing its productivity;

examples are canals, terraces, and tanks - the physical structures for

irrigation, drainage, soil and water conservation, etc. Economic infra-

inputs
structure represents assets which are not direct/into rural production

but whose supporting services increases the economic productivity of the

community. Examples include roads, marketing, and storage facilities.
waste disposal facilities

Social infrastructure includes safe water supplies,/and the structures

necessary for providing social services such as schools, health clinics,

administrative offices, and staff housing.

62. The distinctions among these three groups are analytically

significant. The benefits of specific directly productive assets are

traceable to individuals, usually land owners. The magnitudes of the

benefits can be estimated more reliably than for the other two classes.

Most important, recapture of a portion of these benefits is more feasible

than in the case of either economic or social infrastructure. Specific

charges or taxes tied to the benefits received can be levied. The benefits

of economic infrastructure are more widely dispersed and there can be

less confidence that any taxes will be in even rough proportion to the

actual benefits. In.general, the holders of fixed assets, especially
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land, will receive most of the benefits. The benefits of roads and

marketing facilities will accrue mainly to those with a marketable surplus

of production above the household consumption needs. The distributional

effects of social infrastructure are difficult to quantify, but are not

independent of income. Excepting public water supply, the lowest income

groups may receive little or none of the associated social service because

they cannot afford the modest fees or are too poorly informed to participate.

63. The importance of creating economically productive assets in a

public works program cannot be stressed too strongly. Only productive

assets will induce a significant permanent demand for labor. Those countries

likely to undertake public works are severely constrained in mobilizing

resources for investment. Hence, public works employment is directly

competitive with alternative productive investments. If the public works

are not also productive, the poor of the future are impoverished for the

sake of present redistribution. This is hardly a desirable strategy while

highly productive potential projects exist.

6h. There is evidence that past public works programs have

accomplished fewer directly productive activities than seems justified from
1/

considerations of both employment generation and economic productivity.

Two possible explanations are evident. (1) The directly productive projects may

demand more technical capacity for design and supervision; e.g., the

gradient of an irrigation canal is critical while that of an access road

is not. (2) The distributional problems associated with the directly

productive may be more self-evident, and hence a concentration on infra-

l/ Digest Report,
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structure may appear to be more equalitarian to program administrators

and/or the local population. Whether in fact the potential distribution

effects are inhibiting the construction of directly productive assets or

not, Bank operational policy should seek means to minimize the conflicts

between production and distribution objectives.

65. In a setting with a high man-to-land ratio, land-augmenting activi-

ties have the greatest potential for generating permanent employment. Experience1/
has been reviewed~ suggesting that on average one permanent agricultural job

followed from three to-five man-years of public works employment. In project pre-

paration and management, attention comparable to that given the works construction

is justified for fully exploiting the opportunities for permanent employment.

The task will be complex because, excepting public works within a "new-style"

rural development project, many of the required complementary inputs and

policies will not be directly managed within the project. In particular,

technical change in some settings may tend to reduce employment, either

relative to the new potential or even relative to the previous. Such a

reduction could follow from altered cropping patterns or cultural practices
2/

or from labor replacing mechanization.

66. The complementary approach is to minimize the flow to high income

groups of that portion of the permanent benefits which accrues as

1/ Digest Report,

2/ For example, a land conservation and leveling project might make
tractors more attractive than previously because they could be
operated more efficiently.
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either explicit or implicit land rent. There are three ways of doing

this: (1) Avoid public works projects in a situation of highly skewed

land distribution. This could take the forms of selectivity among

countries or geographically within a country. A region in which a

thoroughgoing land reform had just been completed would be particularly

attractive for starting a program of public works. While perhaps feasible

in some circumstances, it is technically and politically difficult to

build public works which will benefit only small farmers within an area.

(2) Distribution among the workers of the land which they had improved.

This is easier if the land was publicly held or had negligible prior value.

Possibly, parts of large private holdings could be acquired before improvement

or ceilings could be imposed on holdings of improved land. Such a course

is bound to meet local political opposition, and similar efforts in the

context of irrigation projects have had mixed success. (3) Recapture a

part of the benefits to land holders via taxes or specific charges. Such
attractive on

action is generally/developmental and distributional grounds, even if land

holdings are fairly equal; it is almost imperative if land ownership is

highly skewed. Tn practice, levies going to meet the recurring costs of

keeping the works in repair and operation may be fairly well accepted;

the recovery of initial investment costs will meet more opposition; and

charges above the perceived benefits will be strongly opposed.

67. The linkages between economic infrastructure and employment are

less direct and usually weaker than in the case of directly productive

assets. The benefits of economic infrastructure are commonly viewed

as being more broadly distributed, but there is no clear corroboration.

Some benefits can be recaptured with fees, as, e.g., charges for



warehousing and marketing. However, the scope for effective intervention

seems to be less than for directly productive works.

68. One example of social infrastructure with broadly and fairly

equally distributed benefits is community water supply with the resultant

public health effects. The benefits of structures associated with health

and education will depend on quality standards, organizational design

1/
and other features which have been discussed in earlier policy papers.

2. Labor intensive design

69. Every opportunity for increasing the economically efficient use

of unskilled labor should be explored, despite possible reluctance to vary

designs and procedure by traditional governmental agencies. The latitude

for increasing labor content will vary with the type of project. Earth-

moving operations as in road construction or digging irrigation canals

permit a wide range of substitution between labor and equipment inputs.

On the other hand, building construction provides rather limited oppor-

tunities for varying the labor content. Of course, extremely labor

intensive techniques which are not economically efficient even at very

low shadow wage rates should not be used. However, evidence is accumu-

lating steadily for the economic efficiency, at realistic shadow rural

wages, of fairly labor-intensive intermediate technologies. For example,

wheelbarrows are more efficient economically in moving materials short

to moderate distances than either headbaskets or heavy equipment. For

longer distances animal-drawn carts are likely to carry earth more

1/ TIBRD, Health Sector Policy Paper, March 1975; IBRD, Education:
Sector Policy Paper, December 197h.
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cheaply than motor trucks or scrapers when each is costed at realistic
1/

shadow prices. The indirect employment effects of intermediate technology

are also favorable; simple tools and light equipment are well adapted

for local manufacture using labor-intensive methods. In countries or

regions where the appropriate technology is not yet established, a

public works program should provide for the testing of promising alter-

natives, the supply of appropriate tools and equipment, and sufficient

technical extension advice to ensure the efficient use of the introduced
2/

techniques.

70. In some cases the technical design of the structure or improve-

ment should be adjusted to facilitate efficient labor intensive practices.

For example, in constructing roads or conservation terraces on steep

slopes, abundant labor suggests the use of stone retaining walls to

support the sides of cuts and fills and thereby to minimize the required

earthmoving. Less steep slopes not needing retaining walls but requiring

much more earthmoving would be appropriate for construction with heavy

equipment. Again, for lightly travelled rural roads, standards for

alignment and surfacing derived for equipment intensive techniques may

not be appropriate.

1/ IBRD, Study of the Substitution of Labor and Equipment in Civil
Construction: various interim technical memoranda appearing in Phase
III of that Study; Deepak Lal, Men or Machines: A Philippines Case
Study of Labour-Capital Substitution in Road Construction, ILO,
Technology and Employment Project, forthcoming.

2/ In the preparation for a possible rural access roads project in Kenya,
considerable attention is being addressed to potential manufacture of
tools and light equipment in local small establishments.



71. If the true social costs of labor and of present relative to

future resources is fully recognized, it may well be desirable to design

structures with shorter lives and increased maintenance relative to

standard engineering practice. Also,some projects may lend themselves to

progressive upgrading or reconstruction which is economiclly efficient in

the circumstances. For example, an access road might be initially constructed

to minimal standards, but widened and improved over several years.

72. Due to seasonal variations in farm labor requirements, most

rural public works will be undertaken only in the off-peak periods when

the opportunity cost of labor is low. Hence, projects must be designed

to minimize the cost of interruption. Ideally, projects might be divisible

so that a portion or section could be completed and put into service in

each off-peak working period.

73. Relief efforts to meet rare catastrophes can rarely be organized

as effective public works. The scale of effort and the lack of time for

planning, preparation, and administrative build-up preclude the efficient

mobilization of labor. However, relief for frequently recurring crises

such as droughts and floods may be integrated with a seasonal public works

effort. With an inventory of prepared projects and increased budget

allocations, the public works can be extended in time and scaled up in

numbers of workers. The management problems are minimized if there is

already a substantial corps of administrators and supervisors. As regions

with recurring natural crises frequently also have severe seasonal un-

employment problems it would be desirable to design programs to meet both

needs.



3. Wage policy

74. The level of wages, the incentive structure, and payment in

kind are important issues in the design of rural works programs. Although

there are contradictory arguments and special circumstances may dictate

exceptions, a presumptive position on each is suggested by past experience.

75. There are welfare, incentive, and efficiency considerations in

establishing the level of wages. The income distribution objective of

public works is not served by wages either well above or sharply below

prevailing rural market wages. Realistically, financial constraints will

be operative in most programs and high wages would increase the individual

gains to the newly employed but at the expense of those who could have been

employed had the wage rate been lower. Given the diminishing social

valuation on increments to individuals) incomes, the concentration of

income gains among fewer workers reduces social welfare.

76. On the other hand, wages can be so low that income redistribution

gains are reduced from the potential. Workers experience real costs in

taking on public works jobs. The direct energy requirements for heavy

manual labor, on the order of 1000 kilocalories per man-day, represent

a significant private (and social) cost. Some workers will forego modest,

but significant as a fraction of the paid wage, alternative earnings;

if there is no alternative work leisure would be preferred to heavy manual

labor. Together, these represent the worker's "reserve wage," that wage

at which he is indifferent whether he takes the job or not; only the

wage increment above this level represents real income gains to the

worker. Despite a diminishing social valuation of individuals' real



incomes, the maximum welfare gain for a given budgetary allocation will

be realized at a wage level significantly above the worker's real costs

in undertaking the work.

77. Another argument against too low wages concerns incentive and

productivity. At low wages, recognizing that the wage income is usually

shared with his dependents, the worker may not have sufficient nourishment

for fully productive work. Further, if he feels that he is being paid

an exploitive wage, he may not want to work hard and efficiently.

78. On efficiency grounds, wages can be too high for two reasons.

First, a wage level above that necessary for motivated and efficient work

reduces the physical scope and quantity of assets created, assuming fixed

financial resources. Second, if the wage exceeds the going agricultural

wage, labor will be drawn from productive, even if on a low level,

agricultural employment. In addition to the resulting economic inefficiency,

drawing workers off farms and pressing the agricultural wage upwards will

tend to fuel political opposition to a public works program. During the peak

demand season for agricultural labor, the usual sharply higher wage rates

reflect high opportunity costs for labor. Typically, the social productivity

of labor in public works is substantially below that of peak farm work

and it would be unwise on efficiency grounds to meet the peak demand wage

rates.

79. In conclusion, there is an excellent presumptive case for setting

unskilled wage rates near the off-peak agricultural wage rate. The latter

approximates the productivity in off-peak agricultural employment and
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has some status as a "fair" wage among workers and farmer-employers.

A significantly lower wage will be resented and will not call forth

workers' best efforts; a higher will interfere with agricultural employment.

80. In a number of so-called "self-help" programs workers have

worked for very low or no wages at all. In some countries there are

traditional communal efforts to build and maintain local infrastructure

such as roads and irrigation or flood control works. The concept is

attractive as a means for mobilizing local non-monetized resources and

and sometimes there is a strong political motivation for popular

participation. Any judgment whether a "self-help" arrangement is desirable

hinges on:the distribution of the benefits flowing from the completed

works; and on whether the existing real income of the potential laborers

would permit their low or unpaid work without undue hardships for them and

their dependents. If the permanent benefits will accrue in rough pro-

portion to the contributed labor (or other inputs) and no serious interim

income reductions are involved, "self-help" is a useful means for carrying
1/

out public works. It is especially attractive for providing local public

amenities which are valued by local people but which have low priority as

essentially collective consumption items in central allocations. However,

the Bank cannot support a "self-help" project in which the benefits

of poor peoples' contributed labor are concentrated among well-to-do

1/ Communal construction of public works, as in The Peoples' Republic
of China, should not be confused with "Self-help" in the above sense,
i.e., in the context in which it has been employed in non-socialist
economies. The Chinese example illustrates self-help at the commune
level, but individual workers receive work credits for their labor
and all commune members share in the benefits from the completed works.



landowners. An important piece of evidence regarding actual income

redistribution in the wrong direction is the extent of coercion invo]ved

in getting workers.

81. * The incentive structure of wages is important for workers'

motivation and productivity. Linking wage payments to actual output

seems to be uniformly more successful than a time-based wage. Monitoring

of work output is awkward managerially on an individual basis, but is

readily managed for a moderate-sized work gang. In turn, the work

gang exercises its own internal discipline. Dismissal upon completion

of the daily norm rather than varying daily payments according to

differential output seems to be preferred by workers and is more con-

sistent with the income distribution objective. Of course, the daily

norm must be reasonable and be recognized as so by the workers.

82. There are serious disadvantages to paying wages in kind,

sufficiently strong that the practice is not advisable save in very special

circumstances. The storage and transport of foodstuffs to a number of

remote locations is a formidable logistic task, costly and requiring

scarce administrative resources. After delivery to the workers, which

may be delayed and at an inconvenient site, a part is frequently resold

at a discount because the kind and quantity do not match the family's

eating habits. Especially if unfamiliar foods from a foreign food aid

program are provided, the real value to the worker may be much lower than

the nominal.

83. Hence, if foreign assistance in the form of food is available

and justified in terms of macro supply and demand, it will normally be



more efficient to sell the food in the port cities and to use the counter-

part funds thereby generated to pay cash wages. Of course, the possibility

exists for a local bidding up of food prices due to the demand induced

by wages paid in a public works program. Not only would this erode the

wage of those employed, it would affect more seriously those poor house-

holds unable to participate in the program. If the existing distribution

channels are unable to meet the increased demand, measures improving

transport and storage are necessary. In some cases) supplemental distri-

bution facilities paralleling the existing markets may be advisable.
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B. Project Appraisal Criteria

1. Economic Rate of Return and Distributional Considerations

84. Due to employment-income objective and the large share of

project costs represented by wage payments, economic analysis of public

works activities must address explicitly the income distribution

implications. The general methodology recently set forth in Economic
1/

Analysis of Projects, expressly incorporates distributional effects;

there are no intrinsic methodological grounds for differential treatment

of rural public works activities. Whether an explicit social rate of

return should be used to evaluate public works depends on Bank practice

in other project areas. Hence there is no reason why rural works should

not be subject to the application of criteria for acceptable economic rates

of return to the same extent as Bank projects in other areas.

85. But the explicit calculation of economic rates of return and the

setting on minimal acceptable levels is not to be mistaken for the basic

objectives of project analysis. The system for such calculations now

being developed in the Bank is intended to serve as a method for presenting

in a convenient and comprehensible fashion the alternatives which an economy

faces in marshalling its resources in pursuit of such fundamental objectives

the alleviation of poverty, the promotion of growth and the reduction of

income inequalities

11 ...a systematic scrutiny of alternatives is at the heart
of the appraisal process; it is not sufficient to select
'acceptable? projects whose benefits appear to exceed
costs.... Consideration of alternatives is the single
most important feature of proper project analysis through-
out the project cycle, from the sector development plan
through identification and preparation to appraisal."1/

1/ Bank Staff Working Paper No. 194, February 1975, p. 15.
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86. The usefulness of economic and social rate of return analysis

is enhanced by a clear recognition of its limitations. There will always

be the all too familiar difficulties of quantifying benefits and costs as

well as tracing their distribution among groups affected by the project.

Moreover, any quantification will involve assumptions about the course of

concurrent developments in the economic and social context within which

the project is undertaken. For example, the traceable economic benefits

of rural access roads--which are frequently a necessary but not a sufficient

condition for rural development--may be quite low without express parallel

development, efforts. But in the context of a more comprehensive rural

development effort their incremental benefits relative to no roads would

be extremely high. Similarly, social infrastructure such as schools or

health centers yield virtually no benefits unless the complementary staff

and supplies are provided. Nevertheless, the systematic estimation of

rates of social and economic rates of return is useful as a method for

exploring alternative methods of construction, determining what range of

activities should be included in a project, and generally clarifying the

assumptions upon which any evaluation of a project is based.

87. Systematic inclusion of equitable considrations in project

analysis through the calculation of social rates of return using distribu-

tive weights obviously adds to the difficulties of quantification. And

such calculations are of limited value unless they are available for all

or a large proportion of projects under consideration for financing.

It should also be recognized that economic rates of return of the more

traditional sort may in fact be satisfactory approximations to,or even



under certain circumstances exceed,social rates of return calculated

with distributional weights even when a substantial proportion of project

benefits accrue to the poor. Illustrative calculations using representative

parameters suggest that the latter may be the case for those low income,

labor surplus countries in which rural public works appear to be attractive

instruments of rural development. The main effect of applying distribu-

tional weights to rural works projects in those circumstances may be a

discounting of that portion of project gains accruing to the higher income

groups. Such an outcome reflects the fact that public works wage income

will leave recipients at about the "critical consumption level"--defined

as the level at which the government is indifferent between increments in

its own income (or investment) and in increases in private consumption.

This underscores the importance of using social rate of return estimates

for comparisons of alternatives and not simply as a means of introducing

upward adjustments in rates of return to take account of ostensibly

"favorable" distributional effects.

88. The technical aspects of project analysis and appraisal should

not be allowed to obscure the substantive issues. Whether social rate of

return calculations were undertaken or not, basic information on the amount

and distribution of employment and asset creation should be developed.

Few of the recent appraisal reports appear to provide estimates of employ-

ment to generate by public works activities within the project. Virtually

no estimates are reported of the distribution of the benefits from the

assets created.

89. Although the immediate, direct employment effects can usually be

estimated with some degree of confidence they may be considerably less



important than the permanent employment generated and the distribution

of the permanent benefits. An informed and realistic assessment of

these latter is essential even though the quantitative estimates are

difficult and inescapably subject to a wide margin of uncertainty. In

particular, institutional and policy considerations and complementary

inputs which are central to long-run project performance must be identified.

90. Appraisal of regional or national public works programs presents

problems not posed for activities within either rural development or

single sectoral projects. Given the variety of potential specific local

projects and the de-centralized decision-making inherent in such a

program, there will be considerable uncertainty as to the eventual

composition of activities. Further, the effectiveness of coordination

and management will influence enormously the performance of the program.

Generally, there will be experience and data from a pilot stage of the

program. However, this can not be used uncritically because the pilot

projects may not be representative in terms of the local environment

or of the level of management inputs that are feasible in a large program.

Appraisal of a broad public works program must focus on the criteria,

organization, and procedures which will produce local projects, and judge

whether in fact these will yield high performance, on both productive

and distributive objectives, projects in the country's economic,

political, and institutional environment.
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91. Under the best of circumstances projections of rates of return

and distributive consequences of rural works activities will involve highly
within

presumptive assessments. In the case of rural works components/large scale

sector infrastructure projects or more integrated rural development projects,

the range of uncertainty can perhaps be significantly narrowed. For broadly

based programs for local, decentralized rural works, however, the magnitude

and distribution of program benefits can only be based on inevitably rough

expectations of results from activities whose precise character, location,

etc., is determined during the course of the program. Operational guide-

lines and criteria for allocation of funds and for acceptability of specific

project activities within the program must be carefully drawn to assure

proper emphasis on productive as well as equitable objectives. But these

can provide no more than a general framework; it would be idle to expect

that local works project designs and decisions could be subject to any

elaborate project analysis and rate of return appraisals. Bank appraisals

of such program will, therefore, necessarily have to be based upon judgments

regarding managerial capacity and institutional arrangements by only sampling

evidence on the contributions to production and distribution objectives which

individual project activities might be expected to make.

92. The most obvious implication of this is that Bank projects in

support of rural public works will have to be designed with particular

emphasis on monitoring and evaluation during the course of the project.

Moreover, the focus of project supervision cannot be confined to observa-

tions on progress toward meeting established project targets; it will

have to extend to obtaining information on more generally defined production,



distribution, and institution-building objectives so as to provide a basis

for changes in the structure of on-going projects and in the design and

suitability of future ones (cf. Section IV C below).

2. Maintenance

93. The frequent past insistence that public works funds be used

only for new construction excludes possible high yielding reconstruction

of old works and may result in inadequate maintenance and consequent

low productivity of newly built facilities. The Bank position should be

more flexible; depending on the circumstances, Bank objectives may be

served by supporting maintenance in some projects, but not in others.

Regarding maintenance, the Bank has two main objectives:

1. that structures are maintained to standards

consistent with high economic productivity; and

2. that the local administrative and financial capacity

for maintenance be developed.

If a public works involvement would replace the maintenance which could

be accomplished by a line agency or local institi-ion, the Bank should

oppose the public works route and reinforce the alternative institutions.

On the other hand, assets new or old should not deteriorate so as to

impair their economic contribution because local institutional capacity is

lacking. In the latter situation, maintenance within the public works

effort may be the best interim solution and acceptable to the Bank. Further,

the Bank should emphasize transitional arrangements such as steadily

increasing local responsibility which would work towards a permanent

capacity and commitment for maintenance.



94. Reconstruction or catching up deferred maintenance of an existing

facility is frequently an extremely attractive project, both in the share

of wages in the initial expenditure and in the benefits yielded relative

to the costs incurred. Bank operational policies should not prohibit

or discriminate against such activities; the same tests should be applied

as for new construction, subject only to the above reservation regarding

impairment of alternative institutional capacity.

95. No fixed relationship between maintenance and original cost is

possible. In a setting of high opportunity costs of investable funds,

economic design standards, taking account of both initial and recurring

costs, may lead to high maintenance needs. The basic philosophy of the

public works approach is a repudiation of the "technical fix" as a

circumvention of human and institutional constraints on providing

continuing inputs and maintenance. These constraints must be addressed

directly, and will require accordingly close attention from Bank projects

staff.
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C. Bank Project Management

96. The management of rural works components within a rural development

project is inseparable from that of the larger project. Works components

within an infrastructure project and project assistance to a works program

have management challenges and problems in common with multisectoral rural

development projects. All of these projects have characteristics which

have notable implications for project management: (1) the activities

within the project are numerous; (2) coordination with inputs, activities,

and policies outside the project is complex; (3) project activities are

small-scale and geographically dispersed necessitating decentralized and

indirect implementation and control; (4) interactions with the institutional

setting are important, even critical for project success; and (5) the

transfer of project activities to continuing local agencies is essential for

maximizing the long-run effects of the project. Each of these characteristics

differ in significant degree, if not in kind, from the traditional Bank

project context in which Bank project procedures have evolved. Hence, non-

conventional emphases in project management are needed, some of which are

already evident in innovative project areas, especially in rural development.

1. Preparation

97. Public works projects or components of projects must be carefully

tailored to the social, political, and institutional environment as well as

the physical and economic. Hence, no standard prototype, or small number

of such, can be used for quick replication. Typically, project preparation

will be extended and require much more staff time than does a conventional

project. There will probably also be a fairly high dropout rate of projects
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during the preparation and preappraisal stages. Hence, realistic, and large

relative to the mean of all Bank projects, staff resources, should be

programmed for the preparation phase.

2. Project Analysis Procedures

98. No major technical innovation is required in the appraisal of

public works projects or components of projects. However, the systematic

reporting of direct employment, especially of the unskilled, during the
1/

construction of the works is highly recommended.

99. Both the quality of the available data and the inherent indirectness

of project administration suggest changes from the standard style of project

appraisal, particularly in the use made of economic estimates and on the

importance of institutions and project administration. Appraisal will

necessarily involve sampling procedures, implicit or explicit; direct

estimation of the whole of the relevant universe of activities is totally

infeasible. Estimates will frequently be subject to high levels of

uncertainty. The importance of sensitivity analysis is further enhanced

when the critical importance of institutions and political factors is

admitted. These latter may be quite imperfectly understood and unpredictable.

100. In addition to thoughtful use of sensitivity analysis, projects should

be designed with explicit attention to considerations of risks and uncertainties

1/ Presumably these data are developed in preparing project cost estimates,
and in evaluating technical alternatives. However, in only two
appraisal reports of those reviewed were employment estimates reported
systematically.



but limited
A project might be designed for achieving an acceptable/performance with

some degree of confidence under the adverse range of expectations; if

feasible, it might be modified in a more ambitious direction should more

favorable circumstances develop. An example of project dimensions along which

this might be done is in the extent to which implementation responsibilities

are handed over to local agencies or government bodies. In general and

at least for the foreseeable future, public works activities have an unusually

high degree of risk, and expected performance should be discounted accordingly.

101. Given the decentralization and indirect management inherent in public

works, project appraisal must assess the administrative arrangements and

procedures with regard to the capacity to select, design, and execute specific

local projects. It is not enough that good potential local projects exist;

whether they can be brought to fruition is quite another question.

3. Supervision

102. Bank project supervision should be consistent with desirable

internal project management. In particular, it has been asserted that foreign

assistance to past public works programs has biased the programs towards

an undue centralization via the stipulated project administration and
l_/

control. This possibility can be avoided by reconciling Bank supervision

procedures explicitly to decentralized administrations. For example, per-

formance (actual works completion) as well as financial audit is essential

in any de-centralized project. Bank supervision can utilize these audits

with additional field verification by project supervisors.

1/ Digest Report.



103. Coordination of complementary activities is essential for fully

exploiting the potential of public works; it is extremely difficult to

accomplish consistently, especially as many complementary activities are

outside the control of project managers. The Bank project supervisor

poor
may have few effective measures to remedy/extra project coordination. Good

project design can partially anticipate and avoid this problem by mini-

mizing project dependence on coordination which is not reliable. However,

in many projects key coordination measures will be essential for project

performance, and in extreme cases lack of coordination may necessitate project

suspension or curtailment of scope.

lo. Rural public works are risky, especially as the distributive

objectives weigh heavily in performance. The distributional effects,

influenced as they are through complex institutional and political factors,

are less controllable by project supervisors than are narrower physical

performance. There may be no effective remedy short of project suspension.

Again, many of the potential problems can be anticipated in a thorough

preparation phase.

4. Evaluation

105. Effective evaluation and supervision are closely linked. In process

evaluation is a primary input for project supervision. Evaluation should

serve both the project management and Bank supervision. Current feedback

can assist greatly in timely project modification or re-design in the event

of changed circumstances or a mis-reading of the original situation.

106. Evaluation is equally important and difficult in the context

of rural development projects. Substantial attention is being given to

the development of evaluation procedures within rural development and the

results should be highly relevant to public works projects as well.
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V. Prospects for Bank Financing of Rural Public Works

A: Past Bank Experience and Current Activity

107. To date the bulk of Bank/IDA support for public works activities
the

has been in/context of rural development and infrastructure projects. Only

one project in support of an explicit public works program has been under-

taken, and another was terminated in the appraisal stage.

108. Three projects approved in FY75 illustrate the potential for public

works activities within some rural development projects: two credits in

India, Rajasthan Canal Command Area Development Project (US$83.0 million)

and Drought Prone Areas Project (US$35.0 million); and one loan to Mexico,

Integrated Rural Development Project - PIDER (US$110 million). While
1/

exact shares cannot be estimated from the appraisal reports, it appears

that public works activities constituted about 40 percent or more of each
2/

of these three projects. Each emphasized the employment of unskilled labor

in project works. Not incidently, local cost financing represented a much

larger portion than the average of Bank projects, ranging from 43 to 86

percent. In the two Indian projects most of the public works activities

are directly productive, and in the Mexican project this category represents

more than one-half the total.

109. Based on the appraisal reports of other projects, some potential public

works activities seem not to have been undertaken with labor intensive means.

For example, in a project in Jordon, N.E. Ghor Irrigation and Rural

1/ Due to insufficient detail within the reported functional categories,

and because contributed ("self-help") labor is not included in the

project costs.

2/ See the attached table.
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Development project (credit of US$7.5 million), activities in general

amenable to public works construction comprise about three-fifths of

project costs. Similarly, in the Philippines, nearly the whole of a project

(Rural Development in Mindoro, loan of US$25 million) is devoted to public works

type of activities. Despite the fact that in both countries seasonal

underemployment is a serious problem, the reports do not review the potential

for labor intensive construction of the works. Other evidence, equipment

lists and foreign exchange requirements in the project, suggest that heavy

equipment would be relied on. Of course, in any given project there may

be good and compelling reasons for not using labor intensive methods. However,

in these examples it is plausible that a substantial fraction - perhaps

on the order of one-half - of the works could have been economically

undertaken as a public works effort.

110. From a sample of FY75 agriculture and rural development projects,

publc works types of activities comprise a significant fraction, 15 percent

or higher, of integrated or multi-sectoral projects. In some projects,

explicit attention is given to the direct employment potential; in others

it is neglected.

111. The Bank's only project to date in support of a country's public

works program is in Mauritius. The original project design included

basic infrastructure (roads, village centers, markets, water and health

services) for 86 poor villages; bench terraces, fodder planting, and

afforestation; and supporting technical and training services. Since

project approval, high world prices for sugar and a construction boom in

Mauritius stimulated by high incomes from sugar have increased sharply

the price of land for projects works and have created an excess demand for
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skilled construction workers. Consequently, project implementation has

been modified to increase the labor training component and to reduce the

land improvement.

112. Mauritius is quite atypical of the countries in which 
most of

the Bank's financing for rural development takes place. The country's

very small size minimizes the organizational 
problems of a public works

program. There is practically no subsistence or smallholder 
agriculture

in Mauritius; estate cultivation chiefly sugar, dominates 
the agricultural

sector. Hence, the Mauritius project is not a general prototype 
for a

rural public works program. The experience gained in this project is

perhaps more relevant to the design of urban public works than 
rural.

Management, both internal to the project and 
Bank supervisors, has responded

constructively to changed circumstances and to improved knowledge; 
this

example is important and relevant to all 
Bank involvement in public works.

113. Two projects now in preparation illustrate 
promising new directions

for Bank support of rural public works. In Kenya, a major program for

constructing rural access roads is being designed. Appropriate labor

intensive techniques will be employed and Bank preparation 
has included

the possibilities for local small-scale 
and labor intensive manufacture of

tools and simple equipment that is consistent with intermediate 
techniaues.

In Korea, the possible Saemaegl Rural Infrastructure Project would support

what is in fact a highly diversified public works program. 
The Saemaeul

Program is notable for its local participation and de-centralized decision-

making.
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B: Prospects

114. The view permeating this paper is that rural public works does

not constitute a sector of economic activity; rather it is an approach or
1/

means for undertaking activities within several sectors. Also, Bank

experience to date is inadequate for establishing reliable projections

for the feasible and efficient scale of support to rural public works.

Hence, quantitative targets or guidelines for Bank lending for rural public

works do not seem advisable at this time.

115. For the foreseeable future, Bank lending for public works programs

will probably be constrained by the number of countries which wish to and

are able to mount effective programs. More than two or three projects per

year seems unlikely; the number may well be still fewer. In total volume

of effective support for rural public works, components within rural

development and infrastructure projects will represent much larger

resources.

116. Despite the opportunities and a probable increase from current levels

in the public works components of lending to the rural sector, the aggregate

fraction will remain small. This is illustrated by the implications of

hypothetical fractional shares: within agricultural and rural development

perhaps 20 percent of projects lending will be amenable to "large", i.e., about

one-third, public works fractions; in perhaps 40 percent the fraction might
2/

be one-fifth. The resulting share of agricultural and rural development

represented by public works is about 15 percent.

1/ This view is similar to the policy position which has been adapted
in the health sector.

2/ No normative significance should be attached to these distributions.



POTENTIAL RURAL PUBLIC WORKS COMPONENTS IN SELECTED PROJECTS

Total Bank/IDA Percent
Project Financing as local Public Works Components (Percent)
Costs nercent of proj. currency Direct Economic SocialProject US$ m. costs financing prod. infrastructure infrastructure Total

1. Mexico, PIDER 295 37 57 23 7 12 41

2. India,
Rajasthan CAD 174 48 43 67 7 2 75

3. India, Drought

Prone Areas 103 34 86 40 - - 40

4. Philippines
Mindoro 50 50 14 30 57 6 93

5. Jordon, N.E.
Ghor Irrig. 17 43 0 39 3 16 58

6. Mali, IRD 19 42 0 - 18 2 20

7. Tanzania

Kigoma 13 75 20 1 49 50

8. Nigeria
Funtua Agr.
Dev. 58 56 0 4 11 - 15

Sources: Project Appraisal Reports.
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1. The paper succeeds in calling attention to an often negiected.
but crucially impcrtant subject for rural deveopment, which is the fuel
requiremnts of allholdrs I hou:eol Pd ec oo me. As the paper points
out, the bulk of the fuel requirements of n. il farmeCrs ha s come fronm
fuel wood, picked up f rm' irA'i nous forest at no cash cost to the
consumer. But as natural forest Fet de-leted or renlced by crop agri-
culture, hi e source of erg y is becoming increasingly scace and
costly in tins of the time jcivoed in fuel wood pathring or in terns
of the cash outifflays re'C'2uAi-ored to buy comnercially prMucend uel 0ood.
Thus, mcst of the paper is devoted le exploi n the prospects for larger
invesncnts in conercial 0u2eood production for local conSumption.

2. Ty plcinr most of the empasis on the. forestry--rather tihan
energy-aspects of Suei wo!cd produ 'on, th prde not develop suf-
ficien tly seveal issues that are v Lia fo r Ohe a sse nn t of the role
that for ca zay in rur.l develement jcts, A key aspoot that
should beK d oelpd urt r ir h paler is the euonomic %antere (On
terms f : r1l Y'i cost od nits) of producin fula. od in cncercial
plantati"ns fOr h O No . , in rulaion to the cost of supplyng other
alt ermuve 1 sources ot energy (i.e. coal er keoeealitoug ther'-e are1

sone -, : :!t:! nts (paras. 2 .3 to 2.8) about the pr, Ileria that may
Po the me of substi!ut.s, thee SM n are Wot deuel substan-
tiated rd srIstitut areQ ckly di m isd givrngthe ire ssion that
forest production for Mue wood co napion Co ha vider applications •

than it by be th case. it may be that in soe instances uOl wod
grown in lad at-t a 'ero opportu cost (not good for any other agri-
cultural acivit;;) could turn out to be cheaper from the fareK point
of view than 0l Lemnative scurces of fuel'!. B-ut, when mdiic io a
ncarce productin fa rfor a =11l scaln 'rmr-can ave ocher agri-
cul tural uses That yermit, a noma prOfitab apl icto of" thie hoh'7h l' s
abun:m lat, it y Jell be that the . oortunity coot oM dvoting this-
land in or. ercIaorestry is greater th, Uhe cost of altemvative

(dKmestic or importen ) soures of encryGover rm, nt suo dies, which are
adovoto in mit of Mhe producon chep ugSted in the paoe QVcould

01n bc ;0n, s ld in the selection cf ailt t ives when the In' ict bene-
jits tr the fae and/'or the courtry (i'e (oil cono rv ain, ndscppe)

out eiPh th' cot of' the subsid. 'hs :ndrect benefit, hauever, are
extremely difficult to quantify obiectively.

3.n dditn in a) 0 c., Nith relativc co ts of cc.petingr
sourceS of enerny, fOrestr Producton for l ocal cons tion needs to be
as.ese Q -ibt the :9 rtuni' y cost of alrnativ e , usIs oPld. This
aspecit al is Wt adequately di:scusd in the ape r. If, as in the
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examples detailed in the anmexes to the pcr, the opportunity cost
of lnd is zero, it means tWt ue e 1v lam W6 vocaU in is foestry and
the decision oud be limit ed to deteir '-ng if forestry production should
go to loca consuMton or to industriol uses. If, as is generally the case
in rural deve lopmt projects,the land can have alterntive agricultural
uses, thein forestry as a source of fuel for the farm2r's household has to
give greater return in ti. of the use of the armer's resources (land,
labor and Capital) thn h oter crop or ivestock alt:rnatives. It may
well be that the fa rer col1d Wrd up better off producing and sellimg some-
thing elm2 and with that income paying for his fuel needs. Again, possible
gover r4nt subsidies to reduce Qhe private cost of forectry schones are
irreleva nt in compring diffterz altema tive u ses of land, except when
there ar strong indirect ecoco mcc Weefts. In any case, the basic point
is tha t th economic iplicatinis of oing form a purely extract! ce activity
(firewo i ntering) to a productive one (forestry production) have not
beer systematically 0xplored in the paper.

h. The analysis of supply and demand considerations is not very
convincing either, since e pr takes a rather static approach. As
natural ocrst rot raduaIy deo leted-the paper poinis out--, there is a
roylng unatisfied d e ad for *uel] ;ood and thuas tr is an urgent

need to ot-p up c ercial proch(0tion tomet dem . Of cuorse,
Ul ri alreood aS a tree' good, d a:nd oud t end to be very h"ih, con-
trained orly r the 'ost in ti to other "he vood. But, unle he pro-
dict-io cost wets heavily cs ied eihr dictly by2r tn go rvmet

or by a pra.11 indusrial eploitan tio of th forst in order to minintr
a zero cah cost, of fuel wood :or the far, demand c crop drasti aly
as price increass, aod the fanner actively cosdr the conomic ada'ae

of using other agricult ral (i.e. Crop eidWuMS) or non agricultural susti
tutes. Al g h 7 th paper notes, among o;er 0brtacles to cM farer fores-
try (para 2.1) he ' i-- relucan.ce of th flrmers to start payin cash
for somein- that he -ys hoin hod for free, the possible methods of

rcting r static demndt advocated by the p'p er (paras. 2.17 to 2.19) are
not convincing.

5. A different asect of forestry proci-tion which the paper also
explores is wol! Ta r Pf lcipon in istrial WI od produculon,
oriente prlipallyto large scl m-rkets. in this section, more

iphasis myl be aivjn to the fact t0at - oll holder comewrcial Yorestr"
for industra K 1reO is likely to mk '4me only in the context of larger
rural dvlopm pra ocs Qr: (pra n L, y rn aneL land or in hil lides
unslited for ca Ih crops) in which -e bulkof the small farmer houshold

income is L e Y to be nerated from oth ourc o. The main problem herG
is that K a. in ercd of a fort - -s : nent (6-10 y ars) is too

long to ba of any 1sViLance in the gCnr- y v-ui te tig-ht Cash fI of
ol! scalu Par mr Alo, forestry r 'dcio is o r lbor W ii niv,,

U-od t-r 7s -ry - 1=SU onial Y i uled ily 1ho ! -r jt Wouio
hae to be "ed ' in''& o t.r -a vities . HMcly, ary: r the ri of

his ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 10 ine'PIn cumtdh riu ovor a eriod ob -10 years
i t oI oiby inc l t rs f >ncial

WinCer-billy, rie:' Ch culid to prZ ( Inst fire or
othe hads)by so Wid of effectiAe 1nuacesho
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Mr. Robert S. McNamara November 10, 1975

Warren C. Baum

Non-Farm Rural Famplopment - Interim eport

1. The attached note has been prepared in response to the Board roquest
for a report on "Non-Farm RuraiL Employment" (reference 4r. Green's question;
Board meeting transcript, June 17, 1975).

2. The note is in the nature of an interim report. It suimmarises the
current position as to Bank thinking on the subject of non-farm rural employment
and indicates recent projects that are judged to have had a positive employment
impact on --on-farm rural groups. As indicated in the note, a full report on
the subject is to be prepared during the next year.

3. Since the information contained in the interim report is of some
interest, perhaps it might be sent to the Board in response to their request.

cc: Messrs. H. Chenery
M. Ilaq
R. Gulhati
M. Yudelman

GFDonaldsonist



THE BANK AND NON-FARM RURAL EMPLOYMENT

1. Extent, Growth and Location of
Non-Farm Rural Employment

1 .1 A large and increasing number of rural people in developing countries

are finding employment outside of farming - in rural areas, villages and country

towns. We might define this area, beyond the major cities, as the "non-farm

rural sector". The major sources of employment in this sector are agro-industries,

farm supply and service industries, rural commerce, small consumer good manufacturers,

and public sector industries responsible for building and maintaining rural infra-

structure. Impressive evidence of growth in the non-farm rural sector is seen

in the expansion of villages and towns, which in several countries appear to be

as rapid as that of the major cities; (see Table 1).

Table 1: Population Trends by Community Sf e
in Six Latin American Countries -

Town/City No. of
Size Kange Towns/Cities Population (000's) % Total Growth Rate
1970 (000's) 1970 1950 1960 1970 for 1970 1960-70

20 - 50 383 4,429 7,635 11,878 12.1% 4.5%
50 -100 122 3,658 5,623 8,523 8.7% 4.4%

100 -250 81 4,745 7,556 12,011 12.2% h.8%
250 46 10,217 16,193 25,886 26.4% 4.8%

Big cities 7 16,885 25,881 39,869 ho.6% 4.4%

Many of the small towns were villages twenty years ago; their populations have

increased much faster than the natural growth rate, implying substantial net

migration into them. The limited survey work that has so far been undertaken

in these communities has uniformly pointed to a surprisingly diverse and growing

1/ Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Mexico, Peru and Venezuela. There is similar
evidence available for Korea, India, Taiwan and Turkey.
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number of non-farm activities; the number and diversity are most marked in

Latin America, as one might expect, but they are also significant in other

regions, including Africa.

1 .2 That the proportion of rural people not directly employed in agri-

culture should be growing is not wholly unexpected. The normal path of economic

development involves the release of people from the pursuit of subsistence and

their movement out of agriculture into other, often related, economic activities.

This reflects the growing specialization of labor that has characterized the

growth of all civilizations throughout history. In less favorable situations,

it also reflects the continued growth of population which, in relation to a fixed

land base, makes it necessary for an increasing proportion of people to seek their

livelihood in productive pursuits other than farming. The forced movement of

people out of farming need not be an unfavorable development effect so long as

(i) agricultural productivity increases sufficiently to provide a supply of food

at affordable prices, and (ii) other sectors of the economy experience sufficient

growth to provide gainful employment.

1 .3 Apart from releasing the food constraint so as to permit the general

growth of industry and commerce, rural development programs directly promote the

growth of industry and commerce in both urban and rural areas -- but particularly

in what we have termed the non-farm rural sector. First, an increase of farm

incomes leads to increased demands for locally provided consumer goods and

services; second, rising farm output requires increased inputs of farm supplies

and services, again, often locally supplied; third, increased farm outputs are

associated with increased agro-industrial processing on both a large scale (for

extenral markets) and a small scale (mainly for local markets); and fourth,
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the building and maintenance of new infrastructure such as roads, irrigation

works, schools, markets, storage facilities, electricity lines and water supplies,

etc., creates new jobs. There is, of course, a two-way relationship, insofar

as the growth of the non-farm rural sector benefits local agriculture by providing

enlarged markets for farm output.

2. The Bank's Role

2.1 The Bank's rural development strategy recognizes the existence of a

growing and potentially productive non-farm rural sector, although the Bank has

not as yet isolated this sector per se for direct project investment (there is an

exception in the case of agro-industrial projects, but the focus of these has, until

now, been on increasing quality produce for export or city markets with little

regard for employment effects). The primary emphasis in pursuing agriculture and

rural development has been in expanding farm productivity. This has been based

on the understanding that not only are a large proportion of rural people engaged

in farming (in most cases the majority), but as just indicated, that the next

largest group (those in the non-farm rural sector) are those indirectly involved

in agricultural production, either through providing farm services or processing

farm output. A considerable number of these rural development projects have in

fact included direct investments in the storage, processing, or marketing of

farm products or in the production of local inputs such as seeds.

2.2 It is especially notable that infrastructure investments associated

with rural development programs usually support non-farm activities peripheral

to agriculture more directly than they do farming itself. Thus improved roads

directly benefit those involved in transport and trade of farm products, (who

may or may not be farmers); electric power benefits those employed in or operating



small industries producing farm inputs or processing farm output; and the

establishing of credit and input supply services and social services all create

non-farm jobs. Further, investments associated with social components of rural

development programs usually benefit farm and non-farm people in villages relatively

equally. Thus, village water supplies, health clinics or village schools potentially

benefit both groups. There are, in fact, few rural development project components

that do not benefit non-farm groups, though generally the farming population is

likely to benefit most.

2.3 The Bank has provided funds for a number of projects that directly

benefitted the non-farm rural target group through increasing employment. As

shown in Table 2, these include over the time period 1970-75, 15 projects with

rural roads components, 18 with rural education, 9 with rural health and 13 agro-

industries projects, as well as one or two water supply and rural electrification

schemes. In addition, there have been some rural employment effects from pre-

dominantly urban infrastructure projects (not listed), such as the water supply

projects for Mombasa in Kenya, Acra-Tema in Ghana, Guayaguil and Guayas Provinces

in Ecuador, and coastal Tunisia; and the electrification projects in Kenya, Brazil

and Ecuador. This listing does not include the 63 "new style" multi-sectoral rural

development projects of the past two years which are expected to create added

employment for non-farm as well as farm people in rural areas.

2.4 There remains the question as to what can be done in addition to the

provision of infrastructure or direct investment in rural services as part of

rural development projects aimed at raising farm production. There are three

possibilities now being examined within the context of Bank research and policy

work programs. First is the scope for extending credit and extension facilities
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directly to the rural non-farm sector, and how this may be done in the context

of Bank lending operations. Second is the balance of infrastructure investments

between the rural areas, villages and towns situated in areas with growing non-

farm rural population; rural development projects may be overly focussed, for

example, on the small villages and rural areas - perhaps the larger villages and

towns in the project areas require extra assistance from the projects. Third is

the question of pricing, tax and subsidy policies and how they impinge on the

relative growth of industry and commerce in urban and rural areas.

2.5 It is also recognized that regional planning, based on resource surveys

and spatial analysis, and the development of new growth centers are of primary

importance in extending economic development to non-farm rural groups. Consequently,

these issues are receiving specific attention in the Bank's economic and sector

work program. Additional research studies in this area are also proposed, and

the Bank is providing technical assistance to member countries for regional

planning, including remote sensing technology, as currently in Indonesia and the

Philippines.

2.6 A paper will be prepared over the next year on the subject of employment

creation and income generation for non-farm rural people, based on studies currently

under way. This paper will include a survey of evidence on the scope for expanding

employment in this area and the types of activities involved, including: agricultural

linkages, both forward (processing, transport) and backward (manufacture of tools,

input supply); mining and forestry development; small scale rural industries;

decentralized large scale industries; and, rural public works and infrastructure

programs.



Table 2: Projects Directly Affecting Non-Farm Rural People 1970-1975

Total
Loan or Project Rural Bank/IDA

Country Project Name Credit No. Cost Component Financing

Rural Roads

Senegal Highway Project 198 SE 2.5 2.5 2.1
Tanzania Highway III 265 TA 9.5 6.5 6.5

Highway IV 507 TA 12.5 5.5 10.2
Ethiopia Highway V 332 ET 22.0 22.0 17.0

Roads VI 552 ET 5h.7 32.0 32.0
Malawi Highway IT 523 MAI 12.5 3.0 10.0
Swaziland Roads II 1108 SW 9.9 6.0 7.0
Zaire Highway III 536 ZR h0.3 19.0 26.0
Mali Highway II 383 MLI - 6.0 8.3
Sierra Leone Highway I 710 SL 52.1 1.5 2.3
Upper Volta Rural Roads 579 UV 8.5 7.5 7.5
Mauritania Highway III 519 MAU 13.7 3.0 3.0
Yemen PDR Highway II 560 YDR 31.8 8.o 15.5
Paraguay Highway IV 1059 PA 20.0 7.5 11.5
Brazil Highway V 1075 BR 276.0 30.0 110.0

Rural Education

Chile Vocational Training IT 666 CH 3.0 0.8 1.5
Costa Rica Education I 915 CR 9.4 2.21 6.2
Honduras Education 954 HO

" 452 HO 8.66 6.88 6.0
El Salvador Education I 1007 ES 24.0 1/ 17.0
Dominican Rep.Education II 1142 13.54 70 2/ 8.o
Guyana Education TI 54 GY

1106 GY 18.9 1/ 12.0
Tanzania Education III 232 TA 4.7 .7 3.3
Jpper Volta Education I 430 UV 3.6 3.6 2.8
Mauritania Education 459 MAU h.6 1/ 3.8
Ethiopia Education IV 553 34.68 11.5 23.0
Sudan Education I 547 SU 10.0 1/ 10.0
Somalia Education IT 511 So 9.3 5"5 2/ 8.0
Swaziland Education 518 SW 7.1 1.5 5.0
Dahomey Education N/A 5.5 1/ 4.0
Lesotho Education II 497 LE 8.14 T/ 4.0
Rwanda Education 567 RW 9.0 T/ 8.0

Rural Electrification

India Rural Elect. 572 IN 114.1 114.1 57.0
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Total
Loan or Project Rural Bank/IDA

Country Project Name Credit No. Cost Component Financing

Rural Water Supply

India Uttar Pradesh Water
Supply & Sewerage 1009 IN 72.0 29.3 ho.0

Rural Health

Kenya Population 468 KE 38.8 8.8 12.0
Tunisia " 238 TUN 7.7 3.6 4.8
Egypt " 437 EGT 10.5 h/ 5.0
Jamaica " 690 JM 3.0 0~h 1/ 2.0
India " 312 IN 31.8 h/ 21.2
Indonesia " 300 IND 33.0 17/ 13.2
Malaysia 880 MA 14.5 075 3/ 5.0
:an 928 IRN 33.4 20.3 16.5

Philippines 1035 PH 50.0 12.8 3/ 25.0

Agro Industries

Korea Agric. Processing 994 KO 20.0 13.0
Seeds 942 KO 22.8 7.0

Philippines Rice Processing 720 20.9 14.3
Bangladesh Cereal Seeds 410 10.6 7.5
India Grain Storage 267 15.0 5.0

Bihar Wholesale Mkts. 29h 23.3 14.o
Agric. Mysore Mkts. 378 12.0 8.8
Apple Processing 456 21.7 13.0

Iraq Grain Storage I 925 92.0 40.0
Yugoslavia Macedonia Industries 894 62.0 31.0
Brazil Grain Storage 857 75.0 30.0

Agric. Export Indust.I 924 135.0 54.0
!thiopia Coffee Processing I 290 10.3 6.3

Source: World Bank Appraisal Reports.

Note: 1/ Figures for Rural education are not specified but are obviously quite high
since the project is heavily weighted toward rural education.

2/ Approximate

3/ Constructian cost only. Excludes equipment and other related costs.

hi/ Not specified.



November 5, 1975

Dear Mr. Tainmhv

Thi:i you for your thoughtful letter f ctuber 14
and the ttached rti A u we sharO
your concern about th estge of basl foca ater
they hav yeen pro'uced et fae lev oeently we

t n >increae u forts ati-
Or rays ani fx:uer caac itis~ in

de veloin; untrie w i t ,r ouren
ricultur ano rurl aevelom r ts i

ea sur rtin rnumrber f j stor r tions,
as well as seiicroject in 8roessIn and packa in.
of i and fruits In ei ce e recently hele ii nance
a natirie ro n for in ted rurl dev lopono,
the I W >r jet, within whi there is an imortan

ponent for WAAli-Scele, ile-based storae systems.
You may bp interested to read a note which was recently
,rewared in our 'ural De'velopent Division on this matter
I have encloed ao ecy of it.

inOcerely yours.

r

511 '. Q 61nw hs rna hs, o m

LEChristoffersen:jo'd
November 5, 1975



A NOTE ON THE FOOD STORAGE PROBLF)'RS

Last year s World Food Conferenoe brought out some of the
problems associated with the storage of food. While the need to prc-
duc more food in developing countries was emphasized, perhaps not

enough emphasis was given to more effective ways of maintaining the
value of farm production through the interrelated systems of storage
proaessing and packaging.

On the difficulties in quantification, considerable contro-

versy exists. E'stimates vary from 10-15 in the case of rodent damage
to India's harvested grain. Michael Lipton of Sussex University, for
example, questioned the S figre India (due to rat dwage).

Lipton, after cnsiderale stud, argued that storate losses
for basic grains are probably less than some of the high figures cited

at the orld Food Conference. He mentions that small farmers over the

centuries have devised ingenious systems to oreserve their basic liveli-

hood (cow lung on baskets, which cts as an insect repellent and dis-

infect~ant,as well as dep burial of grain in pita instead of above
ground storage) hie not wishing to take aides in this quantification
issue, the wide divergence of expert opinion illustrates the nee for
considerably more empirical analysis in quantifying the fod wastage

problem.

We also unaerstand that considerable controversy exists

around the problem of "where to store". A lo of effort has gone into
devising improved on-farm storage systems on the grounds that this is
where 75: or more of all losses Take iace. others feel that the casts
of trying to improve millions of small farmer storage systems are pro-
hibitive. These grouns work with village-levelstorage systems, such
as the system devised in exico, which is bein supported by the Bank.

The Mexican Government has taken a series of steps in recent
years to reduce grain losses at the farm level and to improve and widen
the availability of basic foods to its poorer urban and rural population.
The instrument of this effort is the Government Agency, CONASUPO, which
has these functions -

first, it supports the building of a large number (10) of

small villiae-level grain storage warehouses, holding an averag of 1
tons of basic grains mostly sorhum, corn and beans. CONlASUPO's Drogram
conoentrntes o village-level rather than cn on-farm storage because
of small warehouse' greaster effectiveness in controlling losses. iore
important than just the warehouse facility is ;.,UP's rain education
effort which provides each village with a training prog.rai for persons
frcm that villae in stackin bagin testng an pest control, all
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designed to minimize losses once the grain has been harvested. This
has been a singularly succesful effort, becomina amodel for other
countries. Perhaps the most critical erson in the system is the
Grain nalyst who is in charge of receivin and analyzing (humidity
level, foreign matter, etc.) the train, torn it, payin the faner
and, in some cases, selling inputs (e.g. fertili-er) and stples (via
warehouse stores). The analysts are nominae by the community (the
candidates must have at least ath jrade dctio n) and are trained
in a three-month course in one of the j GONAnUCu traininj centers.
About 2 ,aJ analysts have been traine ad 1 7 are ctual working
as the chief grain analysts or assistants in the warehouse centers.

Second-and as important--are GOMAYU's rotail activities.
It now operaen some ., 2) urban and rural imall Sores where basic
foods (canned milk, flour, suqar, corn, bens et. ) ar acid at fixed
prices. The poorer groups especially benefit from this program. Ti
to it are increasir investmen s in processiM and aka.inS in simpl
2-h lb. poly bas.

Finally a major part of C 1NASUP''s success in this effort
to reduce losses can be attributed to CtASUP(s systems roach. The
village warehouse is only a small part of a nat nal marketinv and
traininn grid integraied from farner to cnsumners.

aural kIevevlopn 1 'vision
October li?7



Mr. Montague Yudelman October 31, 19715

D.C. Pickering

OED Perforrvmance Reports

1. &s requested inyourmemorndum of September 16, 1 submit below
my interpretation of te lesson to be learnt fro t he conclusions and
rec wiend: ti ons of recent D -erformance Renorts. Of the nine alloc ted
to George Darnell and e, only seven were :av ble s of ctober 301.
T understlnd thrt Pierre Courbois has comented on Credit 1w5 - The Kenya
First allholder ricutural Credit. 7n the interests of brevity, lessons
co non to severai prolects re lumped togeter. ost :re obvious, et least
on reflection. lowever th are sufcently imoortant to wrrant emphasis
and reiteration to all st ff concerned with future identification, prepara-
tion, appraisal andspervision of :gricultural and rural development pro-
jects financed by the Bank.

2. First, it is difficlt to predict such things as yields, cropping

patter production and inco e with accuracy. Important impediments are
the complexity and interact, of psicnl (natural resource) und socio-
oollticall factors, aid the rrow data base normally available at most
stages throg h appraisal. opls inc*ide agro eteorological information,
relevant grono c exper nce, sc ologial data. Such are particularly
important copnents a, the rot nJ fr yield and production predictions
upon which rate of return calculatons are based, hen thev are inadequate
the validity of such cicultlions im edin tel co es into ues tion. Tt y

be :rrued that the conclusions of' 1D` erformance eports in this respect
have been dra wn preaturely or on inadequte evidence, see paras 3 and 4
below; nevertheless, th e obious lessons re that since such basic mterial
is frequiently unreliable or lacking

a) The greatest care should be taken in mraiking judgmrents in these
areas at all stages in the project cycle;

b) judgments shoul be fully supported by the r rationales;
o) the c njectur al nature of these judmits should be reco nized

by management.

3. Of the proj s under review, most made inadequate provision for
mortoring and evautior. The importance of collecting, processing and
interpreting base-line data an continuation through pro ject implementation
ppears generallt to have bee either neglected, or the difficulties of

carrying out Such actiii s have been incompletely appreciated. Fxperience

17 Keny e I Creit 6T Kenya Tea IT - Credit 119, U anda Tea - Credit
109, Malawi Lilongwe Agrioltural Development Program Phase T - Credit 113,
SudFan - irst Mechanized rming Project - Loan 5"(6, Malawi- Shire Valley

cultural Development Pro o - Creit 114, Tunisia Cooperative Farms -
-,an 484 and Credt 99.
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for example at Lilongwe, shows clearly that data collection on such con-
ceptually simple items as yields is difficult and expensive. Tbtrapola-
tion of this experience to conceptually more complex items such as farmers'
attitudes to change implies substantially greater difficulties and expense.
The lesson here is that monitoring and evalu ti on of agricultural and rural
development projects is unlikely to be either easy or cheap. Systems require
very careful design if the- are to be meaningful. Further, because such
systems are likely t be c:stly, their inclusion in projects needs to be
actively "sold" t, borrowers early in the nroject cycle.

4. While it is possible to transplant designs and practices from one
project to another of like kind within and between countries, there is a
very real need for flexibilitg :md odificatic to meet different or chang-
ing circumstances. This lesson :nay be extended to the need for flexibility
in the interpretation of apprais l reports and other loan documents for most
agricultural and related projects. Too often it appears that borrowers and
the Bank, including the Operations valuntion Dlepartment, regard project
appraisal reports rs blueprints to be followed rigidly and without regard
either for changing circumstances, or the fuller understandin of vital
factors arising from the intimate experience of project management with the
situation on the ground. At the same time, important decisions on changes
in project direction should only be taken after careful consideraton of
the facts of the case. Further, the rationale for proposed change should
be provided and discussed with the borrower and pro ject naement to ensure
full understanding by all parties.

.t of the reports reviewed either implied or referred explicitly
to the long time scale, frequently in excess of adecade, needed to obtain
a meaningful readi of project effects This applies to such apparently
simple parameters as production incr ses fron rainfed annual crops. In
such cases, climatic variations p1 : large part, in addition to factors
such as the development of deliver; services, farmer responses and so on.
It follows that an even lon er tiIe fr-e a y be needed to obtAi reading
on social changes occurring as a result of pro;ect actions, since social
change in many cases will be fueled by, production increases. The lesson
here is perhaps -ost relevant for those not accustomed to biological vagaries
or human reactions to choging circumstance.

6. Other important but rather obvious lessons drawn from the report
under review are:

i) The need for a measure of continuity in the staffing of
supervision missions .

ii) The importance of selecting or promoting the development
of a sound institution for the implementation of projects.

iii) At a very early stage, the identification of valid sectoral
objectives and the snbeequent desi gn of activities to meet
such goals.
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iv) The need for care when contemplating a move from a compara-
tively simple phase I production oriented project to subse-
quent, more comprehensive phases. Factors needing careful
scrutiny include particularly, the capability of the natural
resource base to pay for social development and the fact that
ultimate reintegration of pro ject units into political and
administrative structures becomes more difficult with the
passage of time.

DCPickeri$ :hrv

cc: Mr. D mell
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Pierre A. Courbois

T UD A ri cul aral 3red P ro drm
laments on ';cond 'raft ecnedaJn

n econd draf t ieaier rd n 'he first,
shorter but soill too long many tatement and judgmonts are based
on sheer and cuestionabln assuptions and data readily taken for
gran bed. onclu no and recommenda on re no ful c si A tent
with or supported y th ten. ot recomendations are not
innovative - how they can be put into practice i s another storyl

decormendation

increasing productivity on. medium and large farms.

is tinguish permi.ive and promotional projects.
.he relation hip be Lween this reco mendation and propoa1 ad

in 7-9 is no clear. 'he Lerm "permissive credit pvojects" may raise
many eyebrows. In any case, the distinclion may not be so asy to make.
All projects should haye p ducon objeci ves and addi ionali by should
be antcipated, aithough in mo ca i0s l vel cannot be assessed.
In the late fifties and tarly !iti the ank 'a nQ financing replace-
ments; would the permissive credit project.s accept uch operations
which are current in agricultural credit in itutfons

( liminate all farmor subsidies in pemissivo credit project.
It is clear that this is or should continue to be an objective

of the Bank. The elimination of all farmer subsidie in pemissive
credi t projects is, however, a pi us and unprac icable measure.

he Bank approach on a case by case basis seems to be the only ensible
and posible one for all projects. in fact, the report does no. make a
cas? for exceptinz from the rule th promotional projects whih !a y
yield higher returns than the peinissive projects. Under the -ame
heading, the report should also tate precisely whether interest rates
should be adjusted to take care of inflation.

(3) geduce farm planni and technical assitance for permissive credit
projects.
`avings in the present routine work of fam budgetig can be made,

for ins tance, where it involves purchace of farm machinery by medium- and
large farmers. Me problem is to define the projects when farm budgeting
would not be reuired.
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Finally, there is little technical assistance given in -os agr cultural
credit projects with the exception of livestock projects. or w
could well be concentrated wherever there is clear need for technical
assistance. "his raises, however, another question which is whether the
organization of technical assistance should be built in the credit system
or should be outnide he credit sytn. if the sys of credit is
self-contained, only borrowers benefit from technical assistance. In
addition, the credit titution runs into the problems o effective use of

the technicians, of availability of research and high cos ts. An independent
system has also weaknesses, but ay have a wider impact, more especially
on small and medium farmers.

ubstitute para-technIcal for professional staff on loan processin;
assignments.
No comments.

and the research component in or associated with romotional

The statement quote!iending for the adoption of new technologies

has gotten ahead of the availabilites of those technologiesuuote
is quite questionable. In an case, the attention should be drawn on

the fact that researc nd ting in the field are long processes,
and phasing with a credit project seems an impossible task. Aiere there
is a clear need for research, it se better that the Jank give its

support either in the fon of a special project or, i the ize of the

research is small, in the form of a sub-project which does not interfere with
the lending operation. Only in rare exceptions can i t be anticipated that
research undertaken in relation with a credit pro jec t will benefit this
project.

(6)
Develop low Cost euiysses

Tbis, again, is a pious suggestion. There are few alternatives to

classical security instnruent like the mortgages (land and chattel).
dather than, or concurrently with crop insurance schemes sub-7-an
guarantees (It would have been of interest to know what are the etc..
etCS. which make believe that there are mawr altertivos.), the report
could also have recommended an improvement of the usual security instruments
(land and chattel mortgages including mortgage on standing crops) and
related procedures (search for title, establishment of title, registration of
mortgage-enforcement and reductions of costs for the farmer). n mention is
made of the high cos to of crop insurance schemes, sub-loan guarantees and
related management problemm which ake it very difficult to put them into
practice. Thetis clearly a problem of security for loans, but the essential
has not been said in the present case as in many other reports. Acellent
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reamnt records mayb relate mre to ood organization and
managment Wi thout undue poli tical interference than to collateral
or any type of security. Most credit institutions are poor-I organized
and managed in tems, for ins rance, of rela tionship with and eneral
knowledge of famer-borrowers, :Cagement of famers' finance repayment
capacity and collection mechnisms . Modern techniques pei t an
accmilation of informtion on borrowers which is not yet used in the
institutions supported by the Jank.

Collateral is, however, necessay~ in many cases, more especially
long-tem credit. ll-to-do bankers consider it ritly both a a
means of collection of last resort and protection for the borrowers
thIMSelVes.

It is not clear (las entence of (6)) what are "low costs screens
for eliminating unprogressive applicants1.

nd portfolio of medium amer proects.
ko coment of substance. Thre might be more nuance in the expressions

or qualificationa, e*g. "attended strata", and "'etraEordinwry attention"1.
The recommendation that "customtm agreemnts, with other donor agencies
which exclude the Bank fron the medium strata, be dropped" is welcome.
Anther sugge-tion could be made that customar disagreements regarding
ters and conditions of loaas be discussed with other donor agencies.

and Ko camment of substance. ecomendation 1o. 9 is
particularly welcome because there i not yet any ati factor low
cost and effective monitoring sstemn. The Bank might look towards
the work of "Centers of anageent" sablished by fanmers themselves
in some developed coutries.

Develo Finncial Markets - ?urther Measures.

(10) Press more fimly for higer famer interest rates.
10 coment of substance. It should, perhaps, be stated what the

Bank is aiming at such as positive rates.

(11) Duild the savigs function into credit progrems.
As such, this recomndtion is not acceptable because it may not be

suitable in all projects and all countries. Not all goverments may be
persuaded that it is in their interest to croate savings functions in credit
agencies which may compete with specialized government agencies and result
in a wastage of human and financial scarce resources.
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lon rl barkid a rvcom (uc 4 a.: 1 adl : rartrances, current
accounts and depors ) eo to be neede by rural pople more than
savings Lacili tion. riec ha hown t a a ng of savings a
costly propoi iion Zor Mage r resul. * n addton, while substantial
amounts of funds can bri frea nuber of rural people (merchants
and mostly civ ervants) t is hard to beleve (experience supporting
this) that I- cant saving nb raI e rom aers. $all famers

make insignificant, if any, ca h avings and l.armor ones have acces to
savirzis mechanisms or hav inve rnt pperm e

The mobili Yon of local r -ourcs Ahould undoubtedly be advocated
but the recommendatic hould be r . 0 -yred, take care of available
Axperience and ar change in mar gover nt Tnterest rate policies
(i fact, nIntioned i ) whe P&t) 6he r:ore 07Wmgh nluecm
mention of the cooperY te y o bilin

(12) ans the capacity of private banks and cooperxatives.
This has, for a long time, been- the ank pl. Icy and is not que tionable.

Some reservation i: justified and the attention dan on the following:
M~aryr Bank reports seemi to take for grantead that private comercial banks
are acceptable cbannl far credi t without giving air supporting reason.
The only reservation is usually cognirance of their lack of expertise in
the agricultural field. n cautious approach s t be warranted.
Coammerial banks are not always managed efecti vely; all are business -minded
and accordingly very moh intVeresod In dealing M th clients of higher

tanding than small faners, even though hy re ven significant
incentives. As they are concerned ith the farmers' repayment capacity, they
may well be in line with Tank production objectvec but it. would be
surprising if they were very much concerned ! h int nsification, additionality,
equity and other Sank pre-occupa ions. The nature of the commercial bank resources
i another constrainin factor to their involvien4 in agriculture. 2he
experience in developed countries has shown the little impact o commercial
banks in the small scale azriculture sector and i.n long-term investment loans.
Tie experience in eveloping countries I negligible.

Pre-appraisal and appraisal activities.
A c r! t 17 n have been rti cipa ted on the usually

small role played by government concerned in identification and
preparation of projects, and on efforts made or that should have been made
by the Bank to shift identification and preparation to the countries
themselves. If the shift were possible, that would save a considerable
manpower in CF and the ank and raise les issun a negotiations and during
implementation. The problem is not without a satisfactory solution and some
good but restricted results were achieved.
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(13) lopand certain dentifcation ana2yes.
(16i) xand the sens tivity anazysis.
(15) eyeopaair_ 'amn eet.

ie recommenda mon 13(2) may, however, be dif>cult tocarr~y out
because the related %nrmaion annot be cured ealy.

ditj regards to chaInn margin, the epriee shows hat the

margins considered to be adeouae by the Bank are ualy too small to

cover costs and defaulw (aw entoned in the text of the report).

(1) mrove 'some othr apasa rccs
16(1). einancial r te re turn to th eam er' ea:,ty are more

often meaning-less because a they are calcula.,d they represent returns
to additional family labor and often a token amount of capitai. (For a large
scale farmer eloying hired labor, the problem is different and 7o.

calculation May make senso.). In fact, in small farmer projects more

attention should be paid to the incremental cah flow compared with the

additional labor required than to any financial rate of return.

16(2)(3) Vo comnen&.

16(h) mhi2 recoTmme nao, .em to be exreey difficult to implement.

16(5) Is standa at n f all countrios, in which a

there i s a probi of consistency?

(17) ifa.: andq d ON;
itshln bs that "the job would be implied to the degree

that effective monitoring are functioning; in fact, as essment of

achieveent would not bpoibe. OED ha built an eerience in this

field.

(18) Make available profoenal techni-Cal odpport ffrio

(19) (20) (21) affirg.
rio catment3.

Assessment of chanls .
No recommendation has been made on the apraisal of credit channels

with regards to both manag rial capabilitie , financial nagement and

posi tion which sametiMSe leave much to be desired in appraisal superv'ision

and completion reports.
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Assessment of derand.
The report draw Ue attention an the difficultieB of n the

demnd. bi satisfactory method has been evolved be evaluae and forecast
demnd. hi might bea field of ivestiga on where st dos of £arern
behaviour might hav Ueir place.

P~ourbois j
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Pierre A. Courbois

0E: Aricultural Ore Progrms.
Additional Commns Points of Detail

Preface 5: hat is agri culural Credit per se? There are apparently
multiple viewsmin this respect.

1 or 2 lines mising.

21:he tatemen mad about the number of famners reached

may be correct but they are nevertheless misleadin . institutions

supported by the Bank were not the only ones providing credit to farers,
more particularly in Morocco where over 300,000 famers were at one time

receiving credit through the Znistry of A7iculture and the P.

2.34: the criticism may be warranfted but the bias reflected a

quasi-unanimuous aproach of the -nk taff and a general belief outside

the Bank that it was the right direction. The shift is recent and in

many developing countries more lip-service is paid to the small farmer

problems than action taken in their favor. The term "ancestral may not

be the most suitable in the circumstances.

23: The dipcussion about small famers versus large scale famners

is quite sterile, as long as a tyrpology of famers or farms has been

developed. It does not eem that the present connotation is very precise.

In the Bank, the problem of ancestors was, in fact, not only the general

bias in favor of categories of farmers (who seemed more able to adopt new

technologies and develop production than others), but at that time the

outstanding problem of suitable channels and supporting services which

could not handle multiple loans effectively or provide the services required.

23he assumption made that most of the borrowers could have

found longer commvercial erm, for some items is not supported by any
evidence, i.e. Morocco, Uruguay, Philippines. In this connection, no
reliable inforation is available for Mexico and Pakistan.

III. Program Impact: I have serious doubts on many of the assumptions and

statements made in this chapter. I feel that attention should be drawn by
the report (at least more than actually done) on the possible hih margin of

errors in the information and data collected and the evaluation of achievements.
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3101 etc. Problems of substitution: The criticisms made by 0 imply a
bad use of fa-mers' or others' aavings. is is not supported by facts.
In this matter, the farm~ers' psychologr ialo ig'nored. Many ffamers
(especially the small ones) would not, in any case, risk their own funds without
an outside support, and credi t is the main factor conribuine to the
mobilization of idle Tunds.

IV A. 1-Iancial viability of credit chanl Fo ne o o cha e, includini
Mexico (sec. I.9 and l.1&), operatin under ank funds hav been profitable,
risks being taken into account, and the adverse effec o iniflation being
discounted. Fures of cr. are u.;ually underesited, ntioned further
in the report.

As far as Morocco is concerned, some figures of Table 16 are questionable, e.g.

1. no change
2. Interest rate charged to channel : 5. ' (i tead o .3)
3. nross mar * 1.m
h. Adminstrative Cos likely be twee I.00 and 50

rather than h ' itich %s the
avemage co t of lendn to
large sca le fairmers angd
in ti1tutions

0he c0 t of lending to itutions (Coop , Soveniment aencies) is considerably
lower than the cost of led to nhers. (The cost for CLCA is about 20.
higher than the cost of lendi large scale famors.)

.Dau: 0.35 instead of 2.6
The figure of 0.35 is not actually representin defaults but provi. ons built-up
over a peri od of 12 years to meet defauls. The provisions are con.mdered to be
adequate. Actual defaults and related writeoffs over the period are les thanS200,000 e.g. a negligible amount compared to loans issued or outatanding
(in h-6 the term "wriLe-oiff is imprope). Surrisingly, the computed interest
rate chargeable to farmers remains the same (13A) despite the above discrepancies.

It is clear in 2able 16 wthe ra of 16.2 is arrived at; it i not any more
under t.16.

2_0: It is correct to say that t nk has consistently under-estimated
the required ad!jutent it mi t be said that this error was comi tted mostly
during recent years because of inflation and the smaller size of fam involved.
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.he net a how the contribution of banks abould be
detemrined is not clear.

.P it may be of interest to know that a of August 31, C A's
staff numbered 1,315, of which 9 are field staff. F is an example of
the accelertion (often dangerous) in development which may take place in

agricultural inMtitutions, always after a long gestation time.

hlThe oren as not r4 nVesiuated . This statement does not
apply in all cades. In dd tion, Ahe havior of public banks is strongly
influenced by political trferenco and loverment financial support.
Hence, a behavior which may not be comparable to that of comercial banks.

h n p on made tha t he Bank and overnmen t sources

were closed long-tem lending by commronil bank would practically disappear,
lo probably largely correct and may mako a Bank's presen ffor to

rwobilI -o them look mii to futile. A highly doubtful that long-ter
deposi to, even though the level of intereate i increard substantially,
can be a significant and moderately co' ly source of agricultural credit in
developing countries.

Credit and technical services. p. 1h1 and following: It is difficult to
draw a conclusion fro thee pages. My feeling is that technical services

should be available te all famaorA, and by priority to those covered by
Government schemeo, projes or programs, including those with a credit element.
Provision of technical assistance and various supporting services should be

kept separate from th credit Wnction. There have been jusiicatins for

integrating technical function, aicultural etenion ervices, and various

other upporting services in credit agencies. More of tn it was because there

was no alternative, but th i o a atisfactory and pemanent solution.
It may slow down the development of cvernment services or services which are

developed in a number of countrie by the farmers themelve. The latter have

proven to be very effective.

5.12: Financial return to the equity nvestment omitted in appraisal reports:
The matter was discussed and the calculation was deliberately and rightly
omitted. It is a onindicator ch is far more nmisleading' than the current one.

The cr t cism regarding the cuantu of participation of
comercial banka I- not lear o e.

5.,35: (etc t!here should be ome comon unders tanding about the following term:
farmn models, budget, and plarming which may be taken in different ways.

PCourboia :sj



Mr. Warrea C. Ba's October 29, 1975

M. Yudelman

Audit an auiaer -Lessnfor F tureB eratiou

1. Don Stoops has revieweo the folloving reports;

a. Final reports wi 2,1 eaav_ n to the bqM

1. Project Performance Audit; B'olivia Livestoca Projects

(Credit 107-B0 and 171-iG), October 11, 1974-

Closing out of the -valuation I eport of May 1972 on Blank

operations in Colombia September 3, 19TS.

3. Project Performance Audit seport: Ecuador First and Second

Livestock Development Projects (Loan 501-EC and Credit

b. epjorts in draft

1. Operations Evaluat ion Report: ricultural Credit Programs,

September 1, 1975.

2. Project Performance Audit eport, Tnania eef anching

Jevelopment Project, October 3, 1975.

2. 1ie above reports have previously been co.mented on individually.

This memorandum synthesizes the .ost significant lessons which appear to

have emerged fro, th reports, whie shoul be taken into acco-ant in future

Blank agricultural and livestocak credit rojects.

3. Inadequate attention has been given to overall sector policy

consideration. This has resulted from inadequate information, absence

of sector surveys, insufficient 3ank leverage to influence changes in

government policy, an-- vr pressure under an ever-expanding fank lending

in these fields. Por t e future, greater attention at the project

identification and preparation to sector policy consideration such as

price policies, consumer subsidies, interest rates, tax policies, effects

on income distribution and labor, market .evelopment.

There has been an apparent tendency at appraisal to over-

estimate projections of increased proauction whicn would result from

improvement of technical paraeters (calvi rates, ortality, improve-

ment of pastures, crop yields, etc.). These have been reifected in the

models used to project potential project results. While overall production

objectives have generally been achieved as emcpnasized in paragraph 7.1
of the report on the Five Agricultural Credit Projects (which included

Mexico and Uraguay livestock credit projects) the increases have resulted

from a somewhat different mix than projected at appraisal.
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S. Thie t emcy aho0.id oc correctei ite tne future by greater
attention z isentifica.toas jgr ration a p arands. 1& auraisaJ
reports should en:zaia, 2mwever, Lta Ge rio-iela i~ projecticni ala
not clpyrinits. or r-cJ eet ez itA &u execut ier. (ane latter was
piresumed to be the um in root oif tre reports). toreover, in creaiit
type projects the pLj-rniaal remorts sioulai egnptasize tuat tne :wt-
ix of frctors vhicd W&il inluce project oQjeatives vilt fuctuate

acortii to -:T ode, fiw"i:a kn jolitical o itionas all of unii1
ill influece e srorer c:t :-s atu e or credit ani.

The mak lon oul nave t fe 1i0 iit:- Win reaseb"le iinits no
Ot" these flucatioC. 1Caresed ottentica to in eaPtry

resear~ch, W tne us. of inforatio~ av 2ihL R fron bow sgnL
resoren roiram a the inter'Ctinc r'serca centero, nould ael

to ?rovide ore i normo- on aoIc.nl A.r.-eter:. avever, n;raisal
reports Shou ru.e cle:r tn-L these areet ern re n1ot fi.:-d, o-re
influnmeed b, .:i Atura ' - *.e 1acors, ar_ wiii gro,4tmi? r.!uge

ement is probML t nzst iCAorun I. .r i. a Arojet.
Saccn- re ana~een usbe ;oos, * la t.x caz of ,.olivia,

eMador, 'Ma: and tru prohect coJectives atva teerally be
ace~VA. Where it a heen poor~, a in ta ces of I-m~a progJet

oojectives have net been aieve. I ,u're :rojoets the .
oven increase t e tr iil attension it s i o a e:est to
tin 00it vere t.e rvision of adeam key mageut becoms a

Condition of ioaa si in Aequste manAoeent voa 0 involve hotw local
ano expariae persoiile.

7. Te serviets of ocarce technic.1 jersonn.i oave teede i to he
very uemadisk for axnborrower eval-uation, this receig treir
Maveila:bility for tednical an; itance fied jrviSion of b
torrowers. In t.0 1atire thi ull be artially crrette oy t use
of more on -tenical ( ara LecWnical) rsonael u:s .iolosa ogaeiW ,
tjua freeina to teehical gereoue1 for ore tecmiei tas.

T.he Agricutarni &et nyala.tion Maio &nW>yests dividing
ceduit ~projects into ~perissive o pronotiri~ tiges, t eriaeive
rojecta woula 1rovie creit b little or ao tecnica assisaue.

Proiotional projects wolil fcaui o . ecifl lial t rIeet aszociated
A i the use of new tecnologi s, a ecniac. nista.ce woul. be
focused oa the Su -borrowers der tv:e; grojets. sis i .. &erit oOere
anequate research and extenaior arvices are mlt .1 ur vcere Lunace
of ytenta cnieri s are pr,.aut Icivever, th ca_ .ould m,
rare where a wub -orrover uder ooth y nes or pr Ijets vod not ned*
tecnica2 Assistance to one Geee or :1other.
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Frm/ranch level ionittorir hae in most cases ben iadegu.te
or totaal lackin Mexico and Uray are poi some progress iL
nontoring, but improvement is ned Future appraisal rerts &a loan

doCuIents shoula provide more spteific for sue monitoring (s was done
in the case of Mexico and Urwiuy) and sufficient funds enola be
included in Bank/DA loans and credits to finance suc personnel, including
consultants, and other cos necessary to perforv, te monitoring tasks.

D~topaa



W O R L D H E A L T H ORGANISATION MONDIALE'
ORGANIZATION DE LA SANTE

1211 GENEVA 27 - SWITZERLAND 1211 GENEVE 27 - SUISSE
Telegr.: UNISANTE-Geneva Tdligr.: UNISANT£-Geneve

T61. 34 60 61 T~le x. 27821

In reply please refer to:

Priere de rappeler la refdrence: EHE 23 October 1975

Dear Mr Christopherson,

I should like to thank you for the meeting I had with you on
8 September 1975 and for the information with which you provided me
with respect to the rural development programme of IBRD. This information
is of very great value and we are now following up on the discussion with
respect to the more effective involvement of WHO field staff in future
IBRD missions for rural development. Any proposal which may be worked out
will be communicated to IBRD as soon as possible.

Yours sincerely,

Dr B.H. Dieterich
Director
Division of Environmental Health

Mr L.E. Christopherson
Agriculture and Rural Development
International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development

1818 H. Street, N.W.
Washington D.C. 20433
USA
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Mr. S.J. Burki October 23, 1975

Colin Bruce

Proposed Issues Paper on Agricultural Subsidies and Prices

Reference Mr. Chenery's memorandum to Mr. McNamara, dated October 114
1975 ("Topics for Policy Analysis and Your Governor's Speech"), ag memo-
randum to Mr. Yudelman, dated October 16 and the discussion which Graham
Donaldson, Marto Ballesteros and I had with Gil Brown, you and I have
spoken and I would like to record my understanding of what has been agreed.

The date of June 1976 given in Annex 1 of Mr. Chenery's memorandum
for an Issues Paper on this subject is unrealistic. We do not want to got
looked into a timetable with respect to this important topic because we
believe--and I think you share this view--that unless an empirical approach
is adopted there is a danger of the Issues Paper becoming a theoretical
first-year university primer on pricing. If we wish any eventual Policy
Paper to have any chance of influencing our member governments, it is
important that it illustrate economic principles with the lessons drawn
from experience. Hence the importance we attach to carrying out about
five case studies, some of which may utilize existing empirical data.

The empirical research cannot be carried out in a vacuum. Hence it
is necessary to design and agree on (a) an analytic framework and (b) a
work program. In order to keep Mr. McNamara informed, a memorandum will
be prepared by about the end of November incorporating the analytic frame-
work and work program. In the meantime, while Marto Ballesteros is com-
pleting his work on an agricultural sector survey report and while he is
away on sick leave during the first two weeks of November, Gil Brown will
make a search of the literature and contact people we have suggested who
may be able to help. He and Marto Ballesteros will then get together to
draft the memorandum to Mr. McNamara.

I shall see that Marto Ballesteros allocates a reasonable amount of
his time to this project but I wish to repeat what I told you over the
phone--our work load with respect to reviewing agriculture and rural develop-
ment appraisal reports during the last half of FY76 is going to be very
heavy. There are 102 agriculture and rural development projects in the FY76
pipeline, and, due to bunhing, a large proportion of those which will even-
tually go to the Board in FY76 (about 70) will be processed in the last half
of the financial year. Marto will have to take his fair share of our res-
ponsibilities in this connection. The other members of our Division are
also engaged on research/policy forulation/guidelines work which has just
as high priority as that new proposed for agricultural subsidies and pricing.

Finally, we discussed the possibility of using the Bank Lending for
Foodgrains Policy Paper as a vehicle for providing Mr. McNamara with an
indication of the issues involved in agricultural subsidies and pricing.
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While I welcome the inclusion of a chapter on pricing in the Foodgrains
paper, it will not cover all the issues involved. Indeed, any conclusions
in the Foodgrains paper regarding pricing issues should be cautious and
tentative and refer to the work which is to be done on the wider sectoral
issues.

co: Massrs. Yudelman, Donaldson, Ballesteros, G. Brown

CBruce ssep
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1r. Christoffersen, Agriculture & October 14, 1975
Rural Development

Mahmud Burney, IRD

Joint P lanning Exercise in Rural Development

The Working Group of the Preparatory Committee reviewed the progress
of the Bank consultant's report. Attached is a marked-up copy (not very
legible) of the summary of the discussion as well as of the decisions
taken. You will see that most of the substantive discussion relates
to what would happen after the consultant's report is completed. There
were attempts (FAO) to modify the consultant's terms of reference, but
we had little difficulty in squelching that. There is a great deal of
confusion still whether the exercise could eventually seek a basis for
a system-wide effort in "substantive (policy and research)"-type activi-
ties, or what is known as "regular programs", or on "field-related
operational" activities. We succeeded in keeping focus on this first
stage study, which should give all concerned a reasonably good idea as
to the UN System's capacity in the rural development field - both sub-
stantive and operational. The conceptual problems have still to come -
after the Obaidullah Khan report is completed and the task force starts
its work in February/M'arch 1976.

As you will see, the donsultant's report should be completed by
the end of January. It may seem tight, but since we don't have the"inter-agency meeting in January, this may not be too difficult. I will
be back from New York on Wednesday (October 15) and we should get together
with Obaidullah - at your convenience on October 16.

Obaidullah's progress report was well received d as you will see
his work was complicated. You will soon have a copy of the final report
of the discussion.

cc: Mr. Hoffman
Mrs. Boskey
Mr. grenfell

MB:tsb



STANDING COMMITTEE ON COMMONWEALTH FORESTRY

FORESTRY COMMISSION
231 Corstorphine Road Edinburgh EH12 7AT

Telephone 031-334 0303

Mr Robert S McNamara Your reference
President
International Bank for )1Our reference C26/4/7
Reconstruction and Development

1818 H Street Date 10 October 1975
WASHINGTON D C

STANDING COMMITTEE ON COMMONWEALTH FORESTRY

1. The Commonwealth Forestry Conference, held every 6 years, is a major event
in world forestry. The Tenth Commonwealth Forestry Conference, held at Oxford,
England in September 1974 was attended by over 200 participants from some 22
countries. I have been asked by the Standing Committee on Commonwealth Forestry
to bring to your attention a recommendation approved by the participants at the
Tenth Conference.

2. The Conference, in considering afforestation schemes in developing countries
which are normally labour intensive and bearing in mind that the employment of
surplus man-power is frequently an important object of national economic policies
leading to greater economic development opportunities, referred to difficulties
which have arisen in the past in financing such schemes because of a lack of
willingness on the part of inernational financial insfitutions to fund local costs.
Tie Conference therefore RECOMMENDED that "The attention of international financing
institutions be drawn to the desirability of assisting in the funding of local costs
of approved labour-intensive forestry projects".

3. I would be glad if you would bring the recommendation to the attention of your
Board of Governors and to your Executive Directors. It would also seem appropriate
to bring the recommendation to the attention of your two affiliate bodies, the
International Development Association and the International Finance Corporation,
both of which I understand have similar financing objectives in the developing
countries, and I would be glad if you would do this.

4. Commonwealth Forest Services are being asked to submit interim progress reports
on action taken on the Conference's recommendations by 30 June 1977. If-the
International Bank would also like to produce a report on any action that it has
felt able to take on this particular recommendation we would be very pleased to
receive it by mid-1977 so that we can circulate the information to Commonwealth
countries aloingwi-th the reports from Commonwealth Forest Services.

5. At the request of the Standing Committee, I am also writing to Dr Boerma, the
Director-General of the Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations, as
to the possibility of financing local costs as envisaged under the World Food
Programme.

6. I enclose a copy of the Conf'erence's Proceedings, Committee Reports and
Recommendations. The recommendation to which I refer is on page 185.

J A Dickson A
Chairman of the Standing Committee
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Mr. Warren C. Baum October 2, 1975

Montague YudelmanV

Recommendations for Support of Research on Non-Food
Agricultural Products

Background
1. The Secretary of State's speech to the Seventh Special Session of
the United Nations Assembly contained the following references to non-food
agricultural research:

A second critical area for technological innovation is
food production and improvement of nutrition.

During the past decade, a number of international
agricultural research centers have been established to adapt
techniques to local needs and conditions. In 1971 the Consultative
Group for International Agricultural Research was formed to
coordinate these efforts. The United States is prepared to expand
the capacity of these institutes. In collaboration with national
research organizations with more skilled manpower and funds, they
could grow into a worldwide research network for development of
agricultural technology.

We are also supporting legislation in the Congress to enable
our universities to expand their technical assistance and research
in the agricultural field. Non-food agricultural and forestry
products are a third strategic area for technological assistance.
The export earnings of many of the poorest countries -- and the
livelihood of miany millions of their people -- depend on such products
as timber, jute, cotton, and natural rubber, some of which have
encountered serious problems in the face of synthetics. They urgently
need assistance to improve the productivity and competitiveness of
these products and to diversify their economies.

The United States, therefore, proposes creation of an organization
to coordinate and finance such assistance. Its task will be to attract
manpower and capital for research. The financing of this effort should
be a priority task for the new International Fund for Agricultural
Development." l/

A/ Quotes found on Pages 10 and 11 of address of The Honorable Henry A.
Kissinger Secretary of State before the Seventh Special Session of
The United Nations General Assumbly.
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2. The Special Session of the U.N. adopted a resolution containing
the following language: /

"In view of the significant impact of basic and applied agri-
cultural research on increasing the quantity and quality of food
production, developed countries should support the expansion of
the work of the existing International Agricultural Research
Centres. Th rough their bilateral programmes they should strengthen
their links with these International Research Centres and with the
National Agricultural Research Centres in developing countries.
With respect to the improvement of the productivity and copetitive-
ness with rthetics of non- food vgri cultural and forestry products,
research and technological assistance should be co-ordinated and
financed through an appropriate mechanism." 2/

3. The U.S. proposal was apparently the result of the work of the
Policy Planning Staff of the State Department, assisted by the research
capability of the Office of the Science Advisor to the President. The
principal work in this latter office was done by Victor Radcliffe and
the proposal was first reviewed by Under Secretary Robinson of the State
Department and subsequently submitted to Mr. Parker, Administrator of
USAID, who ultimately supported and elaborated on the proposal. Chuck
Frank of the Policy Planning Staff of Sta te Department was the principal
conduit through which proposals were ultimately made and included in the
drafts of the Secretary's speech, the priary reponsibility being with
Under Secretary Robinson.

4.. The final drafts of the speech were submitted to the interdepart-
mental Committee on Economilc Policy which includes representatives of
interalia State, USAID, Treasury, and Coamerce. Apparently, there was no
direct involvement of USDA in this proposal although they perhaps had an
input through the review made by USAID. There is concern in the US Govern-
ment over the possible negative reaction by US cotton interests, although
the USDA apparently did not have the opportunity to indicate this concern
directly.

The rationale behind the recommendation is concisely laid out in
a draft paper prepared by Radcliffe entitled, "Additional Notes Concerning
the Pronosed U.S. initiative in the Natural Products Field", a ecoy of which
is attached. The pol-tical background of the proposal seems to have a
strong link to the LDCs proposal for new systems for stabilizing earnings
from their commodity exports by the Dakar, UNCTAD and Commonwealth Ministers
Meetings and more significantly the Lome Meeting in February 1970 between
the European committees and 06 African, Caribbean and Pacific countries.

2/ - Ad Hoc Committee of the Seventh Special Session, Agenda item 7,
Paragraph 7 of "Draft Proposal submitted by the Chairman in the light of
informal meetings and consultations. Addendum. V. Food and Agriculture.
(I am advised that the final resolution contains identical language.)
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6. cTe U.6. positlou unti1 rcAutiv hd been. apw!nor inclusion of
comodity discussiovn with those on enier ai m generally against any
1arket intervention in this field. owh t .. 4 a socwhat modified
its position in proposing a Commission on Ra4 aterials for the next pas
of the dialogue between oil producers an consucers. \p reutly, it is
tAe v.S.'s position to promote world stabiliy thron ichaniasms to sustain
rares of LDC developent but to do io witK Mniiu. &ari:ein linterferences.
Apparently, the coa.o ities with uich tM? olicy is concerned not only
include the fuel and non-fi uelnural at rh "natural products" 'hich r
svinificaut export ites i several countrie:, (There is still no settli
reneric term for the commod ities which have nee variously referred to as
natural products, non-food agricultural products, and rene &,le resources.
iihese enerally include plant fibres and oil, tropical woods, natural rubber
and animal products such as hides, leather and wool.)

7. As to the need - the proponents of the proposal argue t at a
special effort is required on the foltowin -;rounda-

(a) many countre are heavily dependent on thse comodities
for a large percentage of their export earnings;

(b) these cormodities have suffered From strong competition
from synthetics - often petroleum based;

(c) these commodities are not now receiving the research
attention from private sector sources that once was the case; and

(d) tere is the potntial for substantial gains fro; research
efforts not only In production but also in processing and marketing
which can produce substaitial incremental benefits; and

(e) from the I S. s viewpoint, that consirable political impact
could be ade with r:tively little aid o iture.

8. As to the cechanism, I.e -uestion s still ide open; neither the
Secretary's speech nor the U.,. resolution a ay su ggetions of the
mechanism. Howv er, te backgroun information contains continued reference
to the CGIAR which has gained a very favorai internationaI recognition as a
workable mechanira. I the paor prepae v dcliffe, it is proposed that
an "unbrella organizatio b se up a Aalgous in financial and research
oranization to the CnlA. However, there appears to be a presumption that there

Ill ne. to be an oganization ecase (a) Cdln ha devoted its priorities
exclusively r fond crops and that effort abould nor be diluted; (b) research
in natural producrs fil emnpaiz cstronvy the processing, market in and
utilization of thcs products, unliVa CCIA> Yich aims only at production; and
(c) svoe of rhe Zlvant r eorh acti vio are new and r.ay be supported in
industrialized cot-roe n weil as in DC
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Eank Posi tion
The Agricultural a;n ura t vlpment Departent believes tat

he stated pre-ises are wron rea rding h nee for adde'd iternational
financial resources fAr research and the need to create an umbrella orpanization
for xchanging information on agricultural research on non- food crops. It is
our view hat there is a considerabl amount of highly successful research
now bein undertaken in major nonf ood crops. Thin applies particularly to the
beveragws, cocoa, coffee and tea. We believe that the coffee research In
Colombia and Brazil is of oustandin quality. Siilarly, we believe the
research work being undertaken on tea in East Africa and South Asia is of iKh
quality.

I0. The picture on the fibers is somewhat mixed. We believe that the
work on cotton, especially in the United States, has helped to spread cotton
production througout the world an to raise productivity in the U.S. an

swher . Th is also very good work being done in t Sudan and elsewhere.
Te quality of research on iemp, kenaf, and sisal remaisr problematic. The work

an oil pal is of t highest quality, spei ally in West Arica aud latterly in
lalaysia. There is also no questOn thar it is only the very eective work under-
taken in Malaysia hich has enabled natural rubber to remain co mptitive over the
last two decades.

11. Generally, work on non- ood mxort crops has been ll funded
fukting has often been through a apart lev or ;o e form of cess. In addition,
to anny instances., x orrers t'elveq hav cod Iad to finanen renearch, le
our view, finance er is not ce sarily a 1i20riu factor ow requarch the
self-f inancing eev.lt in non food crops .3l4 explain .my ther Is such a good
basis for resarch in thes comodities. In this re.;pr there is a vast
diiference between the n sItion vis-a -vis food crops and non food crops and helps
ex;plain wny the "GU vas essential to fill a vacuum tnat does not exist for
commercial crops.

12. In the l igt of t. above, we believe that the position already taken
by TAC, naMely that priority must Le given to supporting research into food crops
through Ithe CGA, is the correct one.

13. w do not see any need for financing a large-scale effort in non-food
crops - we do not believe that money is the lititing factor for research on tese
crops. It may well be that there is ced for a iproved system for exchanging
information on non-food crops, even thou7 ,osr conodity groups have their awn
umbrella organizarion and most of tm hav active programs for exchanging notes
and diss.Lnating information.
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14. Our tentative recommendation is that ue continue with our
current policy placing our major emphasis in our association with C IA2.
We believe that we should increase our support for food crops b fore we
divert resources for non-food crops; the food problem will be with us for
many years and we need greater efforts in this aren. While we do not believe
that the Bank should becomie involved in international research efforts regarding
non-food crops, we do believe that, where appropriate, we finance research on
these crops in our general pronramis of support for national systems. Finally,
we believe that if there is to be an organized exchange of information on
research in non-food crops then this can best be done by FAO throuzb the Aris
or some similar information system.

15. We su est that we check our views with TAC, AC), tie Foundations
and others befoce submitting a final recommendation.

cc: Messrs. Lejeune
Weiss
Darnell
Fransen

"Yudelman: sj



Ambassador E. Martin September 29, 1975

R. Picciotto

Incentives to Farmers

The statement on p. 37 of the Bank's Annual Report ("The short-
comings in agriculture development in South Asia are generally not a matter
of ... lack of farmer motivation") should not be read as a blanket endorse-
ment of pricing policies pursued by Governments in South Asia. We certain-
ly did not mean to underrate the importance of price, tax and similar
policies of interest to the CGFPI. We were simply trying to say that
Asian farmers, including small farmers, are less tradition bound and more
enterprising than they are generally given credit for. And we were
emphasizing water control, inputs and supporting services (including market-
ing systems) as key constraints to agriculture development.

The importance of adequate price incentives is a recurrent theme
of Bank Group agriculture sector studies. Within South Asia the issue is
particularly crucial in Burma and Nepal which enjoy a grain surplus. In
all countries of the Region the issue has been complicated by the political
short-run imperative to procure sufficient grain at reasonable prices to
feed public distribution systems in the cities--a difficult task given the
worldwide food shortage.

RPicciotto/eta

cc. (w/incoming): essrs. Weiner
van der Mieer
Yudelman
Gilmartin
Kavalsky
Parsons
Pranich
Spall
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION P CONSRUCTION ND DEVELOPMENT COPORAT O N

OFFIG MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert Picciotto DATE: September 25, 1975

FROM: Edwin M. Martin

SUBJECT: Incent'vs to Farmers Ir South Asia

The CGFPI is expected to discuss the impact of developing country

price, tax and similar policies on the desir and capacity of farmers

to use increased investment to increase yields. Should we assume from

the statement on p37 of the Bank's annual report that in South Asia there

is no "lack of farmer motivation" that the policies of those governmots

have given farmers all necessary incentives?

44



1Mr. Warren C. Baum September 18, 1975

Montague Yudelman

Poverty Alleviation: Operational Objectives and onitoring -
Comments on the Ahluwalia/Duloy Memorandum

_________ of August______19_

1. 1 attach a considered and thoughtful response to the above
memorandum prepared in the Rural Development Division.

2. I would like to add two comments which relate to the statement in
the memorandum that our actions are not consistent with our public stance
on rural poverty and equity;

(M) The authors of this memorandum do not seem to appreciate
that the stated Bank policy for the rural areas includes raising
productivity of those outside the target groups; this helps explain why
we have suggested that half the lending in agriculture be for rural

development as we have defined it. (Furthermore, we took into account
absorptive capacity; we feel that a program of $3.5 billion for rural
development was about all we could handle in 5 years.]

(ii) I know of no project that can claim to provide exclusively
and solely for the absolute poor. Our experience in area projects. irrigation
projects, and credit projects indicates that the beneficiaries iave a fairly
wide spectrum of incomes; frequently the bulk of the beneficiaries may be in
the bottom 40%, but very often many of the beneficiaries will lie between the
bottom 40% and 60% of the income range. I consider raising the productivity

of the poor to be important; I'm not sure that too much is to be gained by

arguing about whether they are poor or very poor. Thus, the point about a
precise limit for cutting off target increases and its effects on income
distribution IS not very helpful.

3. In the light of the above, I would hesitate to encourage refinement
that adds nothing to our operational procedures. The data base in rural
areas is so problematic that I believe little would be gained if, as a result

of major research efforts, we concluded the target income group in rural areas

had incomes of(±) 10% our current crude estimates.

Attach.

MYudelman:sj

cc: Messrs. Chenery

Stern
van der Tak
Jaycox
Leiserson
DPS Directors (Ul Hak, Tims, Gulhati, Duloy, Muller)
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iNTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. T. J. Goering DATE: September 12, 1975

FROM: J. C. Collins

SUBJECT: Land Settlemen sPaper (Frst Draft)

1. I would first of all like to congratulate the authors on what I
consider to be an excellent paper. It provides a concise review of past
experiences in land settlement, develops logical conclusions and, unlike
some attempts to define Bank Policy, comes up with clear unambiguous recorm-
mendations.

2. In regard to the recommendations, I am in full agreement. Par-
ticularly I support requirements that land settlement projects should:

(a) be economically viable;

(b) have a low cost per family in order to achieve the
maximum income distribution affect with budgetary
constraints;

(c) have a simple agricultural production pattern at
least in the early years;

(d) have minimal social infrastructures until the
settlers can undertake self-help type improvements;

(e) limit housing assistance to credit for materials
(preferably in Kind);

(f) include where shown to be necessary, a degree of
subsidy as a means of assisting low income settler
families; and

(g) have an effective management organization.

These are all criteria which I and my study team had inX mind when preparing
the Alto Turi Project in 1970-71 before I joined the Bank. I think the,
reason that project has not been very successful is partly the result of
SilDENE's bureaucratic management but more basically, Government's lack of
complete commitment to the low cost approach of Alto Turi as opposed to the
much more costly Altamiera Settlement operation. These factors gave rise to
initial delays which resulted in the spontaneous settlers moving in before
the project was ready to receive them. I would suggest that your paper
recommend:

(a) a requirement for clear Governent commitment to the
low cost approach, where this is advocated, as a
condition of' Bank participation; and

(b) in circumt -nceswhen rai spon aeou settement
is ki plc e nee or vii-
tation of area surveys and division into lots in



Mr. T. J. Goering - 2 - September 12, 1975

order to avoid a later problem of haphazard holding
distribution and the possible need to resettle families
should the density of families in a given area be too
great .to ensure continuous viable holdings.

3. Apart from the above suggestions, I have the following comments on
various points in the text:

(a) Page 15e para 6: The impression is that the increase
in "cropped area" was largely due to settlement and
extension of cultivated areas. I suggest an appre-
ciable increase in cropped area arose through reduc-
tion of fallows in crop rotations (the fallow would
probably not be included in Government "cropped land"
statistics).

(b) Page 30, para h: I think the decision on which of the
two goals is more important can only be decided in the
context of individual country and project conditions.
I think intensive development of new lands when econom-
ically justified is acceptable but the project becomes
an "agricultural" type project with settlement merely
one of the requirements for success. The second
socially oriented approach is a true "settlement"
project in which agricultural production is merely a
tool to sustain the settlement as a stable community.

(c) Page 49,jpara 48 (and elsewhere): A considerable
point is made of the likely continued rural-urban
migration problem. I agree on the desirability of
some off-farm employment opportunities but as in Iural
Development generally; there seems to be rather a
limited scope for rural industry outside the immediately
agriculture related supply and processing fields. I
am therefore doubtful if efforts in this direction will
be very fruitful. I do feel however, that energy shortage
effects could by the Year 2000 have resulted in such a '
deterioration in the way of life in the cities that there
will be an appreciable recognition of the benefits of
rural living.

(d) Page 52, para 3: While nuclear settlements facilitate
provision of water supplies, power and other infra-
structure, there is often a preference for on-farm
housing. Furthermore, particularly where livestock are
concerned it is preferable for the farmer to live close
to his animals to ensure their well being. Living on
the farm also provides some safeguard against animal
damage to and theft of crops. I am not convinced we
should make such a strong case for nucleus settlemient
which unless carefully regulated could become rural slums.



Mr. T. J. Goering - 3 - September 12, 1975

(e) Page h5, para 56 and footnote 2: I do not consider
trickle irrigation to be the answer. High energy costs
in future may make it prohibitively expensive, it re-
quires. constant maintenance and supervision and its use
under arid conditions entails a considerable risk of
salinity buildup unless the user has considerable irri-
gation and soil management skill.

t

(f) Page 67 end of para 11 and elsewhere: In discussion of
disease control and environmental factors, I would like
to draw attention to the very considerable risk of in-
creasing water associated diseases such as Schistosomiasis
when irrigation facilities are expanded for use by low
income, often illiterate settlers. This risk should be
taken into account and the high costs of maintaining
control would probably make traditional irrigation un-
attractive when compared with rainfed development.

4. I would also draw your attention to the following errors:

Page 50, para 50, line 11 - "two two-thirds" should be
"two-thirds

Page 60, para 8, line 4 - "rize" should be "rice"

Page 67, para 12 - Period 1970 to 1975 referred
to in first sentence is not
a 15 year period as stated in
second sentence

- Line 6: "4-5 ha annually" should
be 4-5 m ha annually"

cc: Messrs. Haynes, Le Moigne, ffrench-Mullen

JCCollins:ls



Messrs. A. Egbert andH. Kim, AGPRD September 9, 1975

Michael J. McGarry, Acting Chief, LCPA2A

A computer system for agriculture and rural
development project appraisal

1. I have now reviewed the document entitled "A Proposed System for
Data Processing and Analysis of Agriculture and Rural Development Projects"
and on the whole I believe that it gives the outlines of what the Bank needs
at this time to mechanize its appraisal work. Listed below are some general
comments.

2. In the introduction I think the attempt to make it appear that the
proposed system would do anything more than add speed and accuracy is mis-
leading. On appraisal missions that I was on I could equally state: ... The
core of the project analysis is the farm, its performance, and its develop-
ment. Emphasis is given to farm's financial and economic viabilities. The
impact of the project on farms is directly reflected in project benefit and
cost streams. We assume that the sum of all farms constitute the project area;
and that the sum of the net farm benefit forms the major part of project
benefits. The delay of the project would postpone farm development and conse-
quently lower the project benefits... We always took phasing into account
both on the individual farm and in the project area as a whole. Otherwise how
could we have arrived at project aggregates that reflected the time value of
money? Maybe there are instances where this was not done but your introduction
makes it appear that your system is going to do something new in this respect
which I do not think is true.

3. In Chapter II I have no problem with the general approach which
reflects present practice in project appraisal. I am curious though as to why
"Net Present Values" are to be added? If one were deciding between many
possible projects, then "net present values" would help to rank projects but
surely this is appropriate only in the identification/preparation stage and
adds virtually nothing to the analysis at the stage where the Bank is apprais-
ing and merely assuring itself that this project is economically justified.
This assurance can be obtained quite adequately from rate of return analysis.
My concern is that everytime we add something new it means more time devoted
to appraisal, when already we are spending too much. I am worried about all
the memos that will be generated by the issue of the opportunity cost of
capital. At least rates of return analysis keeps this ticklish issue in the
background.

4. I feel it is crucial to the usefulness of the whole approach that
the crop and livestock budget preparation be mechanized. If this is not done
then we will be deprived of one of the real advantages of the whole approach,
namely the ability to do sensitivity analysis on technical coefficients in a
speedy manner. This is an area that is in need of much attention at present.
My worry comes from the apparent decision not to build a livestock budget
program at this time.
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5. The assumption on page 18 that prices will be the same between farms

is unrealistic especially for sector wide credit projects in countries such as

Mexico and Colombia.

6. I have many problems and questions regarding the cash-flow analysis.

While the basic concept that cash flows should be in current terms is of course

correct, it may not always be meaningful to do so as for example if inflation

is in the 100% p.a. bracket and fluctuating (Chile, Uruguay, Argentina, etc.).

How should such cases be handled? On a more controversial point, should cash

flows at the farm budget level be done for the farm (firm, corporation) or for

the farm family? This subject is worth a little thought I think. Personally,

I think on balance I would prefer to see it done for the farm. This way the

whole subject of estimating non farm income and debt for an average farmer is

avoided, and anyway it is not a fruitful exercise. Another basic function that

cash flows must serve is to help determine the appropriate terms for the loan

i.e. length of grace period, etc. Is there anything in the intented program to

solve this?

7. Is it always appropriate, as is indicated, for crop costs and benefits

to appear in the crop year to which they apply? Maybe the log between costs

and benefits within the year could be better reflected for purposes of rate of

return analysis by having no benefits appearing in spy year one? I just want

to raise this matter with you and hopefully we can explore it more fully at

another time.

cc: Messrs. Blaxall, Goffin, Haasjes, Greening and Kirpich.

MJMcGarry/nr
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ChieL, vu Ddevelopznt Division.
Vincent E. Mcoad, Cnultant.

klot on "Croi and Ivos)ockc iguaee ; id_ to .povg a ~ lopment

1. I wish to stat, a appriation !or the opportunity to carr
out this study. ver the period of its preparation, I have coum to fel
quite stronlglj that, in spite of 1any difIculties, agricultural insurance
is a viable aternative to ad hoc Aovermnt support in the face of
catastrophic situations as wen as a technique in efffecting production
chaGs.

2. As this repor t is read, ad as the Bank considers the merits of
incorporating insurance into its agicultura.l lndin activities, it is
import that continued investi tion should be carried out to look at
other urqeriences in dealing with crops other than those dit with in
this rt. It igt be useful to dociuet the incidence. of livestock,
au machnery and fishing boats and equipment insurance - all areas of

concern - in promoting innovative agricultural programs. The efffort o17
'ollw-upto this report should be on a permanent basis. A staff r
should :onitor activities in this area on a rear-round basis.* It :ui4t
also be appropriate for a perrnent questionnaire - eneral en; to be
used in any country - which could be used by survey or idenitiication
missions to be dwveloped and used as a means of determini the level
of existin pro or the lve of interest in instituting such
progams.

3. The ank'sa role in suport of such progmas could roceed in
the ol.lowing areaa. From a short-run point of 'vew, it can assist

developu countries ih insuranco progra by providing techmical
assistance in the or of insurance specialists to advise and train
ocal sta in bette carrig out their responsibilities. Or, it

can provide opportunities o local taff persounel to travel to soime
o e develed countries e.g., Japn, Canda, United States with
suceassul roraa to stud alternative approachas to their prograns.
In its more lnterm approach however, the Bank's approach should be

na lows:

(a) Usi its economic or idetification missions
to determine the easibilit -of such a program
in agricul.tura~l ledin g

(b) Pro'iding insurance specialists on loan to such
a country and/or edcational opportunities for
local oalcials once there is mutual agremet
to incorprate insurance iato planned projects;
and,

(c) Providirn credit, rangi uto20 percent off
hp or aicultural production

dare it has been eablished that the basic
inrastructure is pres t.



fr, Liri cristofrwe 2 - repto.r 4, 1975~

4. t inert in this area coniasa. I ll be a p to
avail aqaelf for futur a asa nts in this area, or Ws other, for
period Ainah Is mutual; a It i iy belef tIat a Seminar

disneon an the sabole questin of agiutrlinuanne incorporatinv
tie Department of Agorioalure and Idar=1 Developmnt and intereted
perons for the related project divisions wuald be &n appropriate
setti forlqs or isudertn ini
paper. I vill be prepared tob avaiL Ahl aat a natuall agreeble
tIme to- disOCUss tie conatenta o this p4ar.

I.J. Davia

AI..Kltlk



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Agricultural Projects Staff DATE: September 3, 1975

FROM: M. Yudelmana

SUBJECT: SEMINA l Directions in Crop Production Research:
Carbon and Nitrogen Inputs

Dr. Ralph Hardy, Associate Research Director for the Du Pont
corporation (E.I, du Pont De Nemours & Company) will lead a discussion

t the Bank on "New Directions in Cro. Production Researcht Carbon and
Nitrogen Inputs". All interested staff rembers are invited to attend.

Place: D.556

Time: 3.30 p.m. Wednesday, September 17, 1975.

Please indicate your intention to attend to Moreen Tolerton
Ext. 3695.

cc: R. Picciotto H. Vergin P. Gittinger
D. Haynes J. Blaxall C. Weiss
J. Hendry R. Rowe

GFDonaldson:mt



irradiance. The efficiency of light en-
ergy conversion, expressed as the
amount of CO2 absorbed per quantum
of energy absorbed, or as calories of
carbohydrate produced per calorie of
incident visible irradiation, is about 12

eving the Effie !y o percent at these low irradiances. Net

CO2 assimilation is very slow here, and
2 it increases greatly as the light in-

tensity is increased until saturation is
reached at 25 percent of full sunlight

The opportunity exists to increase crop productivity (except in the most efficient photo-
synthetic species, such as maize, where

by regulating wasteful respiratory processes. saturation is not attained). The effi-
ciency of light energy conversion, how-
ever, decreases with increasing irradi-
ance. Thus the maximal daily efficiency
of light energy conversion in a field of
maize approached only 3 percent, if
one neglects respiratory losses (5).

"It is the business of agriculture to for respiratory losses. Large increases Photochemical efficiency is therefore
collect and store solar energy as food in yields should be obtainable by ex- not directly related to net CO2 assimi-
energy in plant an nimal products." ploiting this knowledge; it should be lation rates; on the contrary, the rate
This definition of agriculture comes possible to diminish wasteful respira- of CO 2 assimilation increases greatly
from a recent report on agricultural tory losses without our having to in- with increasing irradiation and dimin-
production efficiency (,), and it seems crease the inputs of cultural energy ishing photochemical efficiency. Since
most appropriate when one considers (3). These desirable characteristics can there is already a wide difference in the
that 90 to 95 percen f the dry weight probably be incorporated into plants efficiency of CO2 uptake between spe-
of plants is d iv from photosyn- most easily by utilizing the recent tech- cies with presumably similar photo-
thetically fixed CO, Photosynthesis niques of somatic cell genetics in which chemical efficiencies, as discussed be-
converts electromagnetic energy pres- tissue cultures are used (4), as dis- low, I conclude that there is ample
ent in the visible portion of sunlight cussed later herein and by Carlson and opportunity for achieving large in-
into the chemical energy needed by Polacco (4a). creases in CO2 fixation without affect-
green leaves to reduce CO 2 and syn- ing the photochemical efficiency.
thesize our food materials. The prac- Rates of photosynthetic electron
tice of agriculture also requires expendi- Effect of Photochemical Efficiency transport may control photosynthesis
tures of cultural energy in the form of and Irradiance on Photosynthesis under some conditions. In experiments
labor, fuel, tractors, fertilizers, and with isolated chloroplasts a faster CO2
pesticides. The amount of cultural en- Photosynthesis takes place in the fixation was obtained by increasing
ergy expended by modern agriculture chloroplasts, and the overall process photosynthetic electron transport with
to obtain food calories varies greatly can be described by the equation: inhibitors of photophosphorylation (6),
from crop to crop (2). Some forms but it is still uncertain whether elec-
of cultural energy are already or may CO. + 2,0 light -- (Cl 2 ) + o + tron transport is limiting in leaves. Fur-
soon become short supply, but sun- 112 kcal/-aom (of ther evidence that neither the enzy-
light and C02, the mnost important in- The photochemical energy is used in matic rates of carboxylation nor the
gredients in the energy conversion in the first stage to remove electrons from photochemistry limit photosynthesis at
agriculture, are freely available in vast water and produce 02 and a weak re- high light intensities in leaves is de-
and statistically predictable quantities. ductant. A second photoact is involved rived from an evaluation of the magni-
They are delivered to field plants with- in the further transport of electrons to tude of the various diffusive resistances
out transportation costs of any kind, nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phos- during transport of CO 2 from the
and we need have no fear of running phate (NADP); the reducing power, atmosphere to the chloroplast (3).
short of either of them. ultimately in the form of NADPH, to- Nevertheless, the total irradiation

Basic research in photosynthesis, gether with adenosine triphosphate available for photosynthesis and the
especially during the last decade, has (ATP) produced by photophosphoryla- duration of photosynthesis are un-
revealed a number of possible ap- tion during electron transport, is used doubtedly important factors determin-
proaches toward increasing the effi- to reduce CO2 to the level of carbo- ing final plant productivity. Hence
ciency of CO2 assimilation by crops. hydrate (CH 2O)- productivity can be increased by plant-
Efficiency is defined here as the rate of Experiments on the effect of irradi- ing- varieties that have rapid rates of

-net CO2 uptake per unit of leaf area ance on CO2 assimilation in leaves of leaf area expansion, by the use of
or per unit of ground area uncorrected many species show that at low intensi- closer plant spacings to capture more

ties (less than 3 percent of full sun- sunlight, and by breeding for plants
The author is head of the Department of Bio- light) photosynthesis is linear with ir- whose leaves have more erect angles

chemistry at tL Conneticu AgrIcultural Experl- radiance (3); thus the photochemistry of elevation to absorb sunlight moremciii Station, ftsct Office Box 1106, Now Haven
06504. limits the photosynthetic rate at low effectively.
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The ijarvest ndex r - - ~V---- aes nphotosynthetically less efficient species
- such as spinach, tobacco, and hay (3).The harvest aex sSimilarly, the literature shows naximal

of the aerial dry weg a com grain growth rates (grams of dry weight pro-
provides useful f'ood matera, such as duced per square meter of land per
grain or seed. The inde s erefo day) are about 50 for maize, sugar-
a measure of how the procts of cane, sorghum, and millet; various
photosynthesis are pariond s other crops with slower rates of net
can vary from as litPe as 23 photosynthesis such as rice, sugar beet,
to as much as 67 puce soybeans and alfalfa have values from 17 to 36
Primitive agriculturaL (3).
advertently selected for a er The average yields of maize grain
vest index when t y se - Lw ' L ' and soybeans (a C4 and a Ca species,
seed for plantin respectively) over a period of more
ir the United States e than 23 years in the United States areopen-pollinated to hyb ar o ig Avrag yiels p acre of rize compared in Fig. .h
maize also resul ' grain and soybeans la Ahe United States nompal ly ip. cros, et etsic ha950s ind ()r standard bushe: icall important crops, yet net

theoarvstrndex m r w 6pounds, and a photosynthesis n maize is at least twice
cent (7). Even in race-. e, e har- standarshe ' soybeans weigs 60 as fast as in soybean leaves at highvest index of difer c v eo. (One on of maize grain per irradiance. Average maize yields havefoun to ifie gra acr a most quivlentto 2 kilogram .found to differ gra e more than tripled in 20 years sincewheat it ranged fro 2 6 eren 1950 while soybean yields have in-while the most eecer g o creased only about 20 percent. Thephotosynthate into foo!h ities Some aspects ofte comparative bio- maize grain yields are now three times

dry bean, where r c o the. C, and C, species as greater than soybeans because maize
percent. mpry glycolic varieties that could utilize nitrogendax will continue ws nd espcialy hoto fertilization were bred; presumably

goalorespirau a disc later in thi such varieties would maintain high
gists, especially as e photosynthetic rates during the grain-thetic CO. assimilatio Since CO2 fixation rovides so much filling period. Soybeans, on the other

of thedrhy weght, of plants, it is not hand, do not respond positively to
surprising thau ,res of net CO2 fixa- nitrogen fertilization (they fix nitrogen
ton by leaves are wel correlated with from the air) Even the best technology

-Photosynthesis and Pmk lant producy. Estimates of the applied to soybean cultivation does not
average crop growth rate (dry weight result in greater yields because the low

Loeaves of efficient areter of land per rate of net photosynthesis in these
as maize, sugarcane, an week) in the Uni:ed States for maize plants has undoubtedly provided a
rapid rates of net CO12 a at siage, soighum silage, and sugarcane biologica oarier. This barrier in soy-
high irradiance in nor show that these species have two to bean and many other crops is largely35°C (42 to 85 milligra three times the crop growth rate of explained by the process of photo-
square decimeter of lea . respiration.

). These species asi
aspartate (4-carnou Table L T. ha vest index of some crop

the first detectable proAs species. The harvest idex i the percentage of The Characterisics ci Pioiorespiration
is supplied (8), heae total aeriadry weight at maturiy that repre-

come known as thr -ei ii e rse)
Considerable experimental evidence

of most other crop sindicates that a large part of the dif-
exceptions, assimia Cop ange, Ref- ferences in net photosynthesis between
about one half or less o C ecies. Aev es erence the efficient and less efficient species
The first product fom -- results from the release of photorespi-
the less efficient specis s Efficient photosynthetic species fc) ratory C 2 which occurs rapidly (three

Maizei open ratory COihcsocr aay(heglyceric acid whicis tsze Maize, open to five times faster than "dark" respira-Z.pollinated, 
rsiathe operation of the ClL 1920-1926 24 (7) tion) only in the less efficient species.

way (9). These-species L Maize, hybrids, The losses of carbon by photorespira-
Cs species Maize, hbds 42 (5) tion are derived from recently fixed

The maximal rate of p tosyntesis Sorghum 41 40 to 41 (54) photosynthetic compounds, and the pro-
(CO 2 uptake at saturatine CO> con R Other grm species (C,)

Rice 51 43 t 57 (55) cess therefore seems wasteful. Hence,centration and high irradiance) is only Barley 48 35 io 52 (56) the slowing of photorespiration by bio-
slightly faster in maize ian i obacco Oat 41 (56) chemical or genetic means would beleaves (3), indicating greatly Wheat 39 23 to 37 (57) expected to bring about large increasesdifferent photosynthetic capacity is not Rye 27 27 to 29 (56) in net photosynthesis and yield.
responsible for the large differences in Leguminous species (C,) "Photorespiration" refers to the respi-
net photosynthesis in normal air usu- Dry bean 59 53 to 67 (58) ration (usually the CO 2 evolution) in
ally observed between Ca ad C. plants. Soybean 32 29 to 36 (59) photosynthetic tissues that is specifically
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associated with substrates produced tion when the CO 2 concentration is in- during photosynthesis; the rate of CG2
during photosynthesis. Photorespira- creased above about 2000 ppm; and relcased in COj2ree air (wh or with-
tion was ifrst used in its current mean- (iv) a strong temperature depen6ence. out iabeled tissues); the CO2 corn-

.ng oy Decker ar!d T1 in 1959 (10) Mora direct e-vidence of the involve- Aesao in ; and the short tne of
to account :or their observation thai ment of glycolic acid comes from mea- upta (arroxiately 15 seconds) of

heaves of many species exhibited a post- surement of 14C0 2 output from 1 4C- CO2 miu 2CO2 when both are sup-
ilumination outburs of CO2, which labeled glycolate, and the use of in- pidci together.

they correctly a riuted to the over- hibitors of glycolate synthesis and oxi- Varous assay: show that photo-
shoot of a faste for a of respiration daion, an6 from kinetic experiments resiratio rin the less efficiemt plhoto-
h occurred od4 the light. At wii "C . yhetc pececurs a, ras ( ast
a.eo . tat time, biocher'cedevidence r uptak a

w so accurmlat tt glycolic 2), w ecre detectable in the
a an earl .i of pho<tosyn. Th Mesee alMged of efl7ciense seasmie 'c

.. eJ23. 2.), wa reIomre oy a . espa aiL or wn biochemical.
-a enzyme, ,lcs oxn ase and that inito ' yoi c acid synthesi

h ate of glycoic acid ynhesis could Al assays of potorespiration under- (o ncse
sustain a rapid r-espirae i illumi- estirnate ts magnitude because the mrnea-

ed v 2 o well estab- surements a ne made in the -o . s r hotoresp
lihdthat dyci acdisapimary bient atmosphere surrouadia - i r U, a ma0z. T the nag

ma-7~p noL
so' tzae & ho's:: rao, ad that luI (C e'm.i ra:Cuo ,.'.,

he snthess ' gyco' aci and its ingf photorespiration,.. as t.. Eni.
furner oxidatioJ io C.. tions, have been dscussed lsewhere

potorespirato acr -colic acid (3, 13). Such assays ircue the oI-
mnetabolism have a umr o &charac- lowim ieasurer.ents: pa ofe e

AA mhreco e1chmialmehais.eristis i cor rno: (i) an enhanced2 "2 the exteat of the inhoibition of -a scds'
ratof phoicrespiran and increased ne. CC' upake uo rsing .e 02

syntnesis and oxidw L g coiuc acid conceraio n - . atmo.sere; Ce
with wereasmr a carentrauons in ostibummaon 0 ouourst; extrapo- s

t amosaere; (; rlar depen- lation of the curve of C., concentra- r ao r mvg 2.....

Lence. o. .. e.. a a require- tion agains no' photosynthesis to
me n:or actively synth..esizing 'is- "zero" Cg2 ; dilution of Ie '02 spe-

su :; rn; a relativo macndence on cific radioactivity m e arabnt atmo- n
ia.. syrni yo aciod noca. e-

zero and sphere a close. syste.; aiscnnna-h
3002 p.art p er millo. (rn) and inhibi- don against C2Q as psed to . C12e2 u ' a I1phospaat

Tabe2. Minma rat -o espiration in soybean, sunower, sugar bTn, tobacco, and a y cal gly-
mrdze (13). The vahest ae minimal and are underestimates becase p:hotorespiratio is c0 a wa to be no 1? an

ass.aed undoer conditins ohih light intensity where the mair fLux o the gas (C~r or Gy O 4 e se CO2 soc
is in the opp~osite direcL aon

Net photo- Photo- h d.en assays,
Temper- synthesis in respiration '' . Ae .pds ad in man ar

d tf say -ture normal ULr . ec: ntA
(0C) (mns CO,/ ' photo- 4 n° tnsaa prent of. th CC

dm5 /hour) synthesis) assirate - . se ind measured

Soybean dr prto and t stsi
CC releaese, COrfree 26 35; . (6a0) cons'w eiochemica. soceme

Poimmnastion Cl), oats 25; 1x' 75o 'd 61)
C release, CCI5free i 0104 (62) pr ,se. acu cdi synthe

Sunplower sie sucen rad y i Ca5 spcies,
Shorsme uptake, "COC7, 0po m rmo rs

iu CO2525 2) (63):. ;'nofrs
"C, releasre, Corfree .: 25 28 27 (64) weig. .a no . ), (0 account for

Sugar beet te
COs release, COrtree ar 25 2 7 (65)
CO. release, C02rfree air 25 26 40 (62)

Crlease, CO,fre : 25 oac 11 5 (.;6) I. .,t.'. NjOi m'

sy ~besis to "zero" 25 14 25 (617) Th 0eo yolic acid synthesis,
Po t7'asiation COE bun. 26 17 45 (63) . 0~ ' .

PoflnnationCaou 34 15 6) (68) whic ocus Iey mn eaf coo-
Maize plasts, U .s ro .l the most important

CGr r:ease: or pasSd facto.r , conto n htsorespiration, but
:houg aa 30 (67) - -

.2O ease, COr-free air 35 50 (62) not an of m oseemcal reactions ne-

u~re31 12 (70) spo ilefo 2h synthesis of the gly-
* Rsults are the mean v.,als of 20 varieties recalculated by the athors consuidering the effects O .9 Ni .ts ntaeti

or internat dasve resisten tissua m e wored out. A num-
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ber of reactions are known that pro- light in the presence of a transketolase A direct but still undefined carboxy-
duce glycolic acid (Fig. 2), and at substrate, such as ribulose 5-phosphate lation reaction may also produce gly-
least several of these may occur simul- or fructose 6-phosphate, together with colic acid (Fig. 2, reaction d). When

taneously. transketolase, NADP, and ferredoxin 14CO 2 and an inhibitor of glycolic acid

The important observation was re- (24) (Fig. 2, reaction b). An oxidant, oxidation were supplied together to it-

cently made (19, 20) that ribulose- presumably hydrogen peroxide, from luminated leaves, the accumulated gly-
1,5-diphosphate carboxylase, the en- the oxidation of reduced ferredoxin or colic acid carbon atoms had a specific

zyme primarily responsible for CO 2  NADPH was generated during illumi- radioactivity that was about 50 percent

uptake during photosynthesis, also cata- nation and produced glycolic acid from of that of the 24CO2 supplied and was

lyzes the reaction between the substrate "active glycolaldehyde" at maximal greater than that in the carboxyl-
and 02 to produce phosphoglycolic and rates about 10 percent of that needed carbon atom of phosphoglyceric acid

phosphoglyceric acids (Fig. 2, reaction for photorespiration. Additional sup- (27), the first product of photosynthesis.

a). The properties of the oxygenase port for the direct functioning of inter- This shows that glycolic acid is synthe-

reaction have much in common with mediates of the Calvin cycle in glycolic sized rather directly from fixed CO2-

the well-known inhibition of photo- acid biosynthesis comes from the dem- More recently, in studies with 14CO 2

synthetic CO 2 uptake by 02 (the War- onstration that two carbon fragments fixation in illuminated chloroplasts in

burg effect) (16, 17). Leaves contain from added ribose 5-phosphate and the absence of any inhibitors, Robin-

an active phosphoglycolate phosphatase fructose 1,6-diphosphate are directly son and Gibbs (25) found that the spe-
in their chloroplasts (21) that could incorporated into glycolic acid in iso- cific radioactivity of the carbon atoms

rapidly produce glycolic acid. Such ob- lated spinach chloroplasts (25). of [ 14C]glycolate was between 53 and

servations have led some investigators Active glyoxylate reductase enzymes 71 percent of the 14CO2 supplied. These

to conclude prematurely that the oxy- are known to occur in leaves (3) (Fig. experiments also indicate that a rather
genase reaction can account entirely 2, reaction c), and glyoxylate may be direct synthesis of glycolic acid from

for the synthesis of glycolic acid and available for glycolate formation from CO 2 is possible.
photorespiration. several pathways including the iso- Multiple pathways, including the re-

There are some difficulties in accept- citrate lyase reaction (26). The com- actions above, probably occur in the
ing the ribulose-1,5-diphosphate oxy- pound [2-1 4C]glyoxyiate is easily con- same tissue. For example, organic acids

genase reaction as the major pathway verted to [2-1 4C1glycolate by leaves, such as [2- 14C]acetate and [3-24C]pyru-
of glycolic acid synthesis in photosyn- and organic acids such as [3- 14C]pyru- vate were incorporated into [2-14C]gly-
thetic tissue. First, the rates of syn- vate are incorporated into [2-1 4C]gly- colate with a higher specific radioactivi-
thesis by this reaction with isolated colate in leaf tissues (18). Such obser- ty in maize than tobacco leaves, while
systems are generally far too slow to vations can be explained by the func- 14CO 2 incorporation into glycolate was
accommodate the minimal photorespi- tioning of the glyoxylate reductase re- much better in tobacco than in maize
ratory rates shown in Table 2. Second, action. (18). The addition of phosphoenolpyru-
in intact leaves in light there was a
rapid incorporation of 1802 into the
carboxyl groups of glycine and serine Biosynthesis of glycolic acid
(products of glycolic acid metabolism)
as expected (22). But even in an atmo- CH 2OP CH2OP Phosphatase CH2OH
sphere of 100 percent 02, which would I COOH COOH

greatly favor the oxygenase, the spe 2-Phosphoglycolic acid Glycolic acid
graty avrth oygnae te pe ) CHOH 0 2 +.

cific activity of incorporated 1802 was RuDP Carbox ylase
no greater than one third of that sup- IHOH (RuDP Oxygenase) COOH
plied, indicating that approximately one CH2OP HOH
third of the glycolate was produced by Ribulose-1,5-diphosphate H2OP
the oxygenase reaction in 100 percent 3-Phosphoglyceric acid
02 and two thirds by some other re-
action. Finally, the product of the oxy- 00 N-C-
genase reaction, phosphoglycolic acid, 2 I o 0 C2 2HH2C--CH-C C-_ - &OH
has not yet been shown to function as CH 2OH '
an important intermediate in vivo in CO ,, Glycolic acid

kinetic experiments with 14CO2 in either b) 1HOH A i

intact tissues or with isolated chloro- I Transketolase
plasts. From kinetic experiments in HOH CHO
which 14CO2 was used with Chlorella in CH2 OP CHOH

100 percent 02, it was concluded that Ribulose-5-phosphate CH2OP
about one third to one half of the Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate
glycolic acid produced could have
arisen from phosphoglycolic acid (23). c) CHO-COOH + NADH (NADPH) G lyoxylat H2 OH-COOH + NAD (NADP)

Presumably, an even smaller proportion Glyoxylic acid reductase Glycolic acid
of the glycolic acid would have come Light
from phosphoglycolic acid in normal d) 2 CO2  , CH 2OH-COOH
air than in 100 percent 02. Glycolic acid

Glycolic acid was synthesized in a Fig. 2. Multiple biochemical pathways for the synthesis of glycolic acid. The "active
reconstructed chloroplast system in the glycolaldehyde" shown in reaction b is 2-(a,p-dihydroxyethyl thiamine pyrophosphate).
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vate stimulated glycolate synthesis in isonicotinic acid hydrazide inhibits pho- percent of the normal rate of photo-
maize but not in tobacco. Eickcnbusch torespiration in tobacco leaves. This respiration, similar rates of dark res-
and Bcck (28) demonstrated the exist- occurs because the inhibitor blocks gly- piration, and an increased net pho-
ence of at least two kinds of reactions colic acid synthesis (18), but the effect tosynthesis of about 40 percent. Thus,
concerned with glycolic acid synthesis of this inhibitor on net photosynthesis differences in photorespiration un-
in isolated spinach chloroplasts. The has not been examined. doubtedly can occur within a species,
rate of one pathway was unchanged by Recently I found that glycidic acid, and innovative genetic methods may be
02 concentrations up to that in normal 2,3-epoxypropionic acid, an epoxide required to fix this characteristic in an
air, while the rate of the second path- similar in structure to glycolic acid, entire population.
way increased linearly when the 02 con- blocks glycolic acid synthesis and not
centration was raised above that in the glycolic acid oxidation in tobacco leaf
air. Based on changes in the specific tissue (14). Under conditions where Natural Regulation of Glycolic
radioactivity of various intermediates in glycolic acid synthesis and photorespira- Acid Synthesis In C4 Species
maize and sunflower leaves, Mahon et tion were slowed by about 50 percent
al. (29) also concluded that there are by the inhibitor, net photosynthetic CO2  Many investigations support the view
sources of carbon for glycolate syn- fixation was increased similarly, by that, in the leaves of C4 species, the
thesis besides the intermediates of the about 50 percent. The inhibitor also first carboxylation reaction occurs in
Calvin cycle. blocked glycolic acid synthesis in maize the mesophyll cells and that malate or

leaf, but had no effect on CO2 uptake aspartate is then transported to the spe-
in this tissue, presumably because maize cialized bundle sheath cells that sur-

Glycolic Acid Synthesis and already synthesizes so little glycolic round the vascular tissue in these spe-
Photorespiration within a Species acid. There was no effect of glycidic cies (8, 34). The 4-carbon compound is

acid on the isolated ribulose diphos- decarboxylated, and the released CO2
When illuminated leaf tissue of a phate carboxylase (oxygenase) reaction, is fixed once more by reactions associ-

species with rapid photorespiration is but the biochemical mechanism for in- ated with the Calvin cycle in the bundle
placed in a solution of a-hydroxysulfo- hibition by glycidic acid has not yet sheath cells. There are still a number
nate, glycolic acid oxidation is blocked been established. The use of this inhibi- of uncertainties and controversies about
and the glycolic acid accumulates at an tor has therefore confirmed in an inde- the Cj pathway (13), but one of its
initial rate (18) sufficient to account for pendent manner that slowing glycolic main features involves an increase in
the minimal rates of photorespiration acid synthesis can result in large in- CO2 concentration in the bundle sheath.
shown in Table 2. Under the same con- creases in net photosynthesis in an inef- cells.
ditions, however, maize leaf tissue syn- *ficient photosynthetic species. Hatch (35) calculated the sizes of the
thesizes glycolic acid at about one tenth Zelitch and Day (31) observed that pools of CO 2 and 4-carbon compounds
the rate in C8 species (14, 18). a yellow-leaved variety of tobacco (JWB in these two types of cells in maize leaf

A possible explanation for the slow mutant) had slower rates of net pho- from short-term labeling experiments
synthesis in C4 species is offered in the tosynthesis in normal air and a faster using 'CO 2 followed by 12CO2 on the
next section, but it appears that much photorespiration than its green-leaved assumption that the CO2 pool was re-
of the difference in net photosynthesis siblings (JWB wild).; Since JWB mu- stricted to the mesophyll or the bundle
between C8 and C4 species can be ex- tant plants were altered by a simple sheath compartment. In this way he es-
plained by the slow rate of glycolic genetic change (albeit with pleiotropic timated that the CO 2 concentration in
acid synthesis, and hence slower photo- effects in this case), this example dem- bundle sheath cells was five times great-
respiration, in the efficient photosyn- onstrated that genetic control was ca- er than in the other photosynthetic cells.
thetic species. Placing plants with rapid pable of regulating photorespiration High concentrations of CO 2 are known
photorespiration in atmospheres con- within a species. As predicted by our to inhibit glycolic acid synthesis (3),
taining less than 2 percent 02 or in ele- hypothesis, the variety with a slower and the site of glycolic acid formation
vated concentrations of CO2 (at least rate of photorespiration grew more in C4 species is believed to occur only
0.2 percent) decreases glycolic acid rapidly in a greenhouse environment., in the bundle sheath cells (34). Thus
synthesis, decreases photorespiration, Wilson (32) has observed variations species such as maize probably syn-
and increases the dry weight yield to a in photorespiration within populations thesize glycolate slowly because the
level similar to maize (3). It therefore of the grass species Lolium. We have anatomical and biochemical compart-
would seem most urgent to learn how described the results of pedigree selec- mentation of their specialized photosyn-
to diminish the rate of glycolate pro- tions on siblings of several generations thetic cells cooperate to create an in-
duction by biochemical or genetic means of normal-appearing tobacco plants hibitory environment.
in normal environments in tissues with (Havana Seed) with slower than usual The C4 species seem to have evolved
rapid rates of photorespiration and thus photorespiration and faster net photo- an unnecessarily complicated and indi-
mimic what occurs normally in maize. synthesis than is commonly observed rect biochemical mechanism for inhibit-

Any environmental condition or bio- for this species (33). Superior plants, ing glycolic acid biosynthesis and slow-
chemical inhibitor that interferes with on selfing, produced about 25 percent ing photorespiration. Bjbrkman (36)
photosynthesis will of course also inhibit of their progeny with slow photorespira- was unable to convert a C3 species into
glycolic acid synthesis. A specific bio- tion and fast net CO2 uptake, but the a C, species by producing interspecific
chemical inhibitor of glycolic acid syn- percentage was not increased in several hybrids in A triplex using parental plants
thesis should also be expected to in- successive generations. It was clearly of one type and the other, and the
crease net CO2 assimilation rather than established, however, that some plants hybrids of this weed had a decreased
inhibit it. Goldsworthy (30) showed that growing side by side showed about 50 net photosynthesis. Neither the superior
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C4 anatomy nor a rapid phosphoeno.
pyruvate carboxylasc activity was suf- soiyeo Age
ficient to assure the rapid CO2 uptake Axe scharacteristic of C plants. Perhaps this
is not surprising since a conversion of
a C8 plant into a C, would involve cronide
large changes in ,ea morphology, chlo- Substri. - NAoC
roplast type, and enzyme activities. y - cyt 0,

It would seem casier . select for a
slower photores~in.Ja in 'e less effi- A: A7P
cient photosyr~ltac s-:ce , sOwing Fig 3. The norma, (nnyi-1d caiesn dae

s arlti-nycin- aid cyanide se<~;da;~ce(slclyrxri
cn aotosyd -c .ac;a-sensitive) pathways of elcron flow na ie( chydroxamic31ycolic acid sy-athsis more directly, Abbreviations: NA D._e ana Anm ca mitochondro(4an in this way oi - zudld expect to , ruced nicotinamide ;&d; Cyt, cytochrome

obtain large incre in net photosyn-
thesis without invc.ing tie C4 system. colic acid ;nctaboizc ES C02 and, ai s and microInoeed, examples of decreased rates of already shown in Tanle 2, pom!:res ira rasn n css provides ATP,photorespiration within a species have tory CO2 o A actn f at
been found, as dscussd fore, and percent 

ve ne CO. rju n'these superior photosynthe:e plants do tosynthesis.. canreo
not utilize the C4 ,aIway. duced u n ce 1r Asmw,

only the deca .y~at o
The Oxidaton (3, 13). The ox caivc y aio a . Rcsph-ation

Tie Cof glyoxylic acid by 
ny 

-ca eroxide
Eks Relation to 2e orespir lo- yields formic ac d aurd Z' and this c iynthetic path-

reaction can ba aaid ie lluminated way oCells.In order to be further metabolized, chloroplasts (40), na aisc occur in per- .iaion in photo-glycolic acid must firs oxidized to oxisomes (41), aic COU' account for is usuallyglyoxylic acid (the apparnt ;eerse of most of the phoicrespiratory C02. The oraimilation
Fig. 2, reaction c), sime0 no other bio- further oxidatioa nf formic acid can' ,,ics in achemical reaction is known whereby also contribute to the CO, naoduced

couc--ee acd teld
ycolc acid itself reacc . In higher during photorespirat'on (13). 5 I enesis andplants, glycolate oxidase is flavopro- Leaves of al species appear Co have nr, -.iis, roots,te2n ahat couples wit,'2 ar2 the reac- activities of glycolate oxidase in eacess ali t or notion rate is very dependent on the 02 of that needed tor photoresoeicadon (3) s (3)concentration. This enzyrne is located and an excess of the other enzymes as- t pirationmainly in the peroxisomes of green sociated wih the ercen aes 

l
leavese (37) tegyoa palw sleaves (37). well (37). Since gycolic acid must first yifl

a-Hydroxysulfonates are aldehyde- be oxidized io be further metabolized oat teture
bisulfite addition compounds and effec- controlling the glycolate oxidase aetivi- thetive competitive inhibitors of glycolate ty by genetic means would not see g1oxidase (38). When a suitable sulfonate to be a reasonable means of conrollingis supplied to illuminated leaf tissues, photorespiration because g ncolatelycohc acid accumulates at initial rates would con u thesufhcient to account for photorespira- utilization of an intermeiate ir the ution in tobacco and sunflower (18). In- pathway, such as geyoxylate or Uycinethibition of glycolate oxidation in tobac- were enhanced, less substrate rigr to es-co leaf under suitable conditions in the become available for decarboxylatio- respira-laboratory also blocks photorespiration during photorespiration Alternatively ou Ihetic andand brings about large increases in pho- it is conceivable that the eoncentra;or i portionI.yn het 02 uptake, but t~he sulfo- of some metabolite in the glycolate i ciani snate does not increase photosynthesis pathway, even glycolic acid itself, might fulaasein maize leaf (15). exercise a feedback inhibition on gly- the p th iient photo-A biochemical sequence known as colic acid synthesis, and this property synei c maize.the glycolate pathway of carbohydrate could be utilized ,o control photo- One example of asynthesis exists in leaves (3, 39;. and respiration. astCr in maize hasthis pathway provides the photorespired beei (42), whoCO2. As usually depicted, four mole- com d ed b y H exchange andcules of glycolic acid (glyoxylic acid) Dark Respiration and Plant de two inred van-yield one of glucose and two of C0 2; Productivity et_-a evironment.the CO2 is believed to arise during the 

onmentstep involving the condensation of two The respiration of higher enants that faste tneglycine molecules o yield serine. The is easily measured in darkness takes ates fghaon were
stoichiomery indicated above permits place primarily, but not exclusively, ]n stnar variety lostthe loss of only 25 percent of the gly- the mitochondria. Its biochemistry is 26 er ey uptake
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Table 3. Photosynthetic activity of plant cultures. L/D values are ratios of the rate of "CO, uptake in the light to the rate of uptake

in the dark.- - -

Growth Chlorophyll
illumi- content Demr-onstration Refer-

Species Carbon source for growth nation (Pg/S of photosymbhsis cnce

(lua) fresh weight)

- percent CC, in air 10,000 50 40 /,mole CO, per milligram of chloro- (47)

5Carrot 1 percent C , in air phyll per hour

Ruta graveolens I percent CO, in 99 percent N, 57 L/D 6.0

Atropa belladonna Sucrose 6,003 57 L/D C per gns ht per (49)

Froelichia gracills Sucrose 7,000 1h nmol CO. per(72)

Tobacco 2 percent CO. in air 900-1,,2t 61 500 'Umole 02 per miW ram of ch8ro-)
phyll per bur (50)

7obacco Sucrose 5,403 27 L/D = 7.0 (51)

Tobacco Sucrose 1,500 13 Delayed chlorop(y73)

Tobacco 0.03 percent CO, in air 4,000 L/D = 9.0 (73)

Sucrose 4,000 L D = 2.0 C r ao

Tobacco 0.03 percent CO in air 4,000 25 120 ymole CO. peo rai.... if oiloro-

4,003 15 85 ymole CO, per nilligi am-
Sucrose phyl per hour

during respiration in the dark as com- ably occurs by the adernatc p'trhvay. be o .'- under auto-

pared with 33 percent in the poorer Thus, eliminating ne aiternate pah- trophic Co not clear. With

iety. In this exampie, an appreciable way, by producing miant in lant carrot tio iclls did not sur-

trtion of the dark respiration was tissue cultures, might be pxpecteh to viva on CO2r but

clearly wasted in the slower growing result in greater piant prouctivity. tCha earpenly grew

inbred. 
tob erable time

Several possible biochemical explana- on Th-UeofTsse-uusfoLrentiating.

tions could account for a potentially The Use of Tissue e Ligh i r rpst forma-

wasteful dark respiration. Some of the Obtain Desirabte MAants tion neItesi in tissue

respiration may occur by oxidases out- Recent avc soai c5e)

side the mitochondr'ia whici, m-ay not Recent advances in somatic cell ge- recently The h roszo; di'hos-

- produce ATP, or the oxidations within netics in higher plants (4) (see the pha c ty was present

the mitochondria might not be tightly article by Carlson and P slacco (4a) in tre transfer of the

coupled to ATP synthesis. Finally, it suggest the useutnss of screeni is.: rte increase in

seems likely tat some portion of mito- large populations Of phapoid cls enzy yp y ehe in-

chondrial respiration occurs y the so that only the eisired ph-rioype 10NY creao

recently discovered alternate pathway rates of photorespiratioL or more wil- A' hwou11 be to

of electron transport in mitochondria, cient dark respiration, foreample) will hap e n in

which produces only one third as survive. Intact normal plants tn which h id n b wn on sucrose

uch ATP for each pair of hydrogen both gene copies wid be identical can by decreased

orns oxidized as does the conven- already be obtained by this aechnique rates nu or pos-

tional pathway (see Fig. 3). This alter- in many species. The main croblen at sessre utilization or

nate pathway is under genetic control present is learnimg n-ow to screen fo the - o im;reediates of he

ina ungi (43) (it is the main pathway desired mutants possessir increased c' - bohydrate syn-

in "poky" or slow growing Neurospora net photosynthesis or productiviy, and t

mutants) and it occurs in higher plants this approach is fnow sta actively bei arl-

(44). 
pursued here at our station an6 un-i so-,Xtoac$(o dsrb some

The alternate pathway of respiration doubtedly elsewhere. xdibetto n emcles

is insensitive to antimycin and cyanide, One obvious approach b ber to ae pcient al-

and is specifically inhibited by salicyl- devise selection methods for superisr tera hr piratio de-

hydroxamic acid, which does not affect CO2 uptake in illuinated ant caissue sTh eaueinrh

the conventional electron transport sys- cultures grown on C 2 as the carbon ap es of the

tem. In isolated mitochondria from a source, with the ope that such ca ap' t o kowledge of the

number of plant species and tissues, phenotype would be expressed in he bicw n compounds

under conditions of rapid respiration intact plant. Most experienced investi- Tel is would seem

and phosphorylation, the alternate path- gators seem to agree wit( the statement to oe emise of enabling

way contributed from .0 to 100 per- expressed by Gautheret (4C that tissue us oincreasin pro-

cent of the respiration, with a value of cultures will not grow on Cm2 aone as u, imr of crops. The

15 to 20 percent being most often a carbon source. There are more recent pot 0', asgul'ting waste-

observed (44). Mitochondria from leaves indications, howeve:, tnat some cul- fi ereosses, as discussed

were not examined in this investigation, tures can grow on CC 2 and that even her, one of a number

but it is well known that 50 percent or cultures grown on sucrose in the light of es that might be

more of the dark respiration in leaves also assimilate some C 2 photosynthet- apof world food

is cyanide-insensitive (45) and presun- ically (Table 3). Whether cultures can pro-__ e.
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tons of fertiliZer nitrogen with an ap-
proximate value of $8 billion were used,
as oppos'd to the 3.5 x 106 tons that
were used annually 25 years ago.

Ns of nitrogen fer-A, 1 ixama E esc- -".tilbzer, e hig energy requirement
"or e t- manufacture, and, most sig-

t a o w OL - 3 nificanty, h eir increased selling price
have produced a tremendous interest in
the search for alternative technologies.nvestigators :,n a variety of disciplines are seard ing This imterest has permeated even the

for new technologies for producing fixed nitrogen. popular literature, as documented by
the following quotation from Harper's
Magazine, by Horace Freeland Judson

R, W. F. Hardy and U. D. Havelka

. . . a biologist working in Brazil, said
she has found several kinds of tropical
grasses that grow in symbiosis with Nrfixing bacteria of a new kind in theirPopulation growth and changes in ity of fixed nitrogen to crops is prob- roots. Could sue bacteria be persuadeddietary habits accompanying economic ably of the greatest importance. In the to live with one of the new high yieldgrowth will more than double the de- absence of alternative technologies for tropical climate grains by modifying the

mand for agronomic crops during this producing fixed nitrogen, about 200 X Dr. Hardy is associate research director and
quarter century. Among the many fac- 100 metric tons of fertilizer nitrogen Dr. Havelkd is research agronomist in the Centraltors that could contribute to improv- will be required annually by the end of Research ansd eopr a d e aomstny, e C t
ing crop yields, increasing the availabil- this quarter century. In 1974, 40 X 106 Delaware 19898.
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gene makeup of bacteria or the grains? 2500 1971- of protein in the seeds of these crops
C that could provide their own ranges from 20 to 45 percent, as op-

e r beyond doubt the biggest posed to the cereal grains that contain
r iz of ain the gift of the new biology x 8 to 20 percent of protein. However,

-far bigger in tcrms of yive. to be saved 5 world production of grain legumes is
than cven tne conquest of cancer or a
cow that could digest sawdust. 1966- x only 10 percent of cereal grains and

n this aricle (2) we assess the need - production area is about 15 percent
ri d thisricen(2 for crops protn (Fig. 2). In several of the less de-

for fixed nitrogen for crop production /X veloped countries, the area allocated to
and summarize the advances in chem- xxte otric, t aea poatable,

ica. and biological research on nitrogen x -- 1961 the protein-rigu , but less profitable,

ixation that may, in the long run, lead x X MDC ' gra ares asedetoethe owprte
to L>_ extra area allocated to the low-protein,

the development of alternative tech- 1500 - x o -m ce g
..--- 1971 but more prcfitable, cereal grains.

noogies for providing fixed nitrogen.
there have been many signcant re- About one-third of the world produc-

search advances in the chemistry and 1966 ation of grain gumes in recent years

bioogy of nitrogen fixation during the ---- 1961 nas come from soybeans grown in the

p years (3-8). The breadth of the U
1 9 56  United States. This crop has undergone

nbec- Ives of current research Includes 1000 251 a fi5ef00d ncrease in total production

oeovcemen of symbiotic nitrogen o a o 75 oo in the United States in the last 25 years
Total N fertilizer (kg)/areaa result of a fourfold increase in

Sxato by grain legumes; the domesti- under cereal cultivation (ha) production area and a modest increase
prouoio are asocatv saboe fort nres

associative symbioses for Fig. 1. The relationship between the use in yield. These data emphasize our fail-
ece s the development of abiological of nitrogenous fertilizers and the yield of
nitrogen-ixing systems with high rates cereal grains during the last 15 years for imr opven i techeology for major

.irogen fixation under mild con- both more developed (MDCs) and less provements in the yields of grain

:ts he extension of rhizobial in- developed countries (LDC's) (2). Note that legumes. Undoubtedly, the evelop-
the total nitrogen fertilizer use is divided ment of a technology for increasing

eci 0 the development of man- by the area under cultivation with cereal the nitrogen input to these crops will
made associative symbioses For cereals; grain; actual rates would be about one-half be a key to increasing their yields,

e transfer of the genetic infor- since about one-half of fertilizer nitrogen because they require up to four times

enation for nitrogen fixation to cereals. is used for cereal grain production. [From
vde a Hardy (2), courtesy of Washington State as much nitrogen per unit o yie as

oevechnooy a ace hs pued for University Press] do cereals. For example, a corn crop

new alication to hiuh-yield crop yielding 100 busheis per acre consumes

diectapnicUntil trhtive echno- 150 pounds of nitrogen while a soybean

are n hand, it is critical that the tilizer nitrogen is probably the most im- crop with the same yield would con-
o rt - c portant single factor. Cereal-grain yield sume 600 pounds of nitrogen. The

prdco of fertilizer m1irogen con--abltofegmsofiatestpr
b to be ncreased throughout the is correlated directly to the consump- ability of legumes to fix at least part

tion of fertilizer nitrogen divided by of their nitrogen requirements biolog-

the area under cereal cultivation for ically shouid not be ignored in seeking

both the more developed countries solutions to increased nitrogen input,

Need for Fixed Nitrogen for Crops and the less developed countries dur- and the higher protein content of nitro-

ing the last 20 years (Fig. 1), there gen-fixing as opposed to non-nitrogen-

need for increased nitrogen in- being no major discontinuity between fixing legumes may be of significance

p 6 a he desire, but not the neces- the data for the more developed and (I1). At the same time, solutions uti-

So seek alternative echnologies are less developed countries. Current cereal- lizing abiologkal inputs should not be

na variey of factors, for ex- grain yield and total fertilizer nitrogen ignored. will be the major

mple, population growth, the limited use divided by the area used for cereal factor that dicates the successful solu-

availabity of additional arable land, cultivation in the less developed coun- tion.

can dietary habits with economic tries is almost identical to that for 'ne

cereal-,rair: and grain-legumne more developed countries about 20 years

roduction trends, the current contribu- ago. These data document the key role Potenfia s ifttaions of the

-on of biological and abiological nitro- of additional inputs of fixed nitrogen Nitrogen Lnput Systems

Sfxation to crop production, and for increasing crop production.

he mitations and potentials of these The grain legumes have failed to show The incustrial fixation of nitrogen

nitrgen input systems (2). a major yield increase in response to by the Maber-losch process currently

lieve t s the application of fertier nitrogen. provides about 40 x 106 tons of nitro-
We beiev hat efforts to seek al- the aphaino etiie irgn en, while the other abiological pro-

ternative technologies for nitrogen fix- World production of grain legumes cesse, lghe ombustionia o-

atic should emphasize the abiological about 115 x 106 tons, with soybeans cesses, lightning, combustion, and ozoni-

or- biologal approaches that would be accounting for almost one-half of this zation, are estimated to fix about 10,

aplcbeto cereal grains and grain quantity, followed by peanuts, dry beans, 20, and 15 X 106 tons of nitrogen, re-

apeice tcereal grains a e mrn and dry peas (9, 10). The grain legumes spectively, each year (3). The amount
euns.Cereal grains are the major rypn both of nitrogen fixed biologically is difficult

source of food, with current annual are important sources of protein - o nite bauseaof is hetero-

production being about 1300 x 106 for direct consumption by humans in to estimte because of the hetero-

tons worldwide (9). Of the nonbiolog- several of the less developed countries geneity of nitrogen-fixing organisms,

ical inputs responsible for the increased and for the feeding of animals in the the heterogeneity of their distribution,

cereal yields, the increased use of fer- more developed countries. The amount the heterogeneity of the environment in
SCIENCE, VOL. 188



d bhy functio' and our extremely in contrast to the abiological process found to produce a nitrogen-fixing
msr t esi i data base. A that occurs in a single type of chemical nodule on a nonieguminous plant,S regen ixd X 1 tons plant tharss s a diversity of biological 7rema canabina (IS); and simple factorsx Cn o e aro im assigns nitrogen-fixing organisms and relation- derived from nonleguminous as well as

u o ( s etfixed in ships (3). The relationshs extend from leguminous plant cells appeared to en-e rodic ton is esimate wil asymbiotic to obligatory symbiotic, with able some frece-living Rhizobium strains-s data base various associative symbioses in be- to -xpress a lo -fixing
w ene foe ac cow since tween (Fig. 3). Asymbiotic diazotrophs activity (16). The Rhizobium-legumea ch, natou f; a conservatve (nitrogen-fixing organisms), which in- symbiosi is estimated to contributee-clude sm aera and the blue-green 4G

~out 75 p. some bacteri a t b rons of nitrogen annually to72' -at: irvioAsTY widely algae, fix nitrcgen independently of fra, as s well as a major part
a 6ecade other organisms. Loth natural and syn- of ;xns of nitrogen fixed
i mount thetic diazotrophs are cn, a st;ai n Aows. In the other

c a.y, of nitrogen-fiximg, Escher;ici coli hav- ntu bligatory symbioses,Ji - tiaLy ing recently been prduced. vac iinous angiosperms
it is The obligatory syrbiotic diazorophs and a croorganism presumed to ben are exemplified by bactera of the genus arc -- nacomyet frm a symbiotic asso-' cn-, >Rhizobium that occur in the root no- c; mportant to forest cropsy dules of legumes ano umdentified micro- but s e son~~ maenor significance tobase ;-ro- organisms in the nodules of some non- agonomi cro. production.

- the Rhizobiu;m-iegue symbosis, each sh;n two partners is an
of the partners i. neffecive in nitrogen asmbiociazo rop. The nondiazo-

- ~ iigh- fixation alone in its normal environ- opo ma provide an environment
- ct o ment but is effective in the symbiotic that [s aeable for nitrogen fixationt e relationship. Two exceptions to this by hd rh. The importance of

general statement were recently dem- these asociative ymbioses is onlysome onstrated: a Rhizobimn strain was curr y g recognized and they

ac -a cost;
-'D00 tons 1500
-2sociaied

-<e :.orver
these e

rage, 1000 4
o fert- ocoped - Cr

mo cereac ohhtcnaprob-
-. ~:,..- dv ecounries

of,~ieoen

co o, 500 250~flc~ 5 - cationV

C:the Cegumes

r ,enous Le 2e

-crcia, en-
c a cro:of
L-out-- one-

~~oo acen~n 
Ce real s

.tion '- 1000
cc Legumes

- nneed Legumes

e - 1950 1960 1970 1909 10170
z an a izzinYear Year

ae s o Fig. 2. Comparison of trends in world production of cerea grain ndmsproduction area, yield, and production per capita (2, 9) r dgrain egumes,
of Washington State University Press.
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0 .oh M-e potein isolated from one

a.n. :' orarsr can be recombined with the

~ Fe proten so.ated from another or-
m gar to poduce a unctional nitro-

caaioos$ a genase, ute.r supporting the similarity
o ..itrogenases from diffcrent sources.

Amf.mon a isthe product of biologi-

c' cal nirogen nxation with there being
ono m'co . N no evidence for enzyme-free interme-

en -a jen;o a u + m e ates;. amoa :s no an inhibitor of

ca heKm reac.on. Ethadenosine triphos-
hateC. ') and a suitable reductant

xN ".(22 re e ra. aor rntrogenase ac-

vi wi'e e c rquirement of four
S+-. oATPsimo cule for each two electrons

os . ' .trasere by n:rogenase (23). This

we ro -- usa arg energy requirement for

altrogen exNons surprismg because

3 N< h o. r rac orn is energy yielding:

7.95 kcal/mole

c nae enzymatic nitrogen-

h ia No c sextreneiy inefficient

o bac er a or a w ""n"ero and aesthatthe evolutionary

pa .3 oocal ritro: nx23 relaon- p s has be n more conserving

srns and 3ardy g), couir o n man in his develop-
teY in -lag, New Y mo ani" rogen-fixing pro-

cess N N Feredxinso flavodoxins that

Nav/ redN 'otenas the vicinity of

mo0ybdenumn iron and is do- t hyrogn electrode are the only

NN Naed Mo-e J.e.ri, and another that knn ysioogca' electron-transfer-

c/eontainir 1 ndC is designted1 Fe5 pro-N ring a~ge>ns that coueto nitrogenase,

ein ~ ~ i *C-F. 4) The o-F protein has whl yonte has been useful for

;eea2n crystali/zed (19), buN the :;-ry stuie. In 3 va (.2/4; natural electron

stucture has not been reporCed. T i donor <av been identified in only a

NN prote;in Is composed of our subunits few oasm such as Clostridium

3 -a WGn c 'D arranged to form a paraiepCIped as. wi pyruvat, while the donor

observed in electron mcrograpS; N n thN aonomically important legume

contains two molybdenura and 24 No microsymbionts can only be suggested

N e ~ ~t~onsN r 32 iron and sulfde atoms per 220,00 to be reduced nicotinamide adenine di-
datons.A moybd n-contning ncleNtide hos te which supports a

p Uroshetic group common to both ni- very iow rate of nitrogen fixation by

trN:ate reductase and inirgease a s RhiSzobu Nitrogenase. Additional def-

& been sugested (20) ad ther e into o t anciliary part of the nitro-

NNNN~a~. NNN>N some geneticNN and biochemicalNN dt N gen4xa o5 syterni is needed.

support o this concept. NeF p- TN nrgnexmg enzyme has an
ein ns compoedofnwo-detia*i a r iyw respect to its

ooscd oitit

soidal subunits; it contains four ronabi 1e 'edue a Vi variety of sub-

and four sulfur atoms per 60,000 dna- strates ( 26). This versatility, which

tons. The chemical and physical char- has proved cuite useful with nitro-

acteristics of each :rotein have been gena, .i Nur.ni out to be common

- determined. The elcr.o spin reso- among er ymes that utilize small mole-

nance (FSR) spectrum of the Mo-Fe cules an' are involved in vital fixing

proieir is unique with resonances at g reactions. 'Nirogenase was the first ex-

values of 2.01, 3.67, and 4.3 attrbuted ample to be discovered and exhibits by

orr to some of the iron atoms. This spec- far the greatest versatility. More re-

ntru hs proved useful for studies of cently, rihulose bisphosphate carboxyl-

ese rnechanism and for physiological studies ase was found to react with oxygen as

(21). The FSR spectrum of the Fe well as carbon dioxide (27), and in

N ses protin is not unicue but is similar to this case ie versatility appears to be

NA iff ei- se ] that observed for lerredoxins. Both an evolutionary disaster for most agro-

: 3,o a components are essential for nitro- nornic crops. both of these enzymes,

genase activity with a ratio of one or the versatility was probably no disad-

t, into two Fe proteins for each Mo-I e pro- vanage at the time of their origin. For

s cnre' One as tein. .n severat but not all tested cases, nitrogenase, the versatility may still be

6% 
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O rO consuqtrence CaU s r in - n its component proteins based on x-raysucntqiveuntes 
h ha se e analysis have not been obtained, x-ray

orp t wieh nir. n thothr~ >o-P by structures have been reported for the,o oompe f w cah r onn.O the electron-transferring proteins, ferre-
oxyni the atosphereas decease 1 nit- doxin, and flavodoxin (29). Moreover,
oxyger in the a osph xn nas decrfsed genese rcc - Sad Mo- synthetic analogs of Fe 4S 4 clusters of
over tce years so i-at oxyca now effc- Fe ?ro Zins L- SuCeS are Terredoxin have been made (30) andix0ng ezme. 

- they show remarkable chemical and
fxing enzyme. 

thougcanhbecnySse aa cCe - been physicai similarity to ferredoxin, al-
Nitrogenase can be considere as a usafun for triple dJo g though their relative insolubility inreductase for H + and for triple or m;g Ml-oC2 c-s kincties water precluded the use of the original

potential triple bonids by Ne, o1 ni~rogen r ~ ceI models in biological systems. Most ofNO, NC, and CC functions rep:esen d groe a n va- c r olyb- the iron and sulfur of nitrogenase is
by N 2, Nv, prd uCN, RNtC, nd enur M " the probably of the ferredoxin type but, in
2 CH to give proc I4eetn - Z 3. , ri;arTes addition, other types of iron as well as
2, 4, 6, 8, 10, o2, and 14 eectron-ad. between Se rooncts are molybdenum are present. Obviouslydition products (Fi. 5). Seveatl Cy used biy nro- dno lyb- much more nitrogenase biochemistrysebstrae reductions catatyzed tby t denurn mucaC- will have to be uncovered before we will
genase wcre novel ractios e at ne obe able to describe the enzyme and itsof their discovery, but subsequep wc.- p i 4 '1 reaction at a molecular level. Such in-
wih abioogicat systams hs dupiCa wes anad icio ns 

n.ro- formation may be useful to the chemistiRea quative way all of the retitive pnurn 
and biologist as well as satisfying one's.Reuction of nitroen ia coredcitioy >nd iur, com- curiosity about the detailed mechanismanLijeo by hydrogen and rducti n ?x rs Si '-ested of this vital enzyme.ote substrates except that monoxide s i - w- The inefficiency of nitrogenase andinte o beon bonoxres ma be 

he our inability to circumvent its ATP re
notreaction betwee substrates may e 

s- quirement essentially eliminates any
m.ore Complex. Fcrrmation Of HfD from q'ience, rv.c 7&."e~Yy - possibiity of direct utilization of thedeuterium and water occurs during the zic, p of unmiiiy enzymectsaicatlys. Ne
rdIo onirgnbtotoote humodized'enzyme as acaalyst.Never-reuction of nitrogen bu- not of other the nies theless, the fundamental biochemicalsubstrates. metal-substitution, inding, ostudies 

have been justified already by aahysnca , mctal-substiiution bindin6, to rr Zn171 e "I.- e anci nonpredictable outcome that is makingand product studies are being used to rrtighcIn icrso- a most significant impact on all investi-unravel the dynamics of the n arogen- na c steSk- or p gations of nitrogen fixation. The sub-ase reaction. A complex of Mg arc labeled subsu whc inred strate versatility of nitrogenase and,Ao? binds to the Fe protein bu not the studies with car ol specilcally, the reduction of acetyleneMo-Fe protein. Changes In the ESR Aithough stiaIm:- < .cgnasc or' to ethylene coupled with gas chroma-

-- ~-- ----. Mo - Fe Protein

. 4. Nitrogenase and
the characteristics of its
comPonent proteins, Mo-
Fe and Fe protein. (a)

ry Fn A zotobac er
Mvoj~ proteirn; fb andI
C) ecctron micrographs 

4of negatively stained Azo-
lobacter Mo-Fe and Fe
protcins and models of C
each protein; (d and e)
utravolet visible spectra 

-of Azotobacter Mo-Fe
*,ein and Clostridium -Fe protein; and (f andS) ESR spectra of Az- 

1.94oiobacler Mo-Fe protein
and CVosridium Fe ro-
ten. TFron Hardy and
Burm (4), courtesy of
Academc Press, NYorkl 

o.
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ological, agronomic, and genetic a
proaches. 80-d rcem edi.

Physio:ogical research advances oraiss ccy in
reeevant to the r e ne en n case of reducing 2NQ-

4n0u to rops include denirion men with c 2N/a, the tota energy equivalent
o osen-lxing ognss nutio a sym- is ab22 ATP molecules (4 ATP

ofsstens orge smrotecnof itr a aeroaic molecules beng equivalent for eight
cnase from oxyge drterinato a wi the pairs of electrons). These calculations

the energy cost of biological nitrogen ed is very also suggest that there is no difference
xation, information on cated in energy costs. A corollary of these

aon, ofomion n thorgani om c facc- theoreta calculations is the ratio of
ation of ammonia into O nc o--a 

. the 'Minimum amnount ofPounds, and the prorniscuity of cow-, fo
Rhizobium including their expression I gen .mr carboydrate consumed c the amount
rutrogen fixation outsIde of cian esa o e oxed.

The lIst of organisms tacI nix nd The erpoaton ammonia to pro-
rogen has been redefined with deen he dganontrogen compound s

or some previous examples andadd-noapatofthe nitogen-xing system
ton of new ones. The folowing corre ea outs motant foithe operatoon of

an has emergeb. Nitrogens a emo- ase bcab faireessionmove
ooy been found in proknayoic ces eamduing- the Rhizoim rm re fre ivng nit1oge xing bacier:a androot nodules of legumes '38); :h the *o m for i soyea nod-ncgr.Cance, if any, of the o karntic u ) guamn sytts formsrestriction remains to be dcovrgon-

ncinformatia aa wi gutamate synthe-
oappears informetontainedrin the lase forms two molecules of glutamate

mzoea compont tadno inhe -e rom > aine, a' toutarate, and re-I -b> copoentan nc I;a ~.. duced - nioiad aeine dinucleo-

ase is ani T aaa o is sequeace of
e eenzyme sand this Oiyaen- ac s e 1reaivel ow Km of giu-- ~- ye nzye an ths l-ittio ~- icrl- ma r amonia, whichma rb one of the major brriers 

'o amie syease for amnac whichae deopment of new itrogen inn loweb factia de aintenance of a
sys.rns utlizing a biological approach. : ~ ow concentaionof other nitrogen->or example, a purni~ed Fea protein e urec of his syre ina otr iroen-ons ne-nalf of its activity after les xglgms has no be ecashedenab esabisedrnmte exosure to aio 

aatr gumes sice asaragine (45) s the
u a K ni er-acillu dog no on major fen transportedprodu ce ntrogenase until the envicron- nu ~ es romnthe sdl t~o theaeial pave ot

spn. iae

s almost anaerobic, and nitrogen- ha unes peen
a ng phocosynthetic organisms only ax me eeen descrbed.

omduce~- ncitrogenase under aaeic 
c

.;,,s mayr 
m.go oeRu

'a on. Speciat celular architecture rldcin e
ct is occur whene nitrogenase s boneu s siaTe s-S aerole organisms. Azooacter issnmef amiS; c eanarpoe to utilize elevated respir'~atoy z a b osi vymea
t t ecrease its lAine a oxye n r C cc y o ap s O2) and, in addion aw 

ayeo hacorccete p0. nitrogenasa may undergo e i 'don6an deveoe-
a ie conoformational ch ag to 

, m of -s'as c n (4)rania cv form for protectio- aai-s cene a xm a a- nr asaoue based-
xygen. (39). It has been npc-iated eo centof at hea.ur n e bsedl-mat hydrogen produced frorni Ha 'tr cc ~ - -a -- mes-met of bot C2H. oreduc-byntrogenase may be couped 'o ou~ ½. ona ad N 'aicm n 'ooigrincu-ay-rogenase as another oxygen-protec HoI. ton w c reva' Elcrn microgriphsve sysntem. Most but not all niroge- e' - reeae ar c wi. tie nonehnx n la contain speciaiized cells gen 

- era ce- e ca-u tn anaranges-cade heterocysts where nitro'genase a-n 
- a ten s la cc sa in he wituralsys-is ocalized; heterocysts provide a more the a t. rn. SuseueIitdie rhthhpareduced environment in which the oxy- abo. a- a oRuo m'cK. iara sold rath secrityag-evoimg reaction of photosynthesis ec;l ar aque myae: ircvaedi hes speciicitncs no occur (40). The nitrogen- of ec a o the yse n i thin the odule

xg act vity of aerobic algae 2 a hac- "A s orain 'hewoe piat: this Rhizobium
teria~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ isicesdudrsbtopei cor-srin, we utrdwith'- soybeanunder 

plan: cels, prced a ntrogen-fixing
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ttUs but O o howCver, ti I R. abot increased ligh. Intensity from day and

t r ct supplementae lit; c e source size

a .Amna of by grafting a. itiona foliage and iow
:*a & ~ Las C v m, PasccK u :iion plntng dens y; decreased demand of

Acs of nogcn-%ig i sys. t of Mhe pant competitive sinks by pod removal; and

aD J mins N=4tCn- e1i cnC2& k z I th incased rae of photosynthesis by

a rVed in the fih. A cowp a root n role rmi . CO,-renrichmcnt of the foliar canopy

o u as obtaned Cor- the nod- dca At of nitro- (52,33).
hpnt and was sed to esa- gernc e e actfv- - The nst dramatic dcmonstration

w fiving no ks on both the ty rl Ne high that photosyn ;t s is a major limitir

n, comnus hos and the ab- amoa t A been su factor for irogen nation in teld-
iawnorus host (15Y On gos. "n ryrovid an grown soyseans was ocbtaned from a

tm ret reefod CO2 enricment of the soy-

g fixg s s ems are bean canopy dring the period of re-

be dicovered. Most icy, oc- :roposal (51). productive growtn (ig. 6). The amount

";!on has been e e e s ofn trogen xed was increased firom

i -bon exterally sociaed veaia-i of tho 75 to 425 .fg petare as a result o;

w6Lahnous or nonlegun- o enracht whle the amount of

W L C O (S. The mirogen obtai no P.om the son was dc-
w but aperns To be re crsedfroLn 22u to J xg per necare,

a abocut 24 ors er A - J I . ny2showing thatthe Cren. iched soybeans

fh ant cells. 7hese >bscrva- cn £ : ' ea fixed 5 percent of heir nitrogen re-
hat a ousibe factor c casi uirent, wher the unenriched

it bot tegarres and non e mc P pn Rxc onl 25 percent. In addi-

e, uss bia to "ecome on te tota nitrogen input was in-

and improve t v ou o creased fror 295 to 50 kg per hecare,

Scon z r oss W represeting t rs. xanple of a ma-

unoneininous cro ts The elope jor incresne in snpu of nrogen to a

netas Itereangranso Understadin during grain legume. This major effect of CO 2

-Is naure of specifcay be- the eAce growth, 'enricament has been attributed to an

and bacterum may be fun- sugge. ion in bio- increasei net prodction of photosyn-

such an exenston. Lectias logical o thate maa possioie by ,he decrease in

nroposed as a possie basis a s appear to be photorespiration brought about by the

iy in the Rhizoum egure of plant ecifically ra elevated COa io O2 rato.

infection based on the aed t suppy of % egy

cty in te binding of Iphcon - 1ihe prod- the CC ,- a p i i a

aiumhir (48. Successful ucts Kt iksport Toe tree o.r ~a s an. almost i..,-

the A symbiosis to growth a oesft le - -fixirr

W be one of the most at- reduc i io se for Lcttvtt' oduies, suggesting

ra alternative tecnnoogies ie e-, T . rge that the . rogenase 0 n
K ~~~ ~~ ~~~ u, Y o a a OOui.iI i A '

fl- uos h 'e ro -a5ena .aoe-rs pea 'aecause c a ~cci' upyO

cho, and Nto: to t meet the nees of Che aer-

urns of car- tages see ee ofrn es

sed syn iosis and the a a hotosynosy:, A homt o; srimoar informa-

o in tehopicb grasses a bniT 1o e foerlay peanta

r ro .ne greaest opaporunity 6hr ned i r oe cre in-

sce ootou of nitrogen .1o grain utilizer. Z aci o , aa 1f nts :y exks' n Ao oKstrogen L

a ccre grais. Additional tr- tion to t yes of the later

continie to show that therirgeral factrs Stages 0, SCo' bolor.

Se cor aniss have a rtf photosyn- A in o its similar inform-

ia nitrog en exation in e ce t v.n nAdl have been tion has to be rnd for peanuts and

vr, a plane-algal association, nitrogen iea- peas, of eros i ea cc or more in-

aluonbenj, is reported to fiqx 60 tin, a:,oceased light in- form-ation- K hilpe on he other

nitrogen per hectare an- tensity and shading; c- grain leumae son pia we can estabish

i arnial defoliation, he h ild i factors of ological nitro-

cne-e s wt an d lodging; m- gen fixation h derent crops. .e w-n

z. tat for up to 200 measurements cesdn acormpetitive sinks the resni' to.a ,e e-vn to the field pro-

"'wsyi toe ed, has enabled investi- durtag ci' Keoaat;and ces- duclion of area -oe ineasuremtenIs

o ,tcd-mine the t~rne course of satin: a n o nodule by must be mode on-~a' grown uinder

roe axHation in field-grown soybeans gdinttUsfco that increase the natural tikconcitru. is clear in the

emseengto senescence (Fig. 6) amout toavailable to case of the soybean hat, in order to

SAbout0 percent of te nitrogen the 5tt0 ' an demonstrated to achieve a major increase in nirogen

Axed by field-grow:n soybeans occurs increas i etixation, for example, fixatiorn atlenon must be focused on
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